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A SOURCEBOOK FOR THE DESIGN

OF A

'REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

VOLUME XII

CREATING A REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

PREFACE

This is one of six Volumes of a report which, collectively,'

is intended to be a Sourcebook for the Design of a Regional

Environmental Learning System. The report was prepared under

Contract 300-700-4028 with the Office of Environmental Education.

This six-volume report presumes some background concerning

the concept of a Regional Environmental Learning System, and

with environmental education as a whole. Considerable relevant

background was supplied in Volume 9 of the 4th Quarterly Report

(A Descriptive Analysis of Environmental Education) and in

the 5th Quarterly Report (Conceptual Basis for the Design of

Regional Environmental Learning Systems), both of which arc

available from the Office of Environmental Education.

Volbme 1 contains an Overview of the Sourcebook, with

short summiries uf the other Volumes.
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Chapter 1

AN EMERGENT DESIGN FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Introduction

During the early phases of this project we developed several definitions of

environmental education. These definitions are summarized in Volume I, Overview. As we

were defining environmental education, and developing the normative model of

environmental education, a set of ideas, concepts, and images emerged that formed the

basis of an overall design for environmental education. This emergent design, which we

later called a Regional Environmental Learning System (RELS), was contained in a tacit

and semi-organized way in the many grants and contracts sponsored by .the Office of

Environmental Education under the Environmental Education Act ot 1970 (P.L. 91-516 as

amended). The construction, critique, and reconstruction of the normative model was

undertaken to shed more light on that design. The goals of the normative model were: 1)

to organize the 'many components of the emergent design into a coherent framework; 2) to

discover the controlling idea of the emergent design; and 3) to develop some guidelines

that would assist in creating this design, a RELS, in different regions throughout the

country.

The main purpose of Chapter 1 is to outline some of the events and activities that

led to the discovery of the conirolling idea, which we call collective inquiry and action.

The chapter concludes with an overview of the remaining chapters of this volume. The

major purpose ot this volume is to outline the major guidelines that would assist people in

creating a R ELS that is appropriate to their region of the country.



Defining Environmental E2bcation

Is there a consensus on what environmental education should be? Many projects

iponsored under the Environmental Education Act give partial answers to tWs question.

The normative model represents an initial attempt to. synthesize these answers into a

coherent oicture of what environmental education should be.

Background on the Normative Model

The normative model of -environmental education (folded in the pocket on the front

cover of this report) is one of several products of the contract between the Office of

Environmental Education and the University of Virginia and subcontractors. Completed in

mid-1978, it provides the basis of the other contract products, especially the designs an

implementation strategies for environmental education.

Purpose of the Normative Model

In preparing the normative model, our purpose was to review statements that

legislators, educators. reserarchers, and other experts have made about .vhat

envir onmental education should be, and to make explicit the desired or normative model

of environmental education expressed or implied in various sources. This was

accomplished by a search through the Environmental Ethication Act and Regulations,* the

Arizona report,
+ the Tbilisi report," and other documents concerned V/ith normative

environmental education. From these, implied etlements were extracted and organized

into d logical structure. Additional elements that'were deemed important were adtle,d by

Financial Assistance for Environmental Education Projects. Federal Register,
Volume P.:, No. 99: May 21, 1974.

of Arizona. Environment-,Based Environmental Education: Inventory,
1n dvsistry' Pecornrnendations. (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona, June 1978).

*I 'mted Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Education and
r.,10 chdllenve of Environmental Problems. (New York, NY: United Nations, 1977).

1 2



project personnel. Our intention in carrying out this task was that the resulting model

could be used to help establish future goals and directions for environmental education.

Method of ConstrUcting the Normative Model

The normative model of environmental education was created with the use of

interpretive structural modeling. Work on it progressed through three stages. First, the

working groups at Battelle, the University of Dayton, the University of Northern Iowa,

and the University of Virginia held individual preliminary sessions to construct their own

initial models. The stcond stage involved a two-and-a-half day intermediate session in

Dayton. At this session representatives of the groups worked to integrate the four maps.

In the final stage, the University of Dayton group completed the process of integration'

and documented the results for review by the other participants. The final report, An

Integration of N6rmative Models for Environmental Education (1978), incorporated

comments received from the primary contractor as well as from the other subcontractors.

Activity I: Generating the Elements

The initial list of 103 elements was supplied' by John Warfie ld; the elements were

those namea or implied in:

the Environmental Education Act and Regulations;

the Arizona Report;

the Tbilisi Report; ,and

past 0.EE grant descriptions.

This list was distributed to the subcontractors with the instructions to use it and modify it

as necessary, keeping track of the original source of each element. AddiLions to the

element list were also acceptable, provided reasons were stated.

Activity 2: Preliminary Structuring Sessions

All four working groups began their Preliminary modeling sessions for the normative

model or map with the same initial element list. The groups, however, were free to



amend this list as they saw fit, and to choose the elements they wanted to include in their

preliminary models.

The purpose of the separate preliminary sessions was to enhance the quality of

discussion at the subsequent meeting of the Combined Working Group. It was felt ,that

developing a normative map of environmental education was a more challenging task than

describing the "environment" or "environmental education," because value judgments were

needed to construct what should be. Four groups with diverse backgrounds worked

independently to explore differences in values, terminology, and conceptual

understanding. They were then invited to share these insights at the Dayton meeting.

Activity 3: Intermediate Structuring Session

The second stage in the development of a normative model of environmental

"education involved a group session held in Dayton 'from 30 April - 3 May 1978. Eight

people participated as representatives of the subcontractors group. Walter Bogan,

Director of the Office of Environmental Education, attended as an observer,

First, each team gave a progress report and posted its preliminary map. As a result,

some common problems with the master element list were raised. The group also began a

list of definitions for some of the more ambiguous terms. Battelle's distinction between

the words "assess" and "evaluate," for example, was particularly useful during the rest of

the session. °While "evaluation" can be applied to a past occurrence, "assessment" adds a

future perspective, i.e., an examination of alternative courses of action or anticipated

outcomes.

The .elernent list illustrated the range of ideas that exist in the area of

environmental education. The purpose of the project was to improve understanding of the

terms and to clarify the relationships that already exist. We needed to create little, but

rather had to come to a better understanding of what had evolved -- in other words, "to

pull environmental education together." We needed to clarify the philosophy behind what

is done in environmental education; that is, how the philosophy relates to policy, and how



policy relates to decisions about environmental education in the schools and the

community. The normative model tried to capture that philosophy.

The next task for the Combined Working Group was to create a revised normative.

model of environmental education, still using interpretive structural modeling. The

master list, with some amendments, wls used to begin the exercise. New elements were

created where the group felt necessary, and definitions were recorded. John Warfield and

Walter Bogan helped by providing background information on the sources of elements.

The group chose elements that gave a cross-sampling of the master list. Ambiguous

elements were also purposely chosen for the opportunity to reach a consensus on them and

to provide the University of 'Dayton team with .a basis for completing the model. The

relationship used for this exercise was: "Should Element A logically precede Element B in

the first iteration?"

At the end of the intermediate session, twenty-two elements had been incorporated

into the integrated model. Learning outcomes apReared at the top of the map. At the

bottom were elements of program planning, or "the activities needed to provide a

framework or conteXt for environmental education." Included in these were the core

themes, collecting information on environmental education, and social diagnosis and

prognosis.

Activity 4: Producirgl an Integrated Model

The first step for the University of Dayton team was to review the entire element

list, making definitions consistent. New elements were added to reflect the group,

discussion, particularly on learning outcomes; then each element was assigned to

categories, such as curriculum development, personnel development, learning outcomes,

and others.

I Jsing The structure created by the Combined Working Group, and starting with the

relationship: "Should Element A logically precede Element B?," the University of Dayton

,idded ahout one-third of the remaining elements to the model. Logical groups of the



elements began to emerge at this point, which suggested a change in tactics. The

relationship of logical precedence had allowed us to create a hierarchical structure with a

time flow. However, all the working groups recognized the need for cycles or feedback,

which "logical precedence in the first iteration" does not permit, so we changed the

relationship to: "Should Element A help achieve Element B?," which does permit cycles

and feedback.

By the time about sixty elements had been structured into the model subsets of the

larger model began to emerge. These subsets were groups of like activities, or mutually

supportive activities, such as planning, personnel development, and learning system

design. The University of Dayton "team struCtured the remaining elements into the

appropriate subsets, and then integrated the subsets into the larger Model. The subsets.

gave some insight into the total model, and the total model suggested changes in the

subsets. So the Dayton team completed the normative model by working from the larger.

model to the smaller ones and vice versa.

During the integration, the University of Dayton team checked questionable

relationships by referring to previous work of the working groups. Wien the model was
gihn

complete, it was distributed to the primary contractor alltidubcontractors, along with an

explanation of how it was created and some implications perceived by the Dayton group.

Activity 5: Feedback from Contributors

The best opportunity for comment on.the draf t model, came at the project's Advisory

Committee meeting on 15-16 June 1978. Walter Bogan, John Warfield, and other

subcontractors express'ed satisfaction with the general.structure of the model (if not with

the precise placement of the elements). However, the Advisory Committee's reaction to

interpretive strucural modeling made it clear that persons who are unfamiliar with the

method and who .have not participated in structuring a particular model' do not find an

interpretive structural model very illuminating. For the time being, the project group

elected to make only those changes thot clarify the model, Sand n,ot to make extensive



revisions in the graphic manner in which the model is presented. It was agreed that such a

revision might be required if the model were to be broadly disseminated.

Activity 6: The Final Normative Model

As a result of comments made largely at the Advisory Comm, nee meeting, the

Dayton group reworded a number of elements and added several new ones. The final

normative model consists of 141 elements, and is referred to as the "big. map."

An Explanation of the Normative Model

The normative model shows graphicaliy what educators, legislators, researchers,

grantees, and others have said environmental education should or could be, not necessarily

what it is. The structure of the model is based on how the elements are related to each

other, using one relationship: "Should Element A help achieve Element B?" It is worth

repeating that the structure of the, normative , model was not something that we

conceptualized in advance, but something that evolved as a result of .our modeling sessions,

using interpretive structural modeling. We realized that, we were dealing with various

ty pes of elements, and the method helped us sort and organize them. The normative

model represents a management framework for environmental education.

Overview of the Normative Model

The size of the original element set led to a very large normative Todel, which we

refer to as the "big map." For purposes of discussion, it is usually easier to refer to the

"little map,'t which shows the model as several subsets of related elements. This "little

map" is shown in Figure 1.1.

The subsets of the model are:

11lanning lies at the base of the map and sets into motion the development
of ,core themes, funding, and institutional support.

Learning Systems Design is largely concerned with developing and
modifying currigula and community 'education approaches to meet
environmental education objectives.

- .)
1 - 7
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Personnel Develcipment provides for training of teachers and community
education facilitators.

Learning Activities is the actual conduct of programs laid out in Learning
Systems Design.

Learning Outcomes is the realization of the various environmental
education goals set forth in the Act and elsewhere.

Delivery Systems-,and Support includes activities that will institution/alize
environmental education and provide for dissemination of newly developed
materials and approaches.

Evaluation, like delivery systems and support, is a continuing set of
activities that intermesh with the five central subsets.

The "little map" shows the subsets of the normative model of environmental education

produced by the working groups. Elements at the bottom of the finished model lend

support to all elements above tliem in the structure, and thus can be said to logically

precede them. However, there were two sets of elements (activities) that are carried out

at many levels and are best illustrated as .continuous processes. These are the activities

of dissemination and support, and of evaluation. Therefore, the long vertical rectangle at

the left of the little map reprennts ongoing delivery systems and support, and that at the

right of the map represents ongoing evaluation.

The normative map served as a guide and as a source of questions during the

remainder of the project. As ideas were developed about the Regional Environmental

Learning System (RELS), the map was used to test those ideas. Such questions as, "Is this

idea consistent with the normative map?," and "How does this idea elaborate the

normative map?," guided our exploration. In examining the normative map, especially the

subsets of learning activities and learning outcomes, the controlling idea of "collective

inquiry' and action" emerged as key to the design and implementation of the RELS:

V



Collective Inquiry and Action:
A Controlling Idea Behind the RELS

In our first composition course we learn that the design of a good paragraph requires

a controlling idea that gives coherence to the paragraph and contains the essential

concept to be communicated in the paragraph. Every sentence is built around the

controlling idea.

The same holds true for the design of a social process, such as a Regbial

Environmental Learning System. The design must be built around a controlling idea that

gives coherence to the design and contains the essential concepts to be embodied in the

social process. All the elements of the design must be built to support that controlling

idea.

As we examined the multitude of environmental education projects emerging

throughout the country, we discovered emergent systems in a variety of regions that were

designed to facilitate learning about environmental issues and themes. These emergent

systems, which we call Regional Environmental Learning Systems (RELS), have many

similar characteristics.. RELS are people, in communities and schools, organized to

address environmental themes and issues. The participants believe that more learning

about environmental issues will have an impact on the future development of their region.

They also believe: 1) that present school °curricula and community institutional

arrangements are not adequate for completely addressing these issues, and 2) that new

approaches must be taken to improve the way issues are undersiood and resolved.

The controlling idea, or dominant theme, in these new approaches is the process of

collective inquiry and action, which brings together a diversity of indivkluals from the

community, from school systems, and from community agencies. Through this process of

collective inquiry and action, RELS participants study important regional environmental

then- es and issues, and oftentimes develop environmental policies and programs of aCtion

to address these themes and issues. Key decision-makers in the region are influenced by

1 - 10



the RELS participants to implement environmental policies and programs of action. RELS

participants forge new cooperative arrangements, which expand and mobilize the

resources needed to undertake this process of collective inquiry and action. RELS is an

organizational setting where learning about the environment comes simultaneously with

creating a more human environment. Chapter 2 develops this controlling idea of

collective inquiry and action in a more concrete and detailed manner.

Overview of This Volume

This volume focuses on elaborating the concept and the design of the RELS as well

as on the controlling idea of that design -- collective inquiry and action. Each chapter

addresses a 'particular facet of the concept and the controlling idea.

Chapter looks at the concept of a RELS. It begins with descriptions of fout

examples which\show RELS7like qualities d help clarify the concept. We then use the

examples to identify common characteristics of RELS. To do this, we examine the new

demands placed on institutions of governance and education by the,rise of environmental

issues, examine why traditional institutions have not been able to respond to these new

demands, and, examine why RELS-like entitieS have been more successful in meeting the

new demands. We will see that a RELS 'complements the traditional institutions of

governance and education.,

. Chapter 3 examines several models that will be useful in creating a design for a

RELS that is appropriate to a particular region, and then, in developing an implementation

strategy for the RELS. The "still picture" model outlines the essential processes of

collective inquiry ar% action. This model can be utilized to design an effective process of

collective inquiry in the local region. Guidelines for the design of RELS by the RELS

participantsare expressed in the "moving picture" model of the RELS.

Chaoter 4 presents "A Road Map for Resolving Environmental Issues." Using a

combination of "road maps," or charts, and prose descriptions, this chapter offers



step-by-step guidelines for actually carrying out the primary processes of collective

inquiry -- dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation. We call these steps the issue

resolution cycle because their purpose is to resolve an environmental issue and because

they occur repeatedly during the existence of the RELS.

Chapter 5 describes the first phase of RELS-development, "Mobilizing Interest in the

R ELS." The chapter is addressed primarily to the organizer -- the person with the

original idea for a RELS -- who is the most important actor during Phase 1. Whether or

not a RELS develops depends on two conditions and a series of actions we describe under

the heading of planning activities and mobilizing activities. Phase 1 concludes with a

comMitment from a sufficient number of people to try the RELS approach on a par ticular

issue or theme. Suggestions and examples are offered for guiding a group through this

phase.

Chapter 6 looks at what happens the first time a RELS undertakes an issue

resolution. The period devoted to "Creating the Initial RELS Experiment" is the second

phase of RELS development. At this point, a leadership group is becoming apparent and

assumes much of the responsibility originally held by the org....nizer. During Phase 2, the

RELS leaders and members must decide how to recruit more members and prepare them

for issue resolution, how to organize themselves for the first issue, and how to evaluate

their efforts. This phase should be considered a "test" of what the group believes their

ELS should be.

Chapter 7 describeFA the process of 'Institutionalizing the RELS" in the region. How

does a R ELS advance from one or two successful experiences with collective inquiry to

hecome a usetul, accepted part of the region's environmental education?. The outcomes of

Phase 3 are legitimacy; a clearer design; established procedures for collective inquiry and

action; and policies on recruiting members, training leaders, and enlarging network ties.

Atter discussing each of these, the chapter concludes with a look at RELS from a

0,
- t.1
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deifferent perspective. We approach RELS as a change and examine the likely implications

of such a change.

Summary

This chapter outlined the proe:ess by which the concept of a Regional Environmental,

Learning System (RELS) and the controlling idea for the design of a RELS emerged during

the ear!), stages of the project. The process of building the normative model for

environmental education was outlined. The controlling idea -- collective inquiry and

action -- was discussed. Collective inquiry guides both further reflections on the design

of a RELS and the implementation of this design. Finally, Chapter 1 concludes with an

overview of the remaining chapters.

r.
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Chapter 2

WI-I4T IS A REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
LEARNING SYSTEM?

How would you identify a Regional Environmental Learning System (RELS) if you

saw one? After you have read this chapter we hope that you have developed an

appreciation for a RELS that would allow you to identify a RELS if you saw one and, more

important, create one for resolving environmental issues in your own region.

RELS: An Emergent Concept

To help you develop the concept of a RELS, we will first describe some specific

examples of RELS. Then, in order to improve your understanding of this concept, we will

explore the situation that has given rise to these new organizationa ms that we call

RELS. The chapter will conclude with a description of the basic characteristics of a

RELS.

Developing an appreciation of the concept "RELS" is a difficult task. For example,

most of us know what the concept "car" represents; yet when we encounter a car in

reality, it is a specific kind of car -- for example, a Chevy or %cord. No one has seen

the concept "car," yet whenever we see a Chevy or a Ford, we know that it is a car.

"RELS" is a concept just like the concept "car;" it is an abstraction. You never really .see

a "RELS" -- only specific examples of a RELS.

Yet there are major differences between the concept "car" and the concept "RELS."

Nearly everyone understands the meaning of the ,concept "car," and the word is frequently

used in our everyday conversation. Currently, "RELS" is a fuzzy concept without a clear

meaning. At best, "RELS" is an emergent concept that will eventually become part of

everyday cOnversation. The concept "RELS" is in much the same position as the concept

"car" was in the days of the "horseless carriage."



Existent RELS

Although the RELS has recently emerged as a new type of organization, there are

already several examples of RELS-like entities throughout the United .States. In this

section, we briefly describe some of the well known and not so well known RELS. These

descriptions give concreteness to the concept of RELS as it is developed later in this

chapter.

Essex Network

Sarason and his associates T1977 and 1979) have extensively examined resource

exchange networks. The main case study they used to develop their ideas is the Essex

network. The Essex .network is an informal association of people from a wide variety of

settings'in education and human services; some are members of university faculties, some

directors of human services agenries, others are mernoers of local school boards. The

network emerged about six, years ago, when one individual held some meetings with others

in the community whom she had identified as likely to benefit from an exchange of

resources. At the beginning, the emphasis was on exchanging resources for the mutual

benefit of net.vork participants and on forming 'a sense of community among people who

work in various educational and human services agencies and organizations. The network

did not emerge suddenly, but rather it developed over a period of time as various members

met with each other, shared ideas, and worked on projects.

The Essex network deals with a large variety of projects and tasKs -- many of them

concern education. The following description of an environmental education project

illustrates how some members of the Essex network worked together to take advantage of

a fortuitous set of circumstances and opportunities around the theme of water quality. In

thi3 project, a high school science teacher used the network to involve students in

environmental research projects and local citizen participation efforts.

,
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Environmental Education Project*

1. October 5, 1975. In the process of talking with a friend, a network
member learns that the county of which Essex is a part has just received
a Federal grant for developing environmental programs, including
research in and improvement of %slater quality. The county has numerous
lakes, streams, and reservoirs. The network member talks this over with
another member, S.R., the network coordinator, who is coordinating
envirohmenta1 programs and who agrees to get more information about
the law and the grant.

2. October 21. S. R. meets with a representative of the task force with
responsibility for the county program. The official explains different
sections of the law, in'luding the public participation requirements.
S. R. tells her that a number of network members are quite interested
and involved in environmental education, including one high school
science teacher interested in placing students in real research situations.
The official suggests a meeting between S. R. and the official charged
with developing citizen participation.

3. October 30. The meeting takes place between S. R. and the "community
participation specialist." The specialist explains that the law requires
regular public meetings and asks S. R. to urge interested network
members to attend the first meeting.

4. November 5 and 20. S. R. attends two public meetings together with
A. A., who is a science teacher in the Essex high school. For the past
year, A. A. has had several of his students doing research studies on the
water quality of the local reservoir. Several years back an interstate
highway was built adjacent to the reservoir, and there was.concern about
the effects of this construction and the traffic on water quality. The
research suggested there/was a basis for concern, and the teacher and his
students have wanted the findings to be communicated tor those who
were in policy-making roles.. It becomes clear at this meeting that the
students' research is not likely to be given very much credence or
attention. The two network members are quite vocal at these meetings.
In fact, they request that the next meeting be held at the site of another
network member (in the regional education services center) who is
interested in more meaningful ties between county schools and county
environmental programs.

January 5, 1976. S. R. meets with a faculty member from the local
community college who was at the last public meeting, in order to
discuss possible ways her students could get involved in network
programs.

6. January 14. At this public meeting at the regional education services
center, A. A. is elected to the policy board of the county water quality
program. He begins to see that in addition to research, there are other
important ways in which one can make a difference,,and other ways for
his students to profit frorn participation in this program.

*The description of this network is taken from Sarason (1977, p. 29-33)
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7. January 22. The county water quality program has a special task that
needs to be done. S. R. takes the initiative and arranges a semes,ter-long
work-study program for a high school senior from a local school district.
(This works out so well that S. R. was asked to make similar
arrangements for 1976-1977.)

8. January 28. At this public Meeting, A. A. and S. R. are elected to the
citizen advisory council. Plans are discussed on how to bring together
students and citizens on a more local basis, in order to focus more
ef fectively on local concerns.

9. February 11. At this first local meeting (chaired by S. R.), there are a
number of local citizens in addition to A. A. and his students. This is the
beginning of a deliberate effort by A. A. to involve and expose students
to the nature, purposes, opportunities, and dilemmas of citizen /
participation.

10. April, May, June. In.each of these months, citizens and students hold
local meetings. Four things characterize these meetings: articulate
citizen discontent 'about their roles in existing practices and programs,
discussion of professional research contracted for by citizen groups, how
to involve more citizens, and how to become a force to'be reckoned
with. The proceedings of these meetings are always discussed by A. A.
in his classes. Ways are sought whereby A. A. and his students could
obtain, in conjunction with a sornlwriat, distant, but interested state
university, more sophisticated water-monitoring equipment in the hope
of making the findings of the student research more credible to the
policy makers.

11. May 25. A sophomore from one of the state universities, who is also an
'Essex resident, seeks to do an internship with the county water quality
research program. This has come about because earlier that year S. R.
has established contact through a mutual friend with a member of that
university's environmental science faculty. S. R. had told this faculty
member about the interest of the Essex network in environmental issues,
and so, when he learned about the student's interests and residence, he
had her arrange a mreting with S. R. The internship is satisfactorily
auanged.

At the Same time that the activities describd were gOing on, other
network members:were involved with other individuals and agencies
about environmental matters.

1. November 1. Three members of an independent graduate .college of
education who were part of the Essex network have described the
network and its interests to a faculty colleague whose main interest was
using the environment as a vehicle for integrative education fpr teachers
and students. This colleague has called a network coordinator to request
a meeting to discuss two items: his intereq in and responsibility for the
use of one section of a large state park for educational purposes, and the
possibility that more of the county's school districts could become part
of the effort.



2.

3.

4.

5.

November 6. A meeting is held. Attending are the faculty member,
several network members, and a director of a local land conservancy
center. The decision is made to contact the supervisor of regional
educational services, B. B., to enlist his interest and support. A network
member who serves on the board of that institution contacts him and
arranges the meeting.

December 12. Attending the meeting are B. B., the regional supervisor,
his chief aides in environmental studies, representatives of several
school districts (one of them a network member), a representative_.6f a
federally supported national program in environmental education located
in the county, a network coordinator, and the faculty member from the
graduate college of education. The focus of the meeting is on the
quality of facilities in the particular section of the state park: its
potential as an educational meeting and demonstration site. Everyone
agrees that the site seems to present . an unusual opportunity to meet
multiple educational needs.

January 21, 1976. Three of the people from the December 12 meeting
make a site visit to the section of the state park. The visit confirms the
conclusion that the site has many possibilities and that as many school
districts as possible should be drawn in.

May 14. The school district representative at the December 12 meeting,
who is a network member, and a group of school principals from his
district visit the site. The decision is made to involve a number of
teachers in 'the program at the site for the coming summer. The
program would be (among other things) under the leadership of the
college faculty and would be available to teachers, who already are
involved in environmental approaches to education or to those who are
not but wish to learn more about this approach in order to .bring it
meaningfully into their classrooms.

6. June 3. A group of teachers interested in the program visit the site.

7.

8.

June 22. Volunteer teachers (citizens with special interests and
expertise) in the Essex elementary schools who teach conservation
arrange to visit the site.

July. Fourteen teachers begin the course at the site. They will receive
graduate credit in the graduate college of education, with no payment of
tuition.

This descripton is only a skeleton and was not intended to illustrate complex details

of the genesis of the Essex network or its organization. The description does illustrate

the unfolding and almost ad hoc nature of the network. It does give the reader some feel

for ihe type of activities engaged in by RELS-like networks and the wide variety of

people and agencies that are brought into working contact witn one another.



Alabama Environmental Quality Msociation

Our second example of a RELS-like network is the Alabama Environmental Quality

Associaticn (AEQA). The AEQA is a state-wide network of citizens that grew out of the

work of the AL trna Farm Bureau Federation. This case illustrates how small beginnings

with a single issue effort can evolve into an effective state-wide program of

environmental education.

IiistorLolthe Alabama Environmental Quality Association ,

In the late 1960's a group.of Alabama citizens, concerned about the state's future,

started an environmental program in an attempt to insure that economic development and

growth of the state would be compatible with a. high quality of life. Garbage and litter,

especially in rural areas, was the group's immediate concern. To focus attention on the

litter problem, the Alabama Farm Bureau Federation declared a Rural Cleanup Week. A

highly successful cleanup campaign took place throughout Alabama; it was supported by

many county officials, newspapers, and civic organizations.

Despite the success of the cleanup campaign, trash soon began to reappear along the

roadsides. In rural areas, the problem seemed to be due to a lack of convenient methods

for disposing of household garbage. To help solve this problem, the state passed a solid

waste disposal law. The Mabama Farm Bureau Federation also started a Rural Cleanup

Advisory Committee to begin an educational campaign to discourage people from

littering.

The educational program soon expanded to include urban as well as rural areaS, since

litter was a problem everywhere. 'More significantly, the program expanded beyond

cleanup and beautification campaigns to include br6ader environmental problems, such as

air and water pollution and land degradation. This expansion is reflected in the change of

the organization's name in 1973 to the Alabama Environmental Quality Association.

f/



programs of the Alabama Environmental Quality Association

The Alabama Environmental Quality Association (AEQA) brings together citizens,

industrialists, universities, public health departments, state agencies,,and many others to

teach the people of Alabama about environmental problems and to get them involved in

solving .those problems. To dCI this the, Association carries out a variety of programs:

seminars, environmental resource fairs, speakers bureau, film library, information

clearinghouse, trails promotion, and publications.

The Association sponsors public seminars on environmental issues of state-wide

interest. For example, in 1975 strip mining had become a much debated topic in Alabama,

so the Alabama Environmental Quality Association sponsored a public seminar on strip

mining. The event breught together environmentalists and industrialists to voice their

opinions, to discover their conynon beliefs, and to share information that citizens could

use 'to determine the kind of strip mining regulations needed by.Alabama.

Environmental resource fairs are regional, gatherings to inform citizens of the

resources available at the local level to improve the community's environment. The
-

Association operates an environmental' speakers bureau composed of experts whose

knowledge spans a variety of subjects, from recycling to outdoor recreation. The film

library makes available environmental films to schools, youth groups civic and service

clubs, and others. ,Many films .stress, the importance of citizen involvement in decisions

that affect the air, earth and water. The organizatión reaches many people through its

information clearinghouse service, which helps with specific problems on an individual

basis. In the area of trails promotion, the AEQA organized the Bartram Trail Conference,

a web of citizens and representatives of government agencies who are now working to

develop the trail and,eventually oversee its maintenance.

One of the Alabama Environmental Quality Association's. most effective

environmental education tools is its publications program. A monthly, four-page

newsletter reports on environmental issues af fecting both the state and nation, and



provides updales on the work and accomplishments of AEQA. Some of the other

publications developed by the Association deal with recy'cling, strip mining, and

community improvement programs.

Citizens League

The Citizens League of the Twin Cities area in Minnesota is concerned about

environmental education in its widest sense, the'quality of human life in a region.. The

Citizens League illustrates a process of regional problem-solving. and policy-making, or

what we call collective inquiry and action in later chapters of this manual. Collective

inquiry is one of, the striking characteristics of, REL5-like entities. The Citizens League

helps illustrate the evolutionary nature of RELS' growth -- how new modes of collective

inquiry are attempted and refined and the ineffective ones are replaced.

Background and History

The Citizens League strives to address.regional issues before they become crises by

fostering citizen research and education. The result. is an annual research program

focused on approximately six community issues. League members serve on volunteer

study committees, anti produce a list of .recommendations. Over the years these

objective, nonpartisan reports have been among the most reliable sources of information

for government and community leaders, and others concerned with the ,problems of the

Minneapolis-St. Paul region.

The Citizens League began, in 1952 as a nonprofit, educational corporation. As the

Twin Cities area developed more advanced and complex institutions in the 1940's,

leadership passed to a younger generation. For about 10 years, these new leaders met

informally to discuss community issues and what should be done about them. They were

organized only loosely in a network, without a staff. Then, in 1952, three local firms

offered funaing of $30,000 a year for three years, and the League was officially underway.
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A Focus on Issues-

Although the structures and procedures of the organization have evolved over the

years, the central concept has remained constant. The mission of the Citizens League is

to help the community and government of the Minneapolis-St. Paul area to achieve a

better understanding of the issues that will affect them. Very simply, /this means

interrupting the usual cycle in which events are allowed to become crises and the

'community is forced to 'respond in a reactive way. Instead, the Citizens League tries to:

1. identify forces that might have an impact,

2. describethe "problem" in a neutral way, and

3. suggest early actions for decision-makers to take.

This removes the partisan and political elements from the way public issues are handled.

In the Twin Cities area, much of the issue-raising function is carried out by a nonprofit,

independent institution. The expense, covered by the private sector., is considered worth

the investment.

In the early years, most League activities could be categorized as reacting to

proposals initiated 'by local officials. The League offered information on referendums, as

well as reviewed and.rated candidates for public offite. The latter proved difficult to do

credibly and was soon dropped. In 1962, the League chose a new role for itself when it

went beyond critiquing a school board proposal and offered its own, recommendations for a

school replacement program. A new proposal was prepared and passed, with League

support. Thus, the League had evolved to a point where it recognized the importance of

timing and leverage in addressing public issues. The new role was to generate ideas as

well as critique them, and to watch for signs of trouble or changes that might call for

adjustments.

The Process Used by the Citizens League

Eac,h year the Citizens League selects five or six issues for study by League

committees. For example, in 1979 the League studied the financing of metropolitan



parks, school desegregation, local tax economy, youth athletics and chemical

dependencies. From as many as possibly 200 topics at the start, a Program Committee

prepares a list of issues it recommends the Board of Directors consider. Some of, the

criteria used are: importance, urgency, cost-benefit, emotion, and interest. The list of

issues takes abo'ut four months to compile. When the Board approves a topic for study, it

assigns the issue to a committee of League members. Participation on the committees is

open and voluntary, but monitored so that an objective balance can be maintained.

With support services provided by the' League staff (e.g., meeting arrangements,

minutes, scheduling resource people, etc.), the committees have a six-month period to

research their issues. Then it takes another three to four months for the committee to

debate, the issue and arrive at a consensus about what the proposal should include. During

this time the League _encourages the committees to keep in close contact with the

community and the League Board of Directors, so that committee members maintain a

realism about the status of the issues. Finally, each committee submits to the Board a

report that includes background on the issue, findings (i.e., facts about the issues in

controversy), conclusions, and recommendations.

The Board of Directors usually approves or slightly modifies, but seldom rejects,

committee reports. Approval is required before reports become official Citizens League

policy and are released to the public; the Board then 'assumes full responsibility for the

reports. At this time, the study conimittee officially disbands, although some members

may be asked to help explain the report to the community. The Citizens League uses a

number of channels to communicate the reports, including a wide distribution of study

committee minutes; sending early copies of the full report to 100 key people; mailing

another 1,000 to 3,000 copies; a summary in the Citizens League News; close work with

newspapers and television; public breakfasts; and oral presentations. The Citizens League

cannot implement its own recommendations. Instead, it serves as a consultant to the



community, and relies on its past performance to build public confidence in its credibility

and judgment.

Organization of the League.

Today there are approximately 3,000 individual members in the Citizens League.

Funding is provided by membership dues and contributions from some 600 business firms,

foundations, and nonprofit organizations. The League is especially careful to maintain a

support structure that is small and flexible but maximizes the use of volunteer time.

'Most citizen volunteer time is spent working on the issues. Members also elect the

twenty-four directors who are responsible for guiding the policies of the League.

Operations, issue identification, and strategic planning for the organization are handled by

three standing 'committees. While League meetings are held throughout the region, there

is a central office in downtown Minneapolis. There, an executive director heads a small

office staff, which provides the Board of Directors and the members with supportive

services -- coordinating records, membership, research, newsletters, and requests for

information, etc.

Little Tennessee Valley Educational Cooperative

Our fourth example illustrates that RELS can be initiated as a part of other projects

and may last beyond these projects themselves.

Background on the LTVEC

The Little Tennessee Valley Educational Cooperative (LTVEC) can trace its

beginnings to an idea for a "model city" associated with the Tellico Dam project in

Tennessee. The creation of the Tellico Reservoir on the Little Tennessee River offered

the region not only additional flood control, navigation, power production, and recreation,

but also an opportunity to develop a new community with its own economic and cultural

base. When the project began, local officials and residents of'the three counties directly

affected by the dam began working together to insure that development of the reservoir

shoreland would make the maximum contribution to the economy of' their region. The



Tellico Area Planning Council was the result of joint efforts of the Tennessee Valley

Authority, the Tennessee State Planning Office, and the East Tennessee Development

District.

Meanwhile,' the Tennessee Valley Authority, the University of Tennessee, and a

number of school districts working together, envisioned a sort of "human services center"

as part of that model city. Although the model city itself did not develop as planned, the

LTVEC ,carries out that part of the ideal that called for meeting educational needs on a

regional basis. Today the cooperative offers a wide variety of services that are

characterized by a holistic attitude toward education and a concern for regional

development.

A Holistic Approach to Education

Seven school districts contribute funding to the LTVEC. Each district thus "owns" a

share of the cooperative and makes use of the services it could not afford alone. These

include:

educational and psychological evaluOon of students,

placement and counseling coordinated with the parents, teachers and
corn muni ty,

programs for gifted.children,

speech and hearing services,

cooperative purchasing, and

an environmental education project that addresses the problem of
transforming environmental information into educator behavior.

The overall objective of this project is to integrate environmental information into the

professional and personal lives of seleited high school teachers and administrators. In

turn, their new perceptions and individual understandings should affect their professional

and personal behavior and lead to appropriate curriculum changes. This objective is being

addressed through a two-part effort. First, experts present environmental informatiop tO

This last project helps illustrate the approach to education that guides the LTVEC.
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the educators. Theni through a small group approach, the educators are assisted in

)4integrating that inform t ion into their own perceptions. The hypothesis is that, onte this

is accomplished, the educators will initiate curriculum adjustments td incorporate the

newly acquired insights into their normal subject matter.

Like Inany LTVEC efforts, this project is sponsored with outside funding -- in this

case a grant from the Federal Office of Environmental Educatic 1. The cooperative

operates with a staff of about twenty people; students from the University of Tennessee

are involved on a part-time basiS. 'Although the Tennessee Valley Authority is no longer

involved in the effort that once pictured a "model city" in the area, the school districts

have assumed re§ponsibility for meeting their regional needs through the LTVEC.

RELS: A New Institutional Form

After reading the descriptions of a number of organizations that illustrate RELS-

like qualities, you may ask if there are really any similarities between them. For

instance, these "Regional Environmental Learning Systems" show a wide range of scope or

domain. The examples of RELS given in this ehapter cover a single state, an urban region,

and a group of school districts. They also deal with a variety of issues -- in one instance,

with a question of water quality, relevant student research, and citizen participation; in

another instance, with organizing environmental information so it can beef fectivtly used

in the school curriculum. Sometimes the financial resources to support the RELS come

from the Federal government; at other times, from the private sector.

RELS are new institutional entities that have arisen in response to a new situation

that presents a new set of demands. The common characteristics of RELS can be

understood by: l) examining the new demands that are made on the institutions of

governance rIri education by the rise of environmental issues, 2) examining why the

traditional institutions of governance and education have not been responsive to these new

demands, and 3) examining why RELS-like entities have been successful in meeting these
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new demands. We will see, that a RELS is an institutional entity that has arisen within a

region to complement the traditional institutions of governance and education. Working

together within a region, these institutions are able to effectiyely work at the resolution

of the environmental issues and educate people to effectively participate .in the resolution

of these issues.

A New Situation with New Demands

Over the last ten to fifteen years, we have seen in the ,United States a rapid

increase of environmental problems and issues. This has put new demands on our

traditional structures of governance and education. We examine this new situation and its

demands in this section.

A New Situation

We are all familiar with the growing list of environmental concerns. They include:

the rapid growth of population and urban areas, increased industrialization, increasing

energy usage, and the exploitation of the natural environment. Air and water pollution

abound in many parts of the country. Environmentally induced illnesses, such as certain

types of cancer, are on the rise in urban areas with high air pollution. Soil erosion is

undermining the productive capacity of the world's richest food system. The rise of these

issues has presented new challenges to our structures of governance and education.

The issue of Kepone in the James River is a good example of a new situation and

some of its new demands. Starting in November 1973, a small "factory" operating in an

abandoned service station in Hopewell, Virginia, produced Kepone, which would be shipped

abroad to kill ants. While it was illegal to sell the Kepone in the United States, it was not

illegal to make it. After a few weeks, workers who were making the Kepone began to

notice that they were having the "shakes" and suffering other nervous discomforts.

Eventually it came to light that the Kepone was responsible and, in July 1975, the Virginia

Department of Health ordered the plant to stop manufactur*.ing the chemical. On the

OJ
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surface, this ,seemed to be a local issue involving the health of a few people making a

chemical in a small plant that had failed to observe the most rudimentary precautions.

Later it was discovered that large quantities of waste material from this plant had

been dumped into the James River, and the fish in the James contained the Kepone in

amounts much greater than the Federal limits for human consumption. The governor of

Virginia then placed a ban on fishing in the James River along the affected area. The

'issue was no longer a local one;it began to affect people outside the immediate Hopewell

area.

The Components of Issue Reso!Lition*

The James River example is useful in studying something common to all

environmental issues, i.e., the underlying components of every environmental issues.

Knowledge of these components helps illustrate the new demands that environmental

issues pldce on institutions of government and education.

The first component in issue resolution is the group of stakeholders and decision-

makers. A stakeholder is any person or group that has a "stake" in or stands to lose or

benefit from the resolution of a particular issue. In the James River example, there are

the workers in the factory that suffered from nervous disorders; there are the fishermen

utilizing the James River, who no longer could fish; there are the service industries which

supported these fishermen; and there is, potentially, anyone who is affected by the

economy cf the river basin. A decision-maker is a person or group who has some

0)influence on w the issue is resolved. In the James River example, there are courts of

law; the government agencies concerned with health, water resources, economic

development; and the association of fishermen who use the la ies River.

The components of issue resolution are based on the work of Ackoff (1974, 1979).
Although the language is different, the same structure appears in Argyris and Schon (1974,
1978).
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Secondly, there are the desired outcomes that would result if the issue were

properly resolved. Different stakeholders and different decision-makers .usually have

different desired outcomes. The company manufacturing the Kepone would like to pay

minimum punitive damages. Fishermen would like to regain the use of the fishing

grounds, ,Ind the state agencies would like to insure the continued financial viability of

the region as well as the continued good health of those eating fish from the James River.

A major question in the resolution of an environmental issue is: "What state of kfairs

would occur if we successfully resolve this environmental issue?" The answer to this

question defines the desired outcomes.

The third component of issue resolution is the courses of action available to the

decision-maker. The courses of action are those variables in the system that can be

controlled by the decision-maker. Some of the controllable variables in the James River

example would be the regulation of Kepone production, the restriction of fishing, and the

dredging of silt from the river. These courses of action represent the interventions or the

changes that a decision-maker can use to realize the desired outcomes. A second major

question in the resolution of environmental.issues is: "What are the potential activities

that we could implement to accomplish the desired outcomes?" -The answer to this

question defines the alternative courses of action.

Situational factors, those variables that are uncontrollable by the decision-maker,

represent the fourth major element of issue resolution. In the James River example,

international trade regulations and the dynamics of silt movement would . e factors that

decision-makers are, most likely, not able to control. The identification of situational

factors allows a decision-maker to understand which factors constrain or influence the

implementation of particular courses of action and eventually the realization of desired

outcomes. Hence, a third major question in the resolution of environmental issues is:

, "What factors beyond our control constrain or influence what we want to do?" The answer

to this question defines the situational factors.
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The fifth element of issue resolution is the mediatiniLrelationshi s among the

previous factors. These mediating relationships represent decision-makers' beliefs about

how the courses of action (controllable variables), situational factors (uncontrollable

variables), and desired outcomes are related to one another. In their simplest form, these

mediating relationships can be stated in the form of simple hypotheses. In the James

River example, we might have, "If the products of Kepone production had been confined

to the factory, then stopping the production of Kepone should remove all the health

hazards." In almost all issues-of importance, the mediating relationships are much more

complex; they are usually several linked hypotheses. The fourth, and perhaps most

difficult, question in the resolution of environmental issues is: "What are our beliefs or

assumptions about how outcomes are influenced bY the alternative courses of action and

the situational factors?" The Answer to the question defines the mediating relationships

of issue resolution.

Figure. 2.1 illustrates the structure of relationships among these components. In

addressing and attempting to resolve an environmental issue, .stakeholders and decis44:

murcers must have at least a tacit or mental model of what the issUe involves and how the

parts are related. Rational argument in favor of a particular approach to resolving the

issue must be based ori identification of the four components:

desired outconies: ideals, goals, and objectives

courses of action: controllable variables

situational factors: uncontrollable variables

mediating_ relationships: our beliefs or assumptions about how outcomes
are influenced by courses of action and situational factors

New Demands

The rise of environmental problems and issues presents several new demands to civic

leaders, government officials, educators, and citizens. The components of environmental

issue resolution developed above help us understand these demands. Among the most
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Figure 2.1: Structure of Issue Re3olution

important of these demands are: 1) the demand for Wide participation, 2) the demand for

higher levels of information processing in collective inquiry, and 3) the demand for sharing

scarce resources.

The Demand for Wide Partici ation. The impact of decisions is seldom limited to

one geographical area anymore. In the James River example, it ,is clear that decisions

taken at one location have outcomes which affect persons living elsewhere, and who are

often uninform.ed of these 'decisions. James River fishermen were not aware that Kepone

production threatened their livelihood, and the Chesapeake Bay oyster growers played no

role in the production of Kepone.

The first new demand posed by the increase of environmental issues is that the

tesolution of these issues requires the involvement of persons and groups from different

agencies, and different political jurisdictions, as well as a wide range of citizens. In the

past, a large ,number of problems could be 'handled by a single, local jurisdiction, since

t-oth the cause of the problem and its major consequences were contained in that

geographic61 jurisdiction. The environmental issues of today are of a dif ferent type; the

cause and the consequences of the probfrm are often separated in geography and in time.

The resolution of environmental issues requires the cooperative efforts of a wide variety

of persons and groups. /1,s,



The Demand for Higher Levels of Information Processtg). The problem of Kepone in

the James River happened in a rather sudden and dramatic fashion, it would have been

ftlifficult to anticipate this occurrence. Once the problem of Kepone was recognized,,it

required a quick response. Past assumptions and plans were no longer valid and had to be

changed. Much new information had to be generated and assembled into the coherent

framework needed to respond to this problem.

A large amount of uncertainty faces a decision-maker when he or she attempts- to

resolve an environmental issue. The sources of this uncertainty are multiple;

environmental issues are complex, ill-structured, and value-laden. An cnvironmental issue

may allow a wide variety of desired outcomes, multiple courses of action (variables that

can be controlled by the decision-maker), and many situational factors (variables that

cannot be controlled by the decision-maker). To resolve the issue 'of Kepone in the James

River, a wide variety of roles and responsibilities had to be conidered. The decision-

makers had to consider such outcomes as toxic levels in fish, thp health of the Kepone

prodl.ction workers, and the fishing' econo'my in the estuary. There were also many

courses of action and a large variety of situational factors to be coniidered in resolving

this issue.

Not only are the elements in the resolution of an environmental issue complex, but

they are also ill-structuredi and fuzzy. The elements in the issue resolution are often

obscure or hidden. Great effort must be expended on the part of the decision-maker to

discover the outcomes, the courses Ji action, and the situational factors. Usually none of

these are self-evident. Once the elements are discovered, the relationships among them,

are also often hard to discern. We are constantly searching for appropriate hypotheses to

structure environmental issues. Even af ter the effects of the Keponc dump on the fish of

the James River were discovered, it took some time to realize that the oyster beds in the

Chesapeake Bay were in danger. The linking mechanism was the'affinity of the chemicals

wtth the top layer of silt, which is moving towards the Chesapeake Bay. In addressing



environmental issues, decision-makers often find that they do not know or have only . a

fuzzy knowledge about the major elements of the issue and the how they are all related.

Environmental issues are value-laden. Each of the parties involved in the Kepone

issue viewed it from a different persPective. Each contributed to a conflicting set of

outcomes. The manufacturer of Kepone wanted to get a high profit and a quick bale-out

from production operation. The Chesapeake Bay oyster fishermen were concerned that

Kepone may seriously disrupt or destroy their means of livelihood. Taxpayers are

ultimately concerned about the economic cost of cleaning up this catastrophe. The value-

laden character of environmental issue resolution often means that the exchange of

information between the parties involved is filled with conflict.

The dynamic quality of environmental issues -- their complexity, their "fuzziness,"

as ell as their highly controversial nature -- all contribute to the high levels of

uncertainty in the resolution of enyiron nental issues. To resolve environmental issues

with these high levels of uncertainty requires that a nUmber of ideas must be generated,

clarified, structured, debated, evaluated, and restructured. Hence, there is a demand to

create, invent, and discover new ways to manage the increased information required to

resolve environmental issues.

The Demand for Sharing Scarce Resources. The third major demand posed by the'

rise of environmental issues is the need to share scarce resources. Obviously,

environmental problems would be easier to cope with if there were unlimited natural,

human, and economic resources. Yet, we have become profoundly aware that we live in

an 'age of "limited resources." As each political jurisdiction, specialized agency, or

citizens group comes up against the realization that the resources available to it fall far

short of the needs that are generated by the environmental problems it hopes to address,

there will be a need to find more effective ways to share scarce resources.
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The Failure of Traditional Institqtibnal Forms

The rise of environmental issues has presented new demands to our traditional

institutions of governance and education -- the demand to involve multiple parties in

resolving environmental issues, the need for higher levels of information processing, and

the need to share scarce resources. Yet, for the most part, our traditional institution&

have not been able to meet the challenge of these new demands.

Our present institutions of governance have evolVed hierarchically by geographical

.jurisdiction. Local jurisdictions make the first attempt to deal with most problems.

Problems that cannot be handled by the local jurisdictions are handled at the state level.

Problems that cannot be handled by state jurisdictions are referred to Federal

jurisdictions. Althou'r this characterization is greatly simpfified, it does capture the

major structural principles of our American institutions of governance.

The system works well under several conditions. First of all, it works well when

most of the problems can be handled at the local level. If this is so, then only a small

number of problems and issues have to be referred upward. When there are a small

number of problems, they can easily be accommodated by the next highest political

jurisdiction. Secondly, the system works well when the authority given to each

jurisdiction matches the kind of problems that occur within its geographical boundaries. -

This hierarchical structure of governance has evolved to minimize the cost of

coordinating different political jurisdictions.

Under' those circumstances, the hierarchical structures or communication channels

work very well. However, with the rise of environmental problems. and issues, the

assumptions under which the channeB evolved are no longer as valid as they once were.

Most problems can no longer be settled at the local level. They require the coordination

of several jurisdictions; using the hierarchy for referring the problems up to the next

highest. jurisdiction overloads that part of our governing institutions. As the number of



issues vef erred upward increases, the next highest political jurisdictiom is faced with many

more issues than it was designed to effectively handle; hence, overload and breakdown.

The symptoms of these overloads are familiar to all of us. The nUmber of issue3

urgently awaiting action by the next highest jurisdiction pile up. Bureaucracy sets in.

Large programs with large amounts of money are developed by these higher jurisdictions,

but they have little impact on the real problerri. Multiple conflicting regulations are

generated, delays are compounded, and the process of communication bogs down.

Initial reaction to the major environmental issues that have emerged in the last ten

ta fifteen years has been to develop fragmented, legislative programs that proliferate

projects and dollars. After spending a great deal of money and achieving minimal results,

this response has been shown to be inadequate. In times of spiraling inflation and

economic slowdown, the effectiveness of traditional governmental responses has been

limited by.the lack of resources.

At the same time, we see 'the rise of special influence groups. These groups have

chosen to influence.the governance process so that their interests are accounted for in the

process of .,3sue resolution. Unfortunately, the special interest groups oftentimes put

their own interests before the interests of the greater 'or common good. Over the last

decade we have seen our institutions of governance fragmented through, the politics of

selfishness.

Our institutions of education are also affetted by thee rise of environmental issues.
A

If citizens must be able to- participate in governance with enlightened goodwill, then the

fundamental task of educators is to cultiVate and firmly implant this in the body of its

citizens. Citizens of enlightened goodwill rnus't have ,a knowledge of the issues

confronting society and the ability to appreciate how these issues, are interrelated and

interwoven. People need the capacity to analyze, issues and to arrive at positions that

promote the general welfare of society.



Our institutions of education at all levels have not adequately met the challenge of

encouraging enlightened goodwill in citizens in this age of increasing complexity.

Students are not challenged to reason at more complex and abstract levels and to come to

grips with complexities of our modern society. Students are not given a value framework

that allows them to transcend their personal interests so that they can work towards the

resolution of issues, in turn working toward the good of the whole. Hence, today's

students are poorly prepared to effectively participate in the structures Of governance.

Without citizens of enlightened goodwill, our democratic society will not .be effective nor

will it endure in the future.

RELS: A New Institutional Form

The RELS-like entities that we described in the earlier part of this chapter and

others like them have emerged to meet the new demands environmental issues place on

traditional structures of _governance and education. RELS is an institutional form which

complements the normal governance and educational institutions of a region.

A. Regional Environmental Learning System is people, in communities and schools,

organized to address environmental themes or issues. The participants believe that more

learning about environmental issues will have an impact on the future development of

their region. They also believe: 1) that present school curricula and community

institutional arrangements are not adequate for completely addressing these issues and 2)

that new approaches through networks must be taken to improve the way issues are

understood and resolved. Common to these new approaches is a process of collective

inquiry and action, which brings together a diversity of individuals from the community,

from school systems, and from community agencies. Through this process of collective

inquiry and action, RELS participants study important regional environmental themes and

issues, and oftentimes develop environmental policies and programs of action to address

these themes and issues. Key decision-makers in the region are influenced by the RELS

participants to implement these policies and programs of action RELS participants forge



new cooperative arrangements, which expand and mobilize the resources needed to

undertake this process of collective inquiry and action. RELS is an organizational setting

where learning about the environment comes simultanedusly with creating a more human

environment.

This definition fits large and small RELS. In each of our four examples - the Essex

Network, the Alabama Environmental Qua litV Association, the Citizens League, and the

Little Tennessee Valley Educational Cooperative --- we see the essential ingredients.

People from a diversity of settings come together in collective inquiry and action to.

address regional environmental issues. This definition includes both the formal Sector and

the community education sector of environmental education. For example, educators at a

high school working with a local university and the Environmental Protection i\gency to

design a new environmental curriculum would fit this definition of a RELS,. In the same

way, a community group that is organized to preserve the forest lands of a northern state

also would fit the definition.. The definition given above fits, a wide variety of

environmental education efforts, which we call RELS.

Characteristics of a RELS

The networks we call LS share certain common characteristics, which we briefly

summarize below. These characteristics will be developed into more explicit models in

Chapter 3.

A R ELS Defines Regions to Match Problems with Resources

The definition of region in RELS is a flexible concept. It could be several counties

around a major urb in area or it could be so large as to include several states. The region

is chosen so that the participants have the capacity to match problems and opportunities'

with the available resources. In most cases, there is not unified regional government or a

capacity for focused representation, skilled research, organized decision-making, or

adeLluate rego)nal policy dialogue.
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A regional perspective affords a large number of opportunities. It allows people the

opportunity to consider the long-range impacts of issues and of current actions, as well as

the opportunity to match the scale of the decision process to the real scale of problems.

The regional perspective allows us to create integrated solutions to problems such as

transportation, housing, water, waste disVosal, energy and land use; it gives us a

framework to think about the economic and sogial impacts of changing the physical

infrastructure of the region.

A RELS Engages in a Process of Collective Inquiry and Action

RELS responds to the pressure for new structures of communicating and decision-

making by organizing people from diverse organizational settings into a process of

collective inquiry. RELS represents a new structure or channel of communication where

ideas can be generated, organized, expressed, portrayed, shared, confronted, and

evaluated. Issues and problems are continually studied and refined. Special studies,

debates, and discussions are utilized to create and evaluate solutions to environmental

issues and prOblems. Action plans involving diverse people and groups are developed,

implemented, and evaluated. Reports on these studies, debates, and action plans

document the shared understandings that RELS members have on environmental issues.

Actions taken individually and collectively by the RELS members mobilize the resources

needed to implement the policies and programs of action. In summary, this process of

collective inquiry enables RELS members:

to generate valid and useful information about environmental issuer;

to organize this information into models or maps that reflect their shared
understandings of these issues;

to create, choose, and implement policies an(' programs of action that
resolve these issues;

to mobilize the commitment of resources -- that is, the people, money and
facilities that enable these policies and programs of action to be
implemented;
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to evaluate these policies and programs of action so that the members can
confirm, refine, or correct their understandings of the environmental
issues; and

to improve their skills in carrying out all the above processes.

This process of.collective inquiry and action provides .a means to resolve environmental

issues at the place where information on issues and the power trav,t reside. The

probability that issues will be more eVectively addressed and resolved is greatly

enhanced. 4--

A RELS Is a Network of Social Transformation

RELS are formed by linkages within and between organizations. These linkages,

create networks of people'and resources. The purpose of the networks is to bring about a

social transformation -- creating new approaches for resolving environmental issues. The

networks link together the people and organizations responsible for decision-making,

leadership, and action. , They have oWioad-based support from a "criticai mass" of people,

groups, and organizations in the region. The opening of new channels of communication

and decision-making within and between organizations enhances the capacity of RELS to

engage in collective inquiry. This improves the ability of RELS participants to set

common goals, to coordinate activities toward these common goals, to share scarce

resources, and to increase the adaptability of institutions and structures in the region.

A RELS Develops Its Members

Not only do RIMS mobilize external resources to implement new policies or

programs of action, but they also develop their internal resources. Leaders emerge to

activate and sustain the RELS. The leadership group orrnizes and coordinates the

.collective inquiry and network building of the RELS. Effective leadership is a hecessary

condition for an effective RELS.

R ELS recruit new members and enhance their commitment to the common

endeavor. As new issues evolve and develop, a RELS.attracts new members because of



their interest in a particular issue. In some cases, a member's interest broadens during

participation in RELS, and he or she becomes interested in other issues being addressed.

In other cases, people drift in and out of ,RELS, and deal only with issues that are of

particular interest to them. In all cases, an effective RELS assists new members in

grasping the nature of the issue under. study and in developing the skills necessary to

participate in collective inquiry.

A RELS Develo s in an "Or anic Evolutionary" Manner

RELS develops slowly, usually with a core group of people attempting to generate

interest in a new approach for resolving regional environmental issues. This core group

comes together for informal conversati 1ms and meetings. A minimal structure of roles

(convener, idea developer, correspondent) emerges as the group carries out the task of

generating interest.

The core group also mobilizes resources for an initial experiment in collective

,inquiry on a.particular issue. A small staff may be hired to assist in researching the issue

and providing a framework for discussion. Roles and processes evolve to meet specific

needs and situations of the RELS.

If this initial experiment is well conceived, well executed, and has significant

regional impact, then a momentum is begun which carries the RELS into a wider range of

issues. If an effective collective' inquiry process takes place, then the RELS begins to

develop a more permanent structure (leadership committees, study committees, research

staff, the resources to suppor t this structure, and others).

Premature efforts to institutionalize RELS, with a complex set of roles and research

staff, seem doomed to failure. Effective RELS unfold in an organic evolutionary manner

through a series of organizational developments and phases. The mobilization of interest

is required before a core group can initiate an experiment around a single issue. Success

with the collective inquiry and action experiment is prerequisite to institutionalizing the
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process of collective inquiry. For RELS, the ultimate aim of this process is to address an

interrelated set of environmental issues on a comprehensive basis.

.)
Summary

In this chapter, you were introduced to the concept of RELS, a new mode of

organizing that is emerging around the country to cope with critical environmental issues.

Several examples of RELS were examined, and the underlying similarities identified.

RELS exist where people from a diversity of polit1::al jurisdictions, organizations, and

specialized agencies organize a process of collective inquiry and action that enables them

to mobilize scarce resources needed to address regional environmental issues.



Chapter 3

RELS MODELS: A "STILL PICTURE" AND A "MOVING PICTURE"

Introduction

One of the ways to analyze the performance of a track and field athlete, such as a

sprinter, shot putter, or a high jumper, is to take a moving picture of the athlete during

his or her performance. By stopping the action at a critical number of points in the

sequence, a "still picture" of the performance can be analyzed for its strengths or

weaknesses. By running the "moving picture" in slow motion, the performance can be

analyzed to see that all the critical movements of a performance .blend together in a

harmonious and synchronized manner. In this chapter, we develop both a "still picture"

and a "Moving picture" model of RELS. The "still picture" model will allow us to stop the

action of a RELS at a particular point in its evolution and to analyze its strengths and

weaknesses. The "moving picture" model will help us appreciate the evolutionary

dynamics of RELS and the choices that are open to REL.'S members at critical points in its

evolution. These models should help the reader deepen his or her appreciation of RELS as

an organizational entity, and they also provide bases for creating new RELS and improving

the performance of those that already exist.

A "Still Picture" Model of RELS

The examples of, RELS described in Chapter 2 illustrate the diverge settings in which

R ELS occur, nd the wide variety of environmental and educational issues they address.

To deve1op a model which captures the essential qualities of RELS in these diverse

settings, \VP must concentrate on abstract characteristics of the RELS. One common



characteristic of a RELS, large or small, in a simple or a complex setting, is the process

of colleOive inquiry and action. The "still picture" model attempts to capture the

essential characteristics of this process.

In the "still picture" model we first describe the component processes that

make up th process of collective inquiry. We distinguish two sets of component

processes -- the primary and secondary processes of collective inquiry. The primar'y

processes enable the RELS members to address and resolve an important environmental

issue. We identify and discuss four primary processes,of collective inquiry -- dialogue,

decision, action, and evaluation. The three secondary processes -- agenda setting,

network building, and organizing -- support and facilitate the primary processes.

The second task in building the "still pictUre" model is to identify I) the outcomes

which distinguish effective _from ineffective collective inquiry, 2) the decision variables

and situational variables which have a strong influence on the outcomes, and 3) the

mediating relationships which describe how decision variables and situational variables are

related td outcomes. Decision variables are those aspects of the processes of collective

inquiry and action that can be controlled by RELS members, and situational variables are

those constraints under which the processes of collective inquiry must operate. The

identification of outcomes, decision and situational variables, and important mediating

relationships gives us an approach to designing an effective RELS.

The third major task in building the "still picture" model is to describe how the

design framework described in Volume 2, You Create a Design, can be used in developing

a R ELS.

Collective lnquiry as Interacting Processes

In this section, collective inquiry is viewed as a social process or, more specifically,

as a sVstem of social processes. A process is a flow or stream of interrelated events that

are moving Toward some goal, pornose, or end. In a social process the events are usually

human interactions and exc hang(:s. These interactions and exchanges might include the
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solitary reflective inquiry of one individual, communications between persons, inter-

actions among persons within a group, interactions between a person or a group and

another gruip, and interactions of a person or a group with the aid of a machine or

technology, such as in computer conferencing or in the use of the telephone.

Social processes are always in flux. The stream or flow of events indicates' the

dynamic nature of a process. There is an implied movement through time.

Many social processes are intentional; that is, There is some purposeful movement

toward a chosen purpose or end. Social processes are often self-organizing or self-

designing; events or human interactions at one point in 'me are conditioned by previous

events and by the choices of participants at, previous points in time.

The human interactions that constitute the social processes are not isolated or

discrete human interactions. There is an interdependence among these human inter-

actions. The interrelatedness of these human interactions denotes that human interaction

A h...ts .orne influence on human interaction B. For example, a subcommittee of the. RELS

may research a particular issue in depth, and then report at a later date to the total RELS

membership. At this general membership meeting, the members may take specific action

based on the recommendations of the subcommittee.

In developing the still picture model, collective inquiry is vieWed as a system of

related (Ind interacting .3ocial processes. The following questions have guided our inquiry

into thew interacting processes:

What are the component processes that are critical to effective collective
inquiry?

What are the purposes of each of these component processes?

What IN` the critical events for each of these component processes?

%fiat are the important interrelationships among the component
proresses"

In !he ,-,c( tion,, that we address each of these questions.
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Collective Inquiry: Primary Processes

The RELS is a vehicle or instrument for collective inquiry on regional environmental

issues. People join together in a RELS because they believe that joint action amplifies

the long-term benefits or ameliorates the long-term costs of acting independently or in

isolation. RELS exists because its participants feel th the best way to resolve

environmental issues is through collective inquiry.

Eacn person comes to Rr..LS with a "theory of action" about the,environmentarbsue.

All deliberate action to resolve environmental issues has a cognitive basis. Contained in

our images and mental models are explicit or tacit ideas about:

desired outcomes: the desired resolution of the issue,

courses of action: the actions to resolve the issue, .

situational factors: factors that affect the resolution but are not
controlled by the participants, and

assumptions: beliefs about how outcomes are influenced by the courses of
action and the situational factors.

These interrelated ideas that participants ,bring to the work of RELS represents a theory

of action for the resolution of environmental issues.

One view of collective inquiry is to see it as the process by which people come to

build a common theory of action out of their individual theories of action; and then utilize

this common theory, of action to take action to resolve the environmental issue. The

primary protesses describe how the RELS membership addresses a particular

environmental issue through building common theories of action and taking action based

on these common theories.

We distinguish two types of collective inquiry. In Type I collective inquiry, the

participants agree on the desired outcomes, or resolution of the issue, and they agree that

the present situation deviates from these desired outcomes. For example, a group of

secondary teachers may agree that they wish to introduce environmental field experiences

into the ,,cience curriculum. The present curriculum does not allow this desired outcome
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(field experiences), and present assumptions about the science curriculum, as well as

strategies based on these assumptions, do not allow field experiences. The group of

teachers must jointly search for a more adequate set of assumptions about why there is an

issue and how it might be resolved. Then they must search for a course of action which is

based on the new assumptions and allows field education to take place. We summarize the

activities of Type I collective inquiry as follows:

1. Participants share a common expectation about the desired outcomes and
perhaps need only to communicate and make concrete their expectations.

2. Participants are aware that there is a discrepancy between desired
outcomes and the present situation.

3. Participants examine existing assumptions and courses of action based on
these assumptions to.determine the cause of the discrepancy.

4. Participants develop new assumptions and new courses of action that are
more appropriate for accomplishing the desired outcomes in the given
situation.

5. Participants implement the courses of action.

6. Participants evaluate and generalize the results that flow from these new
actions.

In Type II collective inquiry there is not an initial agreement among the participants

about the outcomes that will resolve an environmental issue. Yet they believe there is a

need or a motivation to collaborate on the issue and to develop a consensus on the desired

outcomes. For example, assume that an outer belt highway around a city has been

planned. The Federal government will release the funds for the highway when there is a

consensus among local governments that the highway should be built. The Center City

government does not want the highway to be built unless there is a metropolitan tax

sharing plan so that the city will get some of the benefits of the new developments around

the highkay. th suburhan governments and local businesses want the highway built for

rerjonal uroqess. At the beginning of the collective inquiry shared expectations about

arod outcome,, an. NIt I i Ri In common; these must be developed.
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The major task .of Type I/ collective inquiry is to develop a commonly held set of

desired outcomes. This can be done in several ways: 1) by demonstrating the "synergy,"

or mutually enhancing natuie of the diverse objectives, 2) by agreeing to set new'

priorities among the diverse outcomes and to weigh their relative importance, and 3) by

accepting the need to accomplish diverse and conflicting outcomes, and making a

commitment to restructure ?resent assumptions and associated actions so that these

outcomes can be accomplished. In the example, it is possible to develop a strategy which

ensures the tax base needed by the inner city for essential services, and at the same time,

ensures the regional progress sought oy the business community and the suburbs. Type II

collective inquiry requires the negotiation of a common set of desired outcomes. After

there is an agreement on outcomes, the inquiry proceeds in much the same wa., as a Type

I collective inquiry. We summarize the activities of Type II collective inquiry as follows:

1. Participants have diverse expectations about desired outcomes, and a
motivation to work together.

2. Participants develop shared expectations about desired outcomes through:

demonstrating the "s}nergistic" benefits of jointly pursuing diverse
outcomes,

setting new priorities among the diverse outcomes and weighing the
importance of these outcomes, and

accepting the need to accomplish diverse and conflicting outcomes and
making a commitment to restructure present as3umptions and
associated actions.

3. Participants examine existing assumptions and courses of action to
determine the barriers to realizing the desired c itcomes.

t. Participants develop new assumptions and new courses of actien which are
more appropriate to accomplishing the desired outcomes in the given
situation.

5. Participants implement the courses of action.

6. Participants evaluate and generalize the results that flow from these new
dctIons.

This analysk ot the two major types of collective inquiry reveals an underlying

structure to the process of collective inquiry to resolve environmental issues. First, we
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can identify four primary processes of collective inquiry and the purpose of each. These

primary processes are summarized as follows:

DIALOGUE to build a shared framework of appreciation on the
environmental issue

DECISION, to formulate a policy or choose a program of action that
will resolve the environmental issue

ACTION to implement the policy or program of action

EVALUATION to learn through action

Secondly, each of these processes requires idea management to accomplish its

purpose. By idea management, we mean the participants' efforts to generate, refine,

elaborate, organize, critique, reorganize, and communicate ideas. Collective inquiry can

be viewed as the management of ideas to accomplish the purposes of dialogue, decision,

action, and evaluation.

In collective there must be a dialogue aimed at developing a common

understanding of the issue. Vague awareness of difficulties or opportunities must be

clarif ied into an explicit problem or issue statement. Participants must clarify their

understanding of desired outcomes and develop a description of the gap between these

desired outcomes and the actual situation. Participants must examine their theory of

action about the environmental issue, and identify causes of the discrepancy or barriers to

realizing desired outcomes in the existing assumptiors and courses of action that are held

about the issue. Information must be collected and organized into a map or model, so that

a common .understanding of the environmental issue is held by all the members in the

group.

Once the issue is understood, a decision must be made by the group on the

appropriate policy or program of action that will address the issue in a satisfactory

rnanncr. rhe participants develop new assumptions and new courses of action which are

more appropriate to accomplishing the desired outcomes in a given situation. Designing a

req,iin.,, creativity to generate alternative policies and programs, critical
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thinking to anticipate and examine the consequences of each of these alternatives, and

prudent judgment to choose the appropriate alternative.

If decisions are to be ef fective, then action must follow. Decisions must be

followed by actions that are coordinated and unified. The group must be organized in such

a way that it can carry out the program of action.

During the implementation of a policy or program, and as the program is completed

it must be evaluated. As information is collected, organized, and evaluated, the group is

able to refine and extend its understanding of the issue and the policy or program designed

to resolve the issue.

The primary processes of dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation can be utilized

on any particular environmental issue, no matter how large or small this and no

matter how complex or simple the setting. A more detailed road map of these primary

processes is'given in Chaptei 4.

Collective Inquiry: Secondary Processes

The primary processes of dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation are supported by

three secondary processes. The purpose of the secondary processes is to provide answers

to the following questions: z

What environr ental issue should be addressed?

How will we acquire and manage the necessary resources?

How will organize ourselves and accomplish the policy or program of action?

Agenda-Setting. Agenda-setting is the process by which the RELS decides what

environmental issues it is going to address. The agenda-setting process addresses such

questions as, "flow does the RELS decide what issues to discuss, at what time?" and "What

is the, most effective sequence in which issues should be treated?" These questions, and

several others, are answered at least explicitly during the agenda-setting process. An

examination of RLLS-like entities ]uggest that their ageoda-setting behavior can be

lossif led mto one of three types: I) the incrementalist approach, 2) the rationalistic
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approach, and 3) the _mixed scanning approach. These categories will be he1 ul in

designing effective RELS agenda-setting processes.

The advocates of the incrementalist approach often clairn that we know very little

about the future, and hence have little control over it. They claim that long7term goal

setting is futile; the only thing that we can count on in the future is that our goals will

change. Flexibility is the best guard against'the unpredictable future. The incrementalist

is a pessimist about our chances of significantly-resolving long-term environmental issues.

According to the incrementalist, the RELS would work best if:

instead of attempting comprehensive approaches to environmental policy,
RELS examined only those policies which differ incrementally from the
present;

only a relatively small number of policy alternatives are considered;

for each alternative, nly a restricted number of "important"
consequences are.evaluateq; and

a more remedial and practical approach is taken to resolving issues,-
rather than looking at the long-term societal goals.

The incrementalist approach, or "muddling through" as it is often called, is a

reactive approach. It addresses environmental issues as they become crises. Most of ten

this approach deals with immediate concerns and is short-term in its time perspective.

Often it is oriented to that part of the regional system that looks at issues in isolation. A

RELS that works from an incrementalist approach will have very few, if any, issues on its

long-term agenda.

While the incrementalist is a pessimist in his or her approach to change, the

rationahst is an optimist. The rationalist is convinced that we can come to know the

future, and that we can use thif knowledge to create a better society if We are willing to

uw the hest capacities of the human person. It is possible to set a long-term set of goals,

,tod to formulate and implement the strategies and tactics needed to realize these goals.

The rationalist stresses the necessity of addressing regional elvironmental issues in

r.,mis of .Astoms. lt is important to understand the critical interdependencies among the



components of the regional system, such as energy, transportation, and human

settlements. Properly grasped, this systematic quality of the region allows one to think

about rationally designing the regional environment.

The rationalistic approach insists on the necessity of using a long-term perspective

to embed, one's plans for the immediate and short-term perspective. Hence, long-term

regional environmental goals should determine yearly and monthly objectives. A

short-term agenda of the RELS is always embedded in the long-term agenda.

The rationalistic approach to dealing with long-term environmental issues demands

a great deal of technical expertise to synthesize information, trends, options, and

strategies., lt also requires large expenditures of time and energy.

Persons using the mixed scanning approach to resolve cegional environmental issues

are neither as optimistic as the rationalists nor as pessimistic as the incrementalists.

From the mixed scanning perspective, the long-term future is highly uncertain. Although

it cannot be fully grasped, it is possible to set some general guidelines about the future.

These guidelines' are not as explicit as the long-term goals of the rationalist, but theY do

give a perspective on the future and allow the identification of critical short-term issues.

The mixed scanner shares with the rationalist the assumption about the systematic

nature of the regional environmental system. One of the major foci of the guidelines

de.eloped by the mixed scanner is the interdependencies between essential subsystems.

The long-term guidelines must address the critical interdependencies of these subsystems.

Such questions as: "Will the transportation system be constrained by nergy?" or "How

should industrial growth be linked to human settlements of the region?" must be addressed

by the mixed scanner in developing long-term guidelines.

The mixed scanning approach requires a great deal of technical expertise, but it is

also possible tor citizens of the 'region to participate in developing guidelines on the long-

term regional environmental future. The mixed scanning approach to environmental
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issues also requires the political insights of timing and leverage in order to deal with and

resolve the most critical environmental issues.

The mixed scanning approach to agenda-setting attempts to combine the best

aspects of the rationalistic approach and,the incrementalist approach. It makes a serious

study of a long-terrn future and develops guidelines about that fthure. These guidelines

help identify critical shorter-term projects that must be addressed by the RELS. As these

short-term issues are addressA, the RELS participants develop new insights and

understanding of the region's environment. This enables the long-term guidelines to be

revisd and updated from the perspective of practice.

Network Building and Maintenance. To carry out any ,aspect of the primary

processes of dialogue, decision, action, or evaluation requires resources. The resources

utilized by the RELS corne from the RELS membership, from the variety of institutions in

the public and private sector of the region, and from agencies outside the region. The

resource network consists of the RELS members and any institutions or agencies that can

w,sist the RELS in carrying out its policie, and ,programs of action. Money needed for

RELS projects could come from membership dues, contributions of local butinesses, and

grants from Federal agencies. Human resources can come from time donated by RELS

members, from staf f of local businesses and industries, from staff of agencies such as the

regional EPA or Department of Transportation, from local school districts, or from

institutions of higher education. One of the key secondary processes is for the RELS to

gain the ability to have access to key resources. Three variables -- types of cooperative

relationships, the amount of cultivation of the network, and membership development --

help us understand the network building process, and more importantly, hel us understand

11()W 'VP Can tii the network building process of the REL.S.

ident It v wverdl distinctly different approaches that the RELS members can use

to create cooperative relationships within their networks. All of these relationships are



based on different criteria are established in different ways, and can be used in different

circum stances.

The first type of relationship is -Lhe utilitarian relationship, in which there is a

discrete negotiated exchange of one resource for another. In a sense RELS members say,

"I will give you something if you give me something." To 'carry out this type 'of

relationship, the RELS members must first have something to exchange -- either

resources, in terms of money or salaryt or the prestige of participation in an important

community issue. Secondly, there must be people willing to make the exchange. There

must be scholars to make, studies and people to participate in study committees and task

forces. Thirdly, and most importantly, the RELS members must have the capability of

negotiating the exchange.

The second major type of cooperative relationship is building coalons of common

cause. In' this type of relationship, the RELS members build a coalition with groups that

have similar goals or are concerned about the same issues as RELS members. Coalitions

of common.cause are built under the belief that,by working together different groups can

resolve an issue s'o that there, are benefits for the common good; that is, there will be

something in it for everybody. Coalitions of common cause can be built around specific

issues, such as energy or solid waste, or around more general issues, such as the long-term

environmental future of the region.

A third rn2thod is to recruit resource people to RELS membership. The people with

key re'ources, such as money, time, or essential knowledge, are asked to be part of the

collective inquiry of the RELS. They can be invited into full membership in the RELS or

they can he as'(ed to serve on a special RELS study committee. Enhancing cooperation

through recruitment could have some disruptive effects on the RELS. Every time new

people are invited into RELS, the agenda must bf renegotiated. If the new members of

RELS have a significantly different agenda, this could -..ause delay in moving to resolve an
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There are several ways in which RELS members can use persOnal relationships to

build cooperative relationships with people in the networks. There is the appeal to people

in the same reference group. Members of RELS who re in business can appeal to other

business people, and university professor's who belong to' RELS can elicit support and

resources from other university staff. A second type of personal relationship is that of

friendship. Of tertimes, RELS members can ask their friends to contribute resources to

the work of the RELS, either through volunteering time or donating money or other

resources.

Finally, there is a formal or legal type of relationship that can be used to mobilize

resources. When RELS members hold positions of authority in either private or public

sector institutions, they may have legitimate authority to direct their staffs, to cooperate

with the RELS group on a particular project. ..Oftentimes expertise from agencies can be

elicited for study groupi, and for the evaluation of RELS proposals.

The amount of network shaping b the key aspect of the network building process; it

is also one of the most difficult. Network shaping consists of creatingl

re5.tructuring, or reconstituting certain groups and organizations within the network. The

purpose of network shaping activity is to make it easier to build cooperative relationships

with given resources, or, to make available to the network previously unknown resourcs.

For example, if the RELS is having a difficult time obtaining the cooperation of the

regional trsportation agency on a particular policy or program that RELS is designing, it

might want to make sure that the citizens advisory council, which is mandated by law, is

constituted and effectively functioning. RELS members also may wish to endorse

candidates for elected office who are sympathetic to addressing regional environmental

issues.

:A third important aspect of network buildi.ng is having an adequate staff who will

st1t)r)ort the PFl. mernhers in their resolution ot environmental issues. The RELS staff

hive the .thility to direct the process 04 collective inquiry, and also to handle
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multiple relationships that are necessary to sustain a RELS. Hence, ,the major dimension

of network building is the creation of a competent RELS staff. Resources -- the

appropriate number and types of resources -- are vitally necessary if the RELS is to

resolve environmental issues. Those RELS that can: 1) use multiple processes of building

cooperative relationships, 2) work actively to build and shape the resource network, and 3)

maintain a competent support staff, are ,nost likely to build strong ties to substantial

numbers and types of resources.

Organizing. The RELS members must find an effective mode of organizing so that

they are able to carry out their policies and programs of action. A particular task must

be broken into its subparts, specialized resources must be brought to ;)earl on each of the

subparts, and there must be coordination of the subparts with the spe:ialized resources.

There are three modes of organizing that can be used by the RELS: the bureaucratic

mode, the entrepreneurial mode and the direct mode. In the, bureaucratic mode, the

RELS members get things to happen through the already constituted institutions and

agencies of the private and public sector. In the e, trepreneurial mode, the RELS

members organize a new coalition of resources to carry out the task. In the direct mode

of organizing, the RELS members implement the task directly.

In the bureaucratic mode of organizing the RELS members utilize an existing akency

or institution to implement particular tasks. The bureaucratic mode of organizing works

best when the RELS members believe rt,at there exists an agency or institution with the

ch,xter that could accommodate the tasks that they wish to accomplish, and that the

director of the bureaucracy, usually a RELS member, is willing to undertake a project. In

the bureaucratic mode of organizing, a formal or informal contract to perform a certain

task is made between the RELS membership and the director of the bureaucracy. For the

bureaucratic mode of organizing to be successful, RELS members must understand the

tisk or project that is to be implemented. Collective inquiry on the particular

environmental issue should give the RELS members a f irm grasp of the task or project to
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be undertaken. They must also be able to judge when it is appropriaie to use the

bureaucrafic mode. There are occasions when the director of any bureaucracy does not

control the necessary resources for task accomplishment; in this case, the entrepreneurial

mode should be k:tilized. ,There are other occasions when the most practical approach is

direct action by the RELS.

Successful use of the bureaucratic mode also reqiiires that the director or manager

of the bureaucracy understand his or her organization. He or she needs to know exactly

what resources and capabilities the organization commands, where these resources are

loLated, and how they can best be mobilized. The director of the bureaucracy must also

be skillful in the art of delegation. He or she must know what is to be delegated, how

much is to be delegated, and to whom to delegate.

Of tentimes the RELS members do not have control over the resources they need to

carry out particular tasks. In this situation, the REI.S members must hustle, promote,

sell, and, in a variety of other ways., enlist the aid of other people in the resource

network.

To utilize the ertrepreneurial mode, RELS members must first understand the task

and be able to divide it into its appropriate subtasks, designating the people to carry out

each of these tasks. Secondly, they must be able to convince key people to carry out the

tasks. This requires a great deal of creati\ 'ty and a wide range of influencing skills. The

third important skill for RELS members is a real understanding of the resource network,

especially an understanding of the informal arrangement of the social structure and key

luals within the network.

RELS members can accomplish a task 1 d third way -- by the direct approach using

their own resources. There are some tasks that consume less time and less energy if they

Art done hy R I. I members. There may not he a bureaucracy to carry out the task, and

!he potential naN of f of the task does not warrant utilizing the entrepreneurial mode.
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The major disadvantage of the direct mode of organizing is that the RELS members

are utilizing their time for "doing" instead for "getting things done." By directly doing a

task they limit their capacity to get things done through others. This is a reduction of

task accomplishment capacity within the RELS.

The organizing mode chosen by the RELS has much to do with its effectiveness.

RELS that are only able to mobilize a few resources for task accomplishment try to do

most things using the direct mode of organizing, and give very little emphasis to the

bureaucratic and entrepreneurial modes. Those RELS that are able to mobilize many

resources, and a large amount of resources, utilize all the organizing modes. There is a

moderate usage of the direct mode and bureaucratic mode of organizing, with a heavy

empnasis on the entrepreneurial mode.

A Model of Collective Inquiry

Just as the participants come to the RELS with a "theory of action" about

environmental issues, they also come with a "theory of action" about collective inquiry.

Participation in collective inquiry has a cognitive basis; how people behave during

collective inquiry is influenced by their images and mental models. Contained in these

images and mental models are explicit or tacit ideas about:

desired outcomes: the desired results, which define effective collective
inquiry;

courses of action: what actions might be taken to accomplish the desired
outcomes of collective inquiry;

situational factors: factors that affect the effectiveness of collective
inquiry but are not controlled by the participants; and

as,;tirnptions: beliefs about how the outcomes of collective inquiry are
. _ _

intluenced by the courses of action and the situational factors..

These interrelated ideas that participants bring to the work of the RELS represent

their thrry ot action about collective inquiry. In this section, we outline a model for

inquirv in a R ELS which makes explicit statements about the desired outcomes

ef collective inquiry, the courses of action for collective inquiry, the situational factors,
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and the assumptions whir..h relate courses of action and situational factors to

ef fectiveness of the collective inquiry.

Outcomes of Collective Inquiry

Collective inquiry has been described in terms of four primary processes and three

secondary or supporting processes. Effective collective inquiry can be described in terms

of the desired outcomes from these processes. Table 3.1 lists some of the important

outcomes for the primary processes, and Table 3.2 lists some of the important outcomes

for the secondary processes. These desired outcomes are stated in broad general terms.

In a given,situation they can be.made more specific.

Decision and Situational Variables

In this section we outline seyeral variables which we believe influence the

effectiveness of collective inquiry. If these variables can be controlled by the

participants, then we call them decision variables." If they cannot be controlled by the

participants in the RELS, then we call them situational variables.

Uncertainty in Issue Resolution. In Chapter 2,, we outlined the structure of

environmental issue resolution. We pointed out that environmental issues are complex,

ill-structured, and value-laden, and that this combination caused a great deal of

uncfsrtamty for decision-makers. Uncertainty in 'the task of resolving regional

snvironmental issues is defined as the difference between the amount of information

required, to d,esign an appropriate policy or program of action and the amount of

nf orrnati()n already-possessed by the group. In 'both a qualitative and quantitative sense,

the resolution of environmental issues inyolves a high degree of uncertainty

Av ran analyze the uncertainty involved in the resolution of environmental issues

alvry, two thrnensions (1)errow, 1970); there is an uncertainty resulting from the variety of

intom,ition aid urwertainty resulting from the ill-structured nature of information about

.m.!r,Inti,11t.11 1'1'1110'1. [Lc, must work with d large number of groups possessing a variety

, , .. tIvo`,. It TIIII!;t C011-ort and organize data from a wide variety of public and



TABLE 3.1: OUTCOMES FOR THE .PRIMARY PROCESSES

Dialogue .

co Mistaken assumptions in the "theory of action" about the environmental
issue are reformulated.

\, Incongruities between what people say about an environmental issue and the
actual issue are reconciled.

uenesses in the expected resolution of the environmental issue.are made
spe \fic.
Ambikuities in the expected resolution of the environmental issue are made
clear.
Information "overload," or .excessively rich information, is organized with a ;
theory of the environmental issue.
Sparse information is enriched by data collection and information search.
Hypotheses about the environmental issue are stated so that they can be
maeie testable.
Scattered information is brought together so that a whole picture emerges.
Information is not withheld or suppress,ed but surfaced and brought into use.

t.

Decision

There is a creative sharing of ideas among RELS participants.
RELS participan:s can formulate a wide range of alternative resolutions of
an environrnental issue.
RELS participants consider several alternatives before making a decision.
RELS participants utilize appropriate information to assess alternatives.
Consequences of alternatives are explored before decisions are made.

Action

There is a commitment to put decisions into action.
Actions are carried out in an organized and efficient manner -- there is a
clear system of scheduling, coordinating, and accountability.
Actions are modified to handle unexpected circumstances and situations.

Evaluation

Af ter a major action is taken, it is evaluated.
The causes of unintended consequences from actions are always
investigated.
There is wide participation in the evaluation.



TABLE 3.2: OUTCOMES FOR THE SECONDARY PROCESSES

Agenda-.Setting

The RELS utilizes a mixed scanning approach to agenda-setting.

seriously studies the long-term future and develop guidelines about the
future
identifies critical shorter-term projects for immediate action

Network Building

RELS members use multiple processes for building cooperative relationships.

RELS members are actively shaping the resource network.

RELS staff members are able to carry out their tasks in a competent
manner,

Organizing

The R ELS chooses the appropriate mode of organizing.

There is a heavy emphasis on the entrepreneurial mode of organizing.

private sources, and it must address a wide range of issues, from regional air quality to

the neighborhood environment. One major cause of uncertainty during collective inquiry

on an environmental issue is the wide variety of information sources that the RELS must

utilize.

Secondly, there is a great deal of uncertainty caused by the ill-structured nature of

environmental issues. Our present knowledge of environmental syster.ns is, at best,

tentative and preliminary. Hence,.there is not a well-defined body of knowledge to guide

)ur work in the design of environmental policies and programs of action. Our knowledge

ot mist, ,ind etlect relationships in environmental systems is usually minimal. This makes

t (lItt Li 'lit or almu.t impossible to thnign the appropriate interventions for these systems.

hi .11,!.thin, i'llylt onment,t1 systems are dynamic in nature and constantly changing. Yet
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the effects of change in one part of,the system often take a long time to appear in other

parts of the system. All of these factors contribute to the ill-structured nature of

environmental systems.

A major variable affecting the effectiveness of collective inquiry is the uncertainty

of the enviromental issues or themes that are the subject of inquiry. In some cases, this

uncertainty can be controlled. For example, in a classroom an environmental theme can

be chosen for which there is well-known information and a clear structure for the theme.

Or a complex theme, in which the issues are highly uncertain such as "U.S. energy policy

in the 80's," can be chosen. Sometimes there is no control of uncertainty. For example,

setting regional air pollution standards is an issue fraught with much ambiguity and

uncertainty.

The Structure of the Resource Network. As we saw earlier, access to resources is

critical to the functioning of. RELS. If RELS does not have access to any human resources

or to political, institutional, and organizational clout, then it will not be able to

implement its policies or programs of action, or any of the tasks of collective inquiry.

The structure of this resource network has a strohg influence on how effectively

RELS can carry out the processes of collective inquiry. Two variables help us understand

the structure of the resource network. The strength of relationships indicate how much

influence or control the RELS has over key resources and decisions. If the RELS has

strong ties to ,ubstantial resources, then there is a strong resource network. On the other

hand, if. RELS shas only weak, ties to limited resources, then the network is a weak

resource network. The kind of network relationships refers to the type of pa itive links

that the RELS has with the resource 'network, and whether these linkages are of the

appropriate ty pf.

Interpersonal Action Strategies. When RELS participants come together as a group

to reOlve dn environmental issue through collective inquiry, the group usually has a

pretty clear consensus about what is proper and expected behavior for its members.
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Action strategies represent the participants' consensus ai what is proper and expected

behavior during interpersonal interaction. The action strategies utilized by the RELS

participants during collective inquiry are an important set of variables in influencing the

ef fectiveness of collective inquiry.

In discussing action strategies, we follow Argyris and Schoen (1978) and distinguish

two models for interpersonal behavior, Model I and Model II. Model I makes explicit the

action strategies that Argyris and Schoen believe most frequently occur in groups engaged

in collective inquiry and which they believe lead to ineffective collective inquiry. Model

II makes explicit the action strategies that Argyris and Schoen believe would lead to

effective collective inquiry. Table 3.3 gives a brief summary of Model 1 and Model II

interpersonal action strategies.

Methods and Tools of Collective Inquiry. A fourth major factor influencing the

RELS is the methods and tools of collective inquiry utilized by the RELS membership.

Each of the primary processes of collective inquiry has a particular purpose or goal. In

dialogue, the purpose is to achieve of a common framework of appreciation among the

REL) participants. For the deci46b\process, it is a selection of an appropriate action,

.policy, or program. The purpose of the action processes is to carry out the decision, and

the purpose of the evaluation process is to learn through action. Effective collective

inquiry requires us to manage ideas. If they are to work effectively at dialogue, decision,

action, and evaluation, and if they are to resolve environmental issues, then RELS

participants must he able to carry out certain idea actions; that is, they must be able to

generate, clarify, structure, elaborate, challenge, restructure, and communicate ideas.

A method of collective inquiry is a normatve pattern of idea management that allows

R FL:, participants to accomplish one of the primary processes of collective inquiry. We"
usually think of tools as a n instrument that facilitates some manual operation. Tools of

if
olleetiye miu-y refer to any instruments that facilitate our development of ideas.



TABLE 3.3: INTERPERSONAL ACTION STRATEGIES

Model I

I. Unilaterally design and manage
the setting of collective inquiry.
FiFficipants plan actions secretly;
they persuade or cajole others to
agree with their definition of the
environmental issue.

2. Own and control the task.
Participants claim ownership on
how the environmental issues
should be resolved. They attempt
to get others to see the problem
their way.

3. Unilaterally protect youself.
Participants keep themselves
from being vulnerable by speaking
in abstractions, by. avoiding
reference to directly observable
events, and by withholding
thoughts and feelings that might
explain their behavior.

4. Unilaterally protect others.
Participants withhold valuable
and important information,
suppress feelings, or tell "white
lies" in order to protect others.

Model II

I. Share power with all the parti-
cipants. RELS participants share
power together. RELS is an op-
portunity for the participants to
take an active part in resolving
the environmental issue.

2. Control the task jointly. Every
RELS participant controls the
work of collective inquiry. Parti-
cipants work together to control
the direction . of collective
inquiry.

3. Errors are embraced. A recogni-
tion of errors is important for
collective inquiry. Errors are
seen as an opportunity for
learning and clarifying an issue.

4. A mutually supportive environ-
ment is created. RELS parti-
cipants create a supportive
environment -- one that builds
and maintains a sense of personal
worth and importance among the
participants.

A number of methods and tools of collective inquiry, and appropriate ways to use

these tools, are discussed in Volume 4, Conducting of Collective Inquiry. The choice of

appropriate .methods and t iols is one of the most fundamental design decisions that a

ELS leadership group must make.

Idea Management Skills of RELS Members. The collection of valid and useful ideas

is unportant in resolving environmental issue One of the most important influences of

the process of collective inquiry is .how these ideas are combined or utilized for the
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purposes of problem solving and decision-making. The structuralist or developmental

tradition of psychology maintains that the way we process or manage ideas from our

environment is dependent on organizational properties of cognition.

The structuralist tradition, . . . maintains that concepts are by no means
independent or unrelated, but instead, are bound to one another by common
structural features. . . . The implication of a structuralist tradition is that
there are predictable regularities in a child's development of knowledge, due
primarily to a human tendency to construe the world according to universal
structures or patterns. With development, these patterns become more
complex, differentiated, and adapted. (William Damon, 1977)

A common feature of all structural or developmental traditions is that our ideas --

our beliefs, attitudes, theories, concepts, needs, etc., affect not only what we think, but

also how we think; that is, how we organize or process our ideas. Although this tradition

of psychology is not universally accepted and is not without its major critics, it does offer

a perspective on individual skills of managing ideas and how these skills are relatedto

collective inquiry.

Two dif ferent persons could be presented with the same information about an

environmental issue, yet each could react differently to this stimulus. In one case, the

person might pick up very few ideas about the issue and combine these ideas 'in a simple

manner. In another case, the stimuli may activate many ideas and these ideas may be

combined in very complex ways. In each case, the person managed ideas differently.

Following Schroder, Driver, and Streufert (1967) we distinguish levels of idea

management that des( ribe the way ideas are received, stored, processed, and transmitted

by persons. The levels range from low integrated complexity (few ideas, simple rules) to

high interated complexity (many ideas and many levels of rules connecting these ideas).

Table 34 outlines the major characteristics for the levels developed by Schroder, Driver,

and c,treufert.



TABLE 3.4: LEVELS OF INTEGRATIVE COMPLEXITY

Type I: Low Integrative Complexity

A simple cognitive structure: comprises fewer ideas from stimula and mostly
incomplete organization of ideas; makes evaluations in extreme or polar
terms (good-bad, right-wrong, etc.); has greater intolerapce of ambiguity and
uncertainty, forms judgments quickly; seeks minimal information before
making ,t judgment; demonstrates rigidity and stereotyped thinking in
problem olving.

Type II: Moderately Low Integrative Complexity

Similar to Type I: cognitive structure allows more complexity; allows
alternative interpretations of situations but no means of resolving these
interpretations; categories of judgment not as extreme but still restricted;
tends to reject information which does fit into interpretive schemes; has a
tendency to vacillate in thinking.

Type III: Moderately High Integrative Complexity

Richer cognitive structure: allows multiple interpretations and means to
choose between these interpretations, evaluation begins to show a richness in
interpretations; able to tolerate more situations of ambiguity and
uncertainty; begins to seek more information before making judgmer,s;
problem-solving behavior manifests creativity and alternative points of view.

Type IV: High Integrative Complexity

Similar to Type III: but capable of thinking more abstractly with ideas; high
degree of diversity in approach to problems; seeks multiple souv:es of
information; can accept absence of closure on an issue; demonstrates high
degree of complexity; utilizes multiple criteria in making judgments; r:an see
second and third order effects when making a decision; able to organize large
amounts of information.

Some Important Mediating Relationships

In the previous sections, the desired outcomes of collective inquiry and the decision

and situational variables have been outlined. Decision and situational variables are

r elated to outcomes through assumptions about mediating relationships. The major

mediatirv; relationships of the "still picture" model are given in the following hypothesis:

When i-ollective inquiry involves highly uncertain environmental issues, then a
RELS is more likely to.be ef fective if:
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I. a critical number of participants have high integrative complexity;

2. Model 11 interpersonal action strategies are utilized in the collective
inquiry;

3. the methods and tools of collective inquiry can structure information from
a wide va,riety of sources and on complex environmental issues;

4. the RELS participants are able to consistently mobilize the right kind and
number of resources necessary to carry out the policies and programs of
action which they design;

5. the RELS participants are, able to appropriately organize the human
resources needed to implement the policies and programs of action; and

6. the RELS leadership must be able to speak in some minimal way all the
"languages" that are spoken in the network and must be highly competent
in the language of the most powerful network members.

The role of integrative complexity in collective inquiry has been studied by Schroder,

Driver, and Streufert (1967). The impact of Mode! H behavior on collective inquiry has

been studied by Argyris and Schoen (1978). The way in which methods and tools have

facilitated the studying of complex ideas has been summarized by Warfield (1978). The

last three statements of the hypothesis are developed by Kotter and Lawrence (1974).

This hypothesis was utilized in developing the guidelines of the succeeding chapters.

A "Moving Picture" Model of RELS

In Chapter 2, we pointed out that one of the major characteristics of RELS-like

entities is that they grow in an organic and evolutionary manner. As we indicated in

Chapter 1, the most important lesson to be learned in organizing a RELS is that a

successful IZEL, must be grown, not installed. Too often people, agencies, and

institutions within a region have attempted to plug the RELS idea into conventional

rl.gtonal structur+,--like an electric appliance, and they have blown some fuses in the

process. The "moving picture' model is intended to help us undertitand this growth

prof csss. It will he utilized in succee('ing chapters to provide guidelines for this organic

evollition.irv growth.



The path of RELS evolution depends on its own history and starting point. There is no

one path in itself that is superior for RELS evolution, although in a given specific context

of a region one of these paths may be more appropriate than others. Some RELS may

evolve in a very fast manner and skip some of the steps in the evolution. Others may

move tiYa certain point and remain there for awhile. it is important to realize that the

paths that a RELS should take, and how fast it should evolve, are related to conditions

that are specific and appropriate to the region. These conditions are determined by the

situation and history of the region.

A common mistake in attempting to organize collective inquiry in a particular region

is for that region to look admiringly at how some other region worked to resolve a major

environmental issue, and to see that approach to organizing collective inquiry as the

solution for its own dilemmas, then try to imitate or transplant that solution as best it

can. If the imitation or transplanting approach to the design of RELS is taken, we can

almost guarantee that the attempts to organize collective inquiry will fail. A RELS must

be a self-designing system. The participants in RELS must have a clear idea of the

underlying processes of collective inquiry, and the context in which these processes are to

be carried out. At each point of the evolution, the RELS participants must ask "What do

we know now that we did not know before?" and "Knowing what we know now, what would

we do differently?" The "moving picture" model will provide some guidelines for the

self-design and self-evaluation of RELS.

The Phases of RELS Development

In the "moving picture" rnod.l of RELS we view the evolution of RELS in terms of

three major phases:

Phase 1:

Phase 2:

l'hase

Mobilizing Interest in the RELS

Creating the Initial RELS Experiment

Institutionalizing the R ELS

3 - 26
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As with any model, the "moving picture" model does not describe the evolutionary process

of RELS growth in all of its complexity. The utility of the "moving picture" model, we

believe, is that it is an appropriate simplification of RELS evolution; it identifies key

decisions and outcomes for each phase of RELS evolution.

Phase 1: Mobilizing Interest in the RELS

If we can compare the evolution of the RELS to the life cycle of a human being,

then this first phase represents the gestation and birth of the RELS. During this initial

phase, a core group of people begin to meet and discuss ways of resolving regional

environmental issues. These people be&me aware of the failures of the 'traditional

processes of governance and education to resolve these issues, and they initiate a search

for new approaches to resolving environmental issues. These early meetings are informal.

There are a minimal number of roles and little structure to the meetings. iOnce a core

group of people has mobilized interest, it is then ready to actually engage in the

resolution ot a particular environmental issue.

The.first phase of RELS evolution will take anywhere from six to eighte months,

depending on the size of the region and the amount of interest that must be mobilized. If

the core group does not take enough time to mobilize interest its proposal will be

ill-conceived and most likely a poor imitation of another region. If the core group takes

too long, then the proposal for RELS will die for lack of interest.

Phase 2: Creating the Initial RELS Experiment

Pie second phase represents the childhood and adolescence of the RELS. The core

group is able to initiate an initial experiment in issue resolution involving a wider group of

peoplv within the region. In this initial experiment, an environmental issue is chosen --

an experiment in agenda7setting. The issue resolution processes of dialogue, decision,

actionind evaluation are utilized. Resources are mobilized -- an initial experiment in

net .kork Id Action is taken to resolve the environmental issue -- an initial

experwlent In 07-ganizing. Assuming that sufficient interest has been mobilized during

fr .
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Phase I, the initiation of a well-conceptualized RELS will take from one to three years to

complete.

Phase 3: Ins.itutionalizing the RELS

In our metaphor of comparing RELS evolution to the human life cycle, the third

phase represents adulthood, when the gains of adoiescence are consolidated and solidified.

In the third phase, the RELS is institutionalized within a region; that is, it is made a

permanent and complementary part of the institutional processes within the region.

Following the initial success in dealing with one or more environmental issues that affect

the region, the leadership group of the RELS must now develop a more permanent

structure for the RELS. There must be leadership committees, study committees, staff

for research, and an ongoing process of funding for the RELS activity. During the

institutionalization phase the RELS becomes legitimate within the region. The RELS is no

longer thought of as the brainchild of certain leaders within the region. Instead, it is

considered a necessary part of regional governance and education.

Structural Characteristics of RELS

The phases of the "moving picture" model are illustrated in Figure 3.1, along with

certain organizational characteristics that change during the phases of evolution. These

characteristics are uncertainty about the RELS concept, the formality of the RELS

structure, and the integration of the RELS.

The l!ncertainty of the RELS Concept

In the mobilization phase there is high uncertainty about the RELS concept. In the

in(tiating phase there is moderate.uncertainty, and in the institutionalizing phase there is

low uncPrtainty about the RELS concept. At the beginning of RELS evolution there is a

great deal of unrtainty with respect to the concept of RELS. The concept of RELS is

ill-formed; there is much conflict and difference of opinion over the reasons that the

rion has failed to resolve important environmental issues; there is a wide variety of
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opMion about the best way to approach these problems. These aspects of the mobilizing

phase create a situation of great uncertainty.

Over time a consensus on the concept of RELS begins to emerge within the region.

The concept emerges slowly at first, but then there is great clarity. Through trial and

error, experimentation, and through continued critiquing of past accomplishments, there

is a refinement of the RELS concept, and much clarity deVelops. Success in settling key

organizational dilemmas brings with it a confidence that RELS participants are moving in

the right direction. As the RELS begins the institutionalization phase, the situation is one

of much more :larity and certainty about the nature of RELS.

The Formalization of the RELS Structure

Formalization of structure within a social entity has to do with emphasis on rules,

procedures, appropriate ,Thannels of communication, definition of roles, etc. Forma li-

zation of structure is a mixed blessing within a social entity open to many sources of

information. Since communication and decision channels are not well specified, more

formalization promotes creativity, divergent thinking, and development of innovative

ideas. Yet, it is often difficult to get something done since it is not clear who can

authorlie action and mobilize resources. Once a specific task with clear objectives is

undertaken, then a degree of formalization, with the procedures, rules, and role

definitions greatly facilitates task accomplishment.

During the mobilization phase of RELS evolution, the structure of the leadership

group has low formalization. Initially, there is no definition of roles, rules, or procedures.

\ieetings ot a leadership group range from episodes of high frustration with little clarity

emerging to very intense and exciting episodes, where creative thoughts and new ideas

ornerv,e. \s the RELS moves through the initiating phase to the institutionalizing phase,

tnoie Is ,In appropriate formalization for a great many of the RELS structures.

Loadershm rolvs are defined, mandates for research projects are defined, financial

Pcord k trd rrportmg procedures are set up, and regularly scheduled meetings with set



agendas are held. It is through the appropriate formalization of structure that the RELS

is able to organize and have an imr act on regional:environmental issues. A major concern

during the evolution of RELS is chooSing the appropriate degree of formalization for the

RELS at any particular point in its deVelopment. Choosing to formalize RELS quickly

could cut off important information and ideas for developing the RELS concept. Not

formalizing RELS at the appropriate time may lead to endless, frustrating discussion, and

no action.

It would bc a mistae to think that in the institutionalized RELS there is a coMplete

formaliz.ation of structure. The term "appropriate formalization" better describes the

R ELS at this latter phase of its development. Appropriate formalization means that there

are highly formalized structures for tasks that are clearly defined and involve little

uncertainty, and structures with lower formality for the tasks that are ambiguous and

uncertain.

The Oeiu-er. of Integration

Integration is the degree to which R ELS members are appropriately. coordinated'to

.v.coripliTh the goals of common interest. Participants in the RELS network are from a

wide variety of interrelated but autonomous centers of action and decision-making. At

the beginning ot the mobilization phase, these centers of action and decision-making are

coordihAted toward a common task, and perhaps are not even 'aware of each other or their

oinmon interest5. As the RELS moves through its early experimentation to the

phAse, there gradually emerges a coordinating role or roles within the

I; . This coordinatini; role may be played by the RELS leadership, or there may be an

ornhIlciv,,ron who foruces coordination among the RELS participants. During the

moverii,.nt through the phases of RF1S evolution there is a movement from a low degree

o,f bitegr,tt ion to t high degree of integration.



Summary

In this chapter, we have ouilined two models that will help in the creation of a RELS

- - the "still picture" model and the "moving picture" model. The "still picture" model

identified the essential processes of collective inquiry and an approach tio designing these

processes in an effective manner. T le "moving picture" model outlined the major phases

in RELS evolution and the structural characteristics of this evolution.



Chapter 4

A ROAD MAP FOR RESOLVING ENVIRONMENTAL ISSI lES

Introduction

In the preceding chapters we developed' the concept of the RELS and presented

models for RELS based on collective inquiry and action. Now we will offer some

step-by-step guidelines for actually carrying out the primary processes of collective

inquiry. We call these steps the issue resolution cycle because their purpose Is to resolve

'an environmental issue; hence, "issue resolution." "Cycle" indicates the recurring nature

of' the steps; as the RELS develops through the three phases (see Chapter 3), this cycle

occdrs repeatedly. More will also be said about this in subsequent chapters. What is

important to understand at this Qoint is that, although the issue resolution cycle occurs

many times during the existence of the RELS, the sequence of steps remains the same

whether ,thk is the first or fiftieth time the RELS has undertaken an issue resolution

cycle.

We hope that by now you have started thinking aLout RELS as a new way to work at

resolving environmental issues in your region, and that you are interested in more detailed

information about what to do. That is, you ,ire asking: How do participants in RELS carry

'out the primary collective inquiry processes -- dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation?

What steps do we undertake to resolve an environmental issue'?

This chapter of fers a "road map" for resoiving environrnenti'll issue's. These

guidelines -- the "road map" -- consist of ir number of rriaps, or charts, showini; specif lc

steps in lie issm resolution cycle. Als0 included Is a "legend" -- in exphmation of how to

read Vic rihiri and a fairly lengthy and detailed prose de.,criptior, step--)y-step, for



doing collective inquiry and action. Carrying out the "road map" metaphor, this is your

"travel guide." It is keyed to the maps, so it should be useful as you actually begin

working in your region.

Maps for the Issue Resolution Cycle

As we thought about the issue resolution cycle we wondered how best to convey our

thoughts to others. We decided that a combination of "roa'l maps" depicting the sequence

of steps and prose describing the flow of activities would best accomplish our aim.

Therefore, we have prepared a large composite map, "Steps in the Issue Resolution

Cycle," (Figure 4.1) that is folder in the pocket on the back cover of this manual. This

large map shows all of the steps in the issue resolution cycle. Since it attempts to convey

a rather large amount of information, it could be rather ccnfusing. Therefore, we have

also prepared Figure 4.2, an "Overview of the Issue Resolution Cycle." We suggest looking

at the overview first, before attempting to use the composite map.

The overview shows the four primary processes of collective inquiry in the issue

res\ol l tien cycle -- dialogue, deckion, action, and evaluation. Within each process there

are t\40 to four categories; the headings for these categories match the headings of the

prose descriptions tot ind in the latter part of this chapter. In addition, a separate smaller

map 'or e..1L-h collectve mquiry process accompanies the appropriate prose description.

Thtsts smaller maps show every stcp in the issue resolution cycle, and arc identical in

content to the large, composite map folded in the pocket on the hack cover of this

manual. Figure '4.3 shows the f irst twelve steps of the issue resolution cycle, "1)ialogue

About an lironronmental Issue." "llecisions for Resolving an Environmental Issue" (Figure

q./4) tryhiries ,,ttsps 13 through 27. ',try, 28 through 39 comprise the "Actions to Resolve

FilvIronment,d kyle" (101re 4.6)trid 47 ( onsists of steps ta) through 146,

"rvalbatimi, the 1.00ifs i 1i it Ir Lycle and the
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How to Read the Maps

The maps depict the flow of activities in the issue resolution cycle. hey convey a

great deal of information in a highly structured format and a relatively small amount of

space. This ihforrnation includes activities, decisions, time flow, logic connections, and

who is responsible for each activity or decision.

Several symbols appear on the maps; the.e are explained and illustrated in the next

few paragraphs.* Activity boxes are the most common symbol used on the maps. An

activity box is divided into two parts; the lower part shows an activity and the top part

shows who is responsible for carrying out the activity.

PERSON OR GROUP
vcrv-Nntcyny

4..../i11-14.4.

Activity

A .decision Hox is similar to an activity box. The top part shows who is responsible

for making the decision; that is, who answers tLie question show, in the lower part of the

hox. The right and left sides of the box are thicker, to call attention to the decision. By

answering the question, the decision-maker chooses one of several alternative paths

leading from the decision box to subsequent boxes,

Quest ion

Fhis rnaterial adapted from War-field, Nifi, pp. 421-425.



Table 4.1, "Roles in a Regional Environmental Learning System," lists and defines the .4

responsibilities of people or groups shown in the top part of the activity and decision

boxes.

The AND box may appear either before or after an aCtiVity or a decision box.

Simply stated, all activities or, decisions feeding into or out of an AND bi)x must occur.

The OR box is interpreted as an exclusive OR." One and only one of the preceding

activities or decision can occur at a..iven time.

[ AND OR

The lines that join the various boxes represent only the flow of 'time, except at the

'output of a decision boX where iines also represent the various decisions that could be

made. In that case, the lines are,. labeled:, usually with either YES or NO. The lines

('onvey the notion of activities carried out over a period'of time.

30'

To use the large map, begin at the upper lef t hand corner. As explained elsewhere

in thi'; rnantial (see Chapter 7), it is assumed at the beginning of the issue resolution cycle

that the environmental issue or theme to be addressed has already been selected.

Proceed. One step ,:tt Lt tirne, as indicated hy the lines on the map. When you reach the

hf th box, which is a decision box, you will answer the quesion either YES or NO. If YES,

proceed to box number eight; if NO, to box number six./ Notice thc.`. the fifth box is

preceded by an OR box. Tnat means you enter the fifth box from either box fibur or box

brit not both at any given time. Continuing through the/ activities, when you,

complete the activity described in box ten, you then begin to do the activities ir both

bomss Pleven and twelve, as indicated by the AND box following box ten. Af ter

omplotw); thv entiw sequerwe of steps in the issue resolution cycle, and imswering the

(owt1)n W ,ox lor ty-six, you [n.m.f.ed to Phase 3.



TABLE 14.l: ROLE!, IN A REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

Organizer

F2 ELS %,lembers

(Individuals)

R ember't

tRottrelenot2..tei of
()er;orit:1!:ons iird
Igenctet)

,tember4

----che 'individual or small group of people with the initial
interest in trying d new approach to addressing regional
environmental concerns. The organizer has the major role during
the mobilization phase of the RELS. He or she is a neutral
facilitator, someone who attempts to link people and
organizations in a network that will improve environmental
education.

Sarason believes a RELS-like network requires a person who
is perceived as important in some way, is known to many, and has
persistence. The organizer's ideas should catch people's interest
and bring them together voluntarily. He goes on to say that an
organizer often takes no authority in implementation. He or she
is available to anyboci7 in the network, but the primary role
involves keeping actions consistent with rationale. The organizer
represents a set of values and beliefs. (1977)

People who share an interest in addressing their region and
who actively support the RELS' approach through their
participation, contributions, etc. Networks like RELS are not
groups of people with identical interests, Instead, they have a
variety of backgrounds, jobs, and perspectives. They are
attracted to the RELS approach because it offers an opportunity:

to tackle a common problem from different vantage points,
t:Achanp different points of view, and

to find strength in a certain amount of challenge and
opposition.

While the leadership group is more oriented to the RELS in
general, it is very possible that individual members will be more
issue-oriented.

Individuals who participate in and support the RELS
primarily as representatives of organizattorts. This requires both
the motivation and the authority to commit their organizations to
do more than they, as individuals, can do.

"Part of the strength of network members lies in the
organizational base with which they are connected. Often
individuals are invited to Join the network because o' their roles
within agencies, institutions, committees, and clubs. It is
Important that the connection between the individual and his/her
organizational base be clearly and openly expressed to that the
resource exchange ran bet broadened through contact with the
organizations." (Cohen and Lorentz, 1977)

The group or people who have not yet joined the RELS, but
ropreAent possible additional support. Either they have not yet
heen identified or they have not vet made a commitment to the
I:F.LS. In nne sense, everyone is a potential RELS membe, but
that is not the meaning. Potential R ELS members are likely to he
alreldv interested in the quality of the environment and helieve
that learning and action ,tre needed. They do not have identical
iwer,sts, hut may he able to tackle a common problem from

ferent vantage points.
\lost likely, potential members writild be among the

follneying:
employed by an agrn v or organization with a potent:hit
connection with the PEL.

1 nember if ,1 profession related to environmental
edo( Mort; or
an active proponent in the environmental arena.
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TABLE 4.1 !continued): ROLES IN A REGIONAL ENV1RONMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

Leadership Group

Coordinator

Study Committi.?e

perm !top

Proioit roam

',P1)"f". p t

Those people who ' manage tht three basic processes of
agenda-setting, network building, an organizing for the RELS.
The leadership group buys, into the concept of the RELS, and thus
its motive is more RELS7oriented, rather than tied to any one
issue or theme RELS addresses. The leaders are the people who
assume the initiative for making R ELS work f ollowing
mobilization. Exact titles and division of labor among
committees (e.g., membership, publicity, communications, and
coordinating committees, etc.) will depend on the situation. An
important member of the leadership group is the "coordinator."

The indivtdual or small group of people who succeed the
orzginal organizer. The role of the coordinator is to maintain and
strengthen the linkages in the network. This requires an ability to
remain neutral, to assess needs and talents accurately, to locate
new resources, and to match members' needs to available
resources. The coordinator is a neutral monitor of the decisions
that are made during issue resolution.

Cohen and Lorentz (1977) describe network coordinators as
group leaders, trainers, bridge-builders, and managers. "Basically
the role of the coordinator is:

to bring and keep people of different talents together,
to help them grow and develop, ,

to be sensitive 4o new problem areas that need to be
addressed by the network,
to be the scorekeeper."

An ad hoc committee formed to carry out oollective inquiry
on a particular environmental issue or theme. The committee
should be led by someone with a thorough understanding of the
RELS concept. This will provide the committee with some sense
of "continuity of the RELS," since the committee has a single
purpose and exists for only a limited time. The members of the
committee are RELS members with a speöfic interest in the
chosen iss, e or theme.

A permanent committee organized to promote membership
in the RELS, both on an overall basis and for specific isstles. In a
larger sense, however, new ,oembers and rontacts !or the network
are constantly being brought into the RELS thruugh all its present
members.

An ad hoc working group formed to conduct a Tecific
project to resolve an environmental issue.

The inctividua/,, atui orgarizotions that ropresPnt REIS'
access to critical esources including skills tuthoriry, mnney,
farilities. policies, otes, etc, The network provides the RLLS
with:

acr S to finai il resoun es,
access to Arld ontrol over An implementAtion r,ip,;ctiv that
coidd hindle the prole, ts,
cIpport for the continuance of the lz
arr eSS to the impnrtlot deciswn-ryl IkerS,

,nr what environmental issues are riost Impoor int !,,
the rfStIon.



Dialogue About an Environmental Issue

Overview ot DI iogue

During dialogue the leadership group organizes a study committee for the selected

issue. The study committee begins its work; its task at this point is:

to clarify the purpose of collective inquiry and action during the issue
resolution cycle;

to gather and organize factual information abotit the issue;

to reach a common appreciation of the issue; and

to identify the problem areas it must address.

Of primary importance during dialogue is that the study committee develop a

common way of understanding and valuing the facts about the issue or theme under study.

in other wor ds, the study committee v)rks together to clearly define and agree upon how

it views the issue. The result should be a better appreciation of the issue, based on the

hest information available to the study committee.

How an individual or group "appreciates" an environmental issue includes:

the underlying system of values which shape attitudes or ideas about issues;

beliefs about the context or situation in whir,'..h the issue is addressed and
resolved;

belief s about the range of strategies and actions for resolving the
environmental issue; and

belief s ,thout the outcomes of the actions that could be taken.

V, hen reNearch on the issue is complete, REIS can publicize its accomplishments to

date; periodic publicity is one way to help establish REIS an accepted organization in

th(

In summary, O'er(' are twelve steps in the dialogue process (Figure 4.3). These steps

tall into fluor categorms, as follows:

Orienting the Collective Inquiry and Action I'nwess

poy.a..ching the Issue

noctiMellring and Communk tting the Results ot Researyh

Stops 1-3

Steps 4-S

5teps 9-12
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Orienting the Collective Inquiry and Action Process

The task of orienting the collective inquiry and action process consists of organizing

a study committee and developing clear expectations on:

the issue to be addressed,

how the collective inquiry will be conducted,

what roles and responsibilities will be utilized, and

how much effort will be put into the inqt.,1 y.

The formation of a study committee is very important. The leadership group takes

responsibility for notif ying RELS members of the opportunity to join a committee to study

the selected issue. Members should be encouraged to participate even if they have little

knowledge about the issue. The leadership group should ensure balanced representation

trom all segments of the region's population. It may also want to make sure that

committee inembers are not so intimately involved in the issue that they cannot

understand others' opinions and viewpoints.

Next the leadership group appoints a committee chairperson. The chairperson need

not have expert knowledge about the issue; indeed, the chairperson is likely to be more

effective at guiding the group if he or she does not have a personal stake in the issue

content. The person to select as chairperson is someone who has the ability to facilitate

interaction among committee members and guide the group toward achievement.

The leadership group and the study committee should choose an approach for

rhanar,iry, the collective inquiry and tic tion process. Suggested as possible approaches are

the Charette process, the Washington State approach, and the Battelle school study

method. Detailed descriptions of these approaches appear in Volume 4, Conductg

Collective Inquiry. We describe them briefly here, since some readers may not have

,i(vess to Volume 4.

The ,Charette process is t short, intensive study of a particular topi-. Participants

rnit cOlf11` together for a day or it weekend. Prior to the (Ihdrette, tlle participants



receive written stiLly materials on the topic, prepared by staff and resource leaders. At

the meeting the participants work in small groups to generate a large number of ideas

about the topic. Each group prepares a report on its work; a final report is then prepared

and distributed to the appropriate decision-makers. The Charette 'allows a lot of input on

a topic in a short amount of time. Similarly, the management approach used by the State

of Washington included short, intensive workshops to get citizens' input on the issues and

to produce a list of goals for the state. Then a task force was appointed to work in each

issue area identified by the workshop groups. These task forces prepared detailed

recommendations for achieving the goals, including resource needs.

A third m.,:-.nagement approach was first used by Battelle in a study of the Columbus,

Ohio, school curriculum. The E3attelle staff trained eight university graduate students,

who in turn worked with about 300 group leaders from all segments of the city's

population. Each group leader recruited community participants, arranged for a meeting

location, and held meetings to get citizens' opinions on the school curriculum. Using this

\,,. approach, near 2000 participants and group leaders were involved in the collective inquiry

rocess.

Operational aspects of committee meetings are very important. Someone should be

assigned the responsibility for:

scheduling and convening the meetings;

arranging the locations for the meetings, including chairs, tables, audio-
visual equipment, and refreshments;

publicizing the date, time, and place of the meetings; and

recording and distributing the minutes of the meetings.

Consideration should also be given to the amount of time to be spent on the

collective inquiry process. For example, a typical study committee of the Citizens

League in Minneapolis, Minnesota, meets weekly over a period of six to nine months.

Lich meeting Lists two to three hours. In another city, a task force was orkaniz.ed to

analyze the problem of citizens' insecurity in their neighborhood and to recommend a



program of action. The task force met six times -- once every other week for over two

months. Each meeting was approximately three hours long. A school district

environmental education committee might meet weekly during the summer to develop a

district-wide environmental education program based on a selected environmental theme.

Or the committee might meet monthly during the school year.

Answering the following questions should help the leadership group and the study

committee clarify their expectations for the collective inquiry on the selected issue.

Issue or Theme

What is the environmental issue or theme to be addressed bY the study
committee?

Do the members of the study committee agree it is important?

Are the study committee members committed to doing something about
the issue?

Time Horizon

How much time do we have to work?

When is the collective inquiry process to be completed?

When do we want the actions that we will finally propose to have an
impact?

Is this time horizon realistic?

Role Clarification

Leadership -- Who will provide leadership for the study committee?

Decisions -- Who is responsible for making or approving the decisions
during the collective inquiry and action process?

Consultation -- What persons or groups should be consulted in carrying out
the issue study? Who should we consult as we do our work?

Implementation -- Who receives the recommendations of the study
committee? Who is responsible for implementing the plan?



EXAMPLE: ORIENTING THE COLLECTIVE INQUIRY

Issue

Developing a school district-wide environmental education program for
grades K-6.

Time Horizon

The committee will work from June-August 1980.

The environmental education program is to be implemented during the
1980-81 school year.

Role Clarification

A committee comprised of two teachers from each elementary building is
responsible for developing the plan. Staff from a local, nature center will
serve as consultants. The plan must be approved by the school district's
Curriculum Committee at its August meeting.

Groups who should be considered:

students
parents
teachers
principals
nature center staff



EXAMPLE: ORIENTINO THE COLLECTIVE INQUIRY*

Issue

Developing a plan to preserve and enhance the Great Miami River Corridor.

Time Horizon

This committee will work from April-December 1976.

The recommendations of the committee will be presented in a sequence based
on priority for implementation _and probability of funding. Some projects
could be implemented immediately; others, several years in the future.

Role Clarification

The River Corridor Committee is responsible for developing the plan.

Project teams (government agencies, architects, engineers, community
groups, private developers, and so on) will carry out the recommendations of
the River Corridor Committee. Groups to be consulted include:

residents adjacent to the river
businesses adjacent to the river
other community residents and businesses
government agencies such as Department of Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection Agency, Fish and Wildlife Service, For,e(st
Service, Chamber of Commerce, Miami Valley Regional Planning
Commission, and Dayton-Montgomery County Park District

.Pro'ect's Goal

To realize the river's potential as a community resource by physically
re/ating it to adjacent neighborhoods and to the Centra/ Business District.

*This ex ample is based on the RIVERDESIGN DAYTON project (River Corridor
CommiAtee, 1977).
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When the study committee first meets, it is likely that some or all of the members

will have some information to share about the issue. This information might include:

data and facts needed to understand the issue;

constraints or factors which are potential limitations to resolving the issue;
and

hopes, dreams, or ideals about future 'actions of the study committee and
the RELS.

The committee members may want to spend some time sharing their information

and ideas. This early sharing of information is helpful for identifying aspects of the issue

needing further exploration and input, as well as potential resource persons to provide

that input. The study committee might also consult with the leadership group about

appropriate resource people. Efforts should be made to hear from resource people

representing a wide range of perspectives on the issue. Through written material, oral

presentations, and discussions, the resource speakers can provide background information

and insights on the issue. As an example, a Citizens League commi ttee may hear from as

many as fifty resource speakers. Over the course of many meetings the study committee

will acquire a great deal of understanding about the issue and its implications.

Before moving on, it is important to devote effort to developing a common

agreement among committee members on just what the various aspects of the issue are;

hat is, the central questions needing answers or the clearly stated problem areas. A

useful technique for reaching agreement among committee members is the writing of

need statements. Need statements help clarify the important problem areas that require

further attention. To write need statements:

begin each need statement with "There is a need to.. ."; then,

follow with a phrase describing a problem, goal, or objective that the study
committee has identified as important for resolving the issue.



EXAMPLE: NEED STATEMENTS*

In a large metropolitan area a study committee was formed to explore the
problems of solid waste management in the region. Following extensive research
of the issue, the committee prepared the following need statements:

1. There is a need to encourage an orderly, cost-effective recovery of energy
and marketable materials from refuse, and .reduce the area's reliance on
sanitary landfills.

2. There is a need to endourage the efficient, responsive collectiqn of refuse in
the metropolitan area.

3. There is a need to encourage the efficient regulation and disposal of
hazardous wastes.

4. There is a need to promote the salvage and reuse of scrap materials at their
highest levels.

5. There is a need to reduce waste and encourage the judicious use of natural.
resources.

Documenting and Communicating the Results of Research

During the research effort the study committee will accumulate a _ substantial

amount of written information (meeting agendas and minutes, reports from resource

speakers, articles and clippings on the issue, and so on). The results of the research can

be documented in several ways:

a summary of the minutes,

a summary of each speaker's input,

a written report covering all of the research, or

a summary of what has been learned so far.

The process of drafting, and probably redrafting (after more deliberations by the

study committee), the documentation will further enhance the members' understanding of

the issue.

*This example is based on the Citizens League Report, "Taking the Waste Out of
Minnesota's Refuse."

1C)
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At this time, the leadership group will probably want to be brought up-to-date on

the results of the committee's research -- the facts about the issue -- as well as .the

committee's conclusion about problem areas. This written documentation will serve as a

starting point for the next steps in the committee's activities.

Publicity about the committee's work thus far is again appropriate. This publicity

informs others in the region about the issue, as well as recruits members and identifies

additional resources for this issue or future issues.

Decisions for Resolving an Environmental Issue

Overview of Decision

By this time the study committee has developed a common appreciation for the

issue -- it has .an understanding of the problems and opportunities that it must address in

its plan. Now the study committee looks to the future and Makes choices on how to

create the desired future and resolve the environmental issue. That is, during these steps

the study committee will set a target of the goals it wants to accomplish and determine a

strategy for accomplishing the goals. Then the study committee will draft a plan for

implementing the selected strategy. At this time the planning would only be detailed

enough to let the study committee prepare proposals for funding. Each problem area calls

for a project or a set of activities. The study committee decides what the projects will be

and when they will occur. The plan might simply be a DELTA chart, a Gantt chart, or a

similar chart of the projects and sequence of activities. Although the study committee

prepares the plan, the leadership group is given the opportunity to make suggestions about

the plan. Then both the study committee and the leadership group work together to

obtain funding for the projects and to publicize the accomplishments of the RELS up to

this time.

10,
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In summary, decision includes steps 13-27 (Figure 4.4). These steps fall into four

categories, as follows:

Setting the Goals Steps 13-14

Determining a Strategy Steps 15-18

Drafting a Plan Steps 19-20

Obtaining Funding and Resources Steps 21-27

In the following sections, we use some terms that are likely to have different

meanings to different readers of this manual. To help overcome any confusion that might

arise, we have included Table 4.2. The table presents a list of terms, a definition for each

term, and one or more examples. We suggest looking at Table 4.2 now; then, refer back to

it as you read the material that follows.

Setting the Goals

In goal-setting, the committee's task is to clarify the long-term goals toward which

its efforts are directed. To do this, the study committee answers the question; What are

the specific end result that our group wishes to accomplish? Based on its: previously

developed knowledge and understanding of the issue, the study committee identifies its

long-range vision or ideal. For example, the study committee might want to work toward

an urban mass transit system or a region-wide solid waste disposal system. Similarly, a

group of teachers might look forward to the time when all elementary students in the

school district experience a week-long residential environmental education program.

The goals represent the specific end results of actions the group could take. At this

point the goals need not be detailed -- they simply refer to a "desired end state." Later,

decisions will be made about a strategy for accomplishing the goals and a detailed plan of

action will be developed.

Some examples of goals are:

an environmental education teacher-training program for all teachers in
the school district;
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TER Ni

(.oal

Strategy

Plan

Project

Activities

Table 4.2: DEFINITK)NS AND EXAMPLES OF TERMS USED IN CHAP fER 4

DEFINITION

for resolving the environmental issue or theme

the desired end state that will result when
the issue is properly resolved

for accomplishing the goals

the broad course of action undertaken
to reach a goal

for implementing the strategy

a program for action

comprised of projects and activities that
specify the actions needed to achieve the goal

includes plans for evaluation

for carrying out the p;an

comprised of on w. or more activities

the actions that are urdertaken by a
project team

for carrying out the plan

one or more activities may he combined into
a project

characterized by specific end results, specific
starting and ending dates, and required resources

EXAMPLES

to teach regional environmental planning in
the secondary schools

to preserve and Imhance the Mississippi
riverfront in this city

work with high school teachers and regional
planners to develop a curriculum on regional
environmental planning

sct up a task force to study the Mississippi
river front and make recommendations

a curriculum on regional environmental planning

recommendations for the Mississippi
River Corridor

workshops, students' workbook, and
teachers' guide

designate the Mississippi River as a
State Critical Area

hold six workshops

write and field test a teacher's guide

Metropolitan Council recommmid specific
standards to protect tht riverfront



a citizen's advisory board to advise local industry on environmental
concerns;

a regional solid waste management program to encourage the recovery
and use of energy and materials from refuse; and

a public transportation system to serve more people at a low cost.

Some important characteristics of goals are:

Specificity Is the goal a focused and explicit result?

Examples:
teacher training program
citizens advisory board

0, regional solid waste management program
public transportation system

Performance terms Does the goal clearly state what the group will be
doing when it reaches its goal?

Example:
operating a resource recovery facility

Involvement Does the goal clearly involve the group?

Challenge Does the goal excite and challenge lip group?

R ealism Is the goal attainable under present circumstances?

Determinin$ a Strategy

A strategy is a broad course,of action which the group undertakes to accomplish its

goal; it begins to take shape when the study committee chooses a goal. It is further

defined when the goal is coupled with a program of actions -- that is, a plan to reach the

goal. Once the goal has been set, the question is: How are we going to accomplish this

goal? The committee begins to move toward its goal by determining a course of action

selected from among alternatives as the best way to achieve the goal and the major

intermediate outcomes, or results, that must be accomplished to obtain the goal.

At this point, even without the details, certain outcomes will seem more plausible

than others. However, the committee should not settle for the first, most "obvious"

solution. fly taking time lo discuss various options, the committee members can be more

crrative and increase the likelihood of choosing the "best" solution. Also, since good ideas



can emerge from poor ones, the idea-generating discussions should be managed in a way

that allows everyone who has an idea to bring it forth without fear of having it "shot

down" immediately. At first, the purpose is simply to get the ideas on the table. No

suggestion, however undesirable, is rejected. Sometimes an individual will have an idea

but be afraid to bring it forth. Seeing everyone else's suggestions accepted with an open

mind may stimulate the individual because he or she may believe his or her own is bettter

than theirs. If less desirable proposals are not put forth an individual might not be

stimulated to share his or her own, perhaps better, ideas.

Drafting a Plan

Previously the study committee selected a strategy, which is a broad course of

action for resolving the environmental issue. Probably the grotip has some activities or

projects in mind that will comprise the plan. The committee should consider many

possible projects, as it attempts to answer the following question:

What activities will be implemented to accomplish our goals and strategy for

resolving the environmental issue?

Each of these activities is characterized by:

specific end results,

specific starting and ending dates, and

required resources (personnel, money, etc.).

In addition to the specific activities, the plan should include the critical events that

must occur in getting from the present state to the desired end state. An example of such

a plan is Figure 4.5, Which is a Gantt chart for an environmental education proposal.

Notice that the chart conveys a great deal of information about the activities and the

time frame of the project in a limited space. Such a chart can be very useful during

proposal preparation and project implementation.
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Because the leadership group wants to insure that the rationale for the RELS is

protected, it will probably want to make suggestions to the study committee during this

time.

Obtaining Funding and Resources

A very important aspect of project planning is determining the resources (personnel,

money, equipment, etc.) required to implement the project and, even more important,

making those resources available. In many instances, this means obtaining funding from

outside sources by writing proposals. In other instances, it means locating and training

volunteers to do the work required.

Careful attention to budgeting provides for maximum utilization of available

resources. Resources include:

human effort usually the largest and most important resource that a
group has,

materials the "things" used to carry out a particular project, and

facilities including buildings, rooms, equipment, etc.

Resources are limited; corlequently, grand plans and high hopes may be dashed when

this reality sinks in. It is easy to undprestimate the resources required to carry out even

the simplest project, or to overlook something that will be needed once a project is

underway. By this time the RELS leadership group and members probably have developed

contacts with various resources (people, organizations, ugencies) in the region. These

contacts should be helpful as the study committee considers how to actually accomplish

the projects it proposes. It proposals must be written to receive outside funding, the

contacts the RELS has developed will surely be helpful. This is an excellent time to do

publicity about the work of the study committee up to this time. Also, when funding is

received, either from outside sources or from within the RELS, publicity about the

projects and activities about to be implement is also appropriate.



Actions to Resolve an Environmental Issue

Overview of Action

Once funding is obtained and the plans are finalized, the work of the study

committee is usually done. The responsibility now falls to various project teams to

implement the activities. Their progress # monitored by the RELS leadership group and

the study committee, and modifications are made, if needed. Careful do..umentation is

made of all aspects of the project team's work. As the planned activities near

completion, the study committee and the project team consider possible strategies for

continuing the work done by the team. This depends on the nature of the activities

carried out thus far. If a continuation strategy is developed, the RELS leadership group

acts to officially turn over responsibility to the selected agency or organization.

In summary, action (Figure 4.6) includes,steps 28-39, which-fall into two categories:

Implementing the Projects

Developing a Continuation Strategy

Steps 28-34

Steps 3,5-39

Implementing the Project

.By this time the study committee has put a lot of effort into researching the issue

and developing plans for resolving it. Yet, unless the projects are implemented, these

efforts will be wasted. Therefore, successful implementation of the projects deserves a

lot of effort. Preliminary steps have been taken in budgeting, scheduling, and obtaining

-resdurces. Once resources-are in hand, final plans are made. This includes selecting a

project team to actually carry out the activities. (Refer to Table 4.2 for definitions,of

"projects" and "activities.")

In some instances, the members of the study committee will also serve as the

project team. However, during the previous, membership development and network

building efforts, others may be identified who could also serve on the project team.

Possibly, depending on the nature of the project, the team could consist of agency
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employees, county commissioners, and so on. The members of the project team should

clearly understand what is to be done, when it is to be done, and how to report on their

peogress and results.

In appointing a project team, the study committee should:

identif y individuals and agencies whose participation or cooperation is
needed for successful. implementation;

specify a strategy for gaining the commitment of those individuals or
agencies;

define the "critical mass" of people, commitment, resources, and so on
necessary for implementation to commence;

develop a plan for getting that commitment of the "critical mass;" and

develop a monitoring system to assess the progress during
implementation.

A well-written plan provides a set of guidelines ,for monitoring progress of the plan.

The project team can make some changes as needed. Also, the leadership group and-the

study committee monitor progress and could suggest changes. Flexibility, adaptability,

and creativity are key words to keep in mind throughout the project implementation.

Making ,changes should not be seen as negative; taking corrective action is normal and

constructive.

The results of the action process should be documented for several reasons:

to help with evaluation,

to serve for future reference, and

to use for RELS institutionalization activities in Phase 3.

Throughout the action process many documents have been prepared, including:

project designs, project budgets, project schedules, and guidelines 'for monitoring.

Additional documentation might include photographs, newspaper clippings, films, and so
I

on. All of these should be collected and summarized in a report on the prokct. This

report provides a starting point for the evaluation of the project and the RELS.

11
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fleveh)ping a Continuation Strategy

As the project team nears the end of its work, it should consider the possibility of

continuation strategies. That is, the work may require follow-up or more permanent

attention. It may be more appropriate to assign responsibility for ongoing management to

some agency or organization. As the official representatives of the RELS, the leadership

group is responsible for turning over the project to the designated agency.

The necessity for a continuation strategy depends on the local situation and the

nature of the projects. For example, a continuation strategy for a small nature center

started by a RELS project team might be that the center is taken over by the county park

district or the Sc9uts. On the following page a somewhat lengthy description of the

R1VERDESIGN DAYTON project is included to show how a continuation strategy can be

incorporated into the plan developed by the issue study committee. In this case, the urban

design team of architectfand citizens'- panel filled the roie of the study committee.
a

Since this plan was completed in 1976, responsibility for implementation and continuation

has fallen primarily on the River Corridor Committee. However, specific projects

recommended in the plan have been implemented with funds seciired from Federal

agencies, state and local governments, and local citizens' groups. The River Corridor Plan

is in integral-part of the overall regional development.plans for the Daiton area.

Evaluating the Issue,Resolution Cycle and the RELS

a

Overview of Evaluation

During the early steps of the issue resolution cycle a great" deal of effort was made

to establish a common appreciation of collective inquiry and action on the selected

environmental issue. That appreciation included an understanding of why action was

needed, who was fesponsible, and what factors had to be considered. Those early planning

steps involved looking ahead and anticipating what would happen if certain actions were

taken. Evaluation, on the other hand, involves looking back to determine the value of

1 /
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EXAMPLE: RIVERDESIGN DAYTON"

RIVER DESIGN DAYTON is the latest in a series of efforts by the citizens of Dayton and Montgomery County,
Ohio, to improve the Great Miami River Corridor. These efforts had their beginning in 1913, following disastrous
flooding of the Miami River. Shortly after the 1913 flood, the Miami Conservancy District was formed to provide
flood protection PIP the Miami Valle: by building dams, retaining basins, and channel improvements. More recent
efforts to develoo the rtver's potent.al as a source of beauty and recreation include studies initiated by the Miami
Conservancy Di..trict, the Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission, and other agencies. After a highly su cessful
Urban Design Conference in 1987, the Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce established a River Corridor Co mittee
to "spart..,r planning for improvements in the corridors of the Miami River and to set in motion the proc sses by
which 301r111 or all of these plans can be realized." The "Great Miami River Study" of 1972, prepared by a planning
consultant to tM River Corridor Committee, identified the downtown portion of river 03 "the key stretch... , and
the.most critically important for the future of the entire river corridor plan." To focus energies here, the River
Corridor Committee do signated a task force that would select architects for detailed urban design of the Miami
River as it flows through the City of Dayton. This urban design project, named RIVER DESIGN DAYTON, took place
from'April to November 1976.

The RIVERDESIGN DAYTON project was carried out in two phases. Phase I was an urban design analysis and
proposal for the 4-1/2 VC long downtown portion of river corridor, including adjacent properties that could be linked
with the river. Developffelit opportunities were Sit forth clearly in the plan. Phase II was the architectural design of
chosen proposals: it took place immediately following the first phase in order to take advantage of the enthusiasm
ngendered by Phase I. This close tying-together of a written plan and its implementation is often missing from
planning endeavors. /t carries the hope that the impetus from Phase 11 will keep RIVER DESIGN DAYTON from
becoming a mere filed report. The architects devised an approach in both phases that provided an effective process
for community input. Proposals for projects of varying sizes were made; care was taken to provide small-scale
projects which couiti be started quickly by sponsoring civic groups. Finally, the architect, outlined a strategy by
which their proposals could be implemented.

To do aIl this within the 31-week duration of the RIVERDESIGN project the architects opened a storefront
office at a busy downtown location. Hundreds of people carne16 the office-to-share their ideas with the architects,
who worked daily in full view of passersby. More formalized.arrangements were also made for ongoing citizen input- -- a RIVER DESIGN Panel met six times, walking the length of the river study area, contributing ideas to the plan,
responding to the architects' ideas, and addressing implementation of the plan. The most unique opportunity for
citizen involvement in the project was the use of public television to acquaint viewers with RIVERDESIGN DAYTON,
to solicit viewers' ideas, to present design proposals, and to address implementation of the plan. A total of six
hour-long television shows, called DESIGNATHONS, were aired during the project.

Throughout the project People frequently said to the architects: "Don't give us a pipe deeam; make sure that
whatever you propose is financially feasible." The architects revonded to this important concern by taking a
somewhat unconventional approach they called "Situationist Design". It seeks out opportunities for available parcels
with real possibilities of implementation: High cost does not necessarily mean that a proposal is not feasible; a big
idea that return., high profits might be more attractive to investors than a less costly proposal. Some proposals may
return no finanool profits at all and must fall into the category of public improvments. Timing is important -- some
proposals in the plan should be undertaken immediately, while -thers ought to wait for the development of complex
financial packapes or for momentum generated by a few early successes. Each proposal stands on its own merits, yet
each fits into !he total plan for the river corridor.

The stgtegy for implementation concentrates on the stretch of river closest to the central business district
where improvements would be most visible and benefit the greatest number of people. The strategy also shows how
the chosen proposals for the downtown zone eventually could lead to implementation of proposals over the full length
of the study area. It establishes a sequence that should be responsive to the availability of funding. Carrying out the
sequence is the responsibility of the Implementation Task Force appointed by the River Corridor Committee. The
sequence of projects is divided into those of primary and those of secondary priority, but the list-is intended only as
an organizing aid. The "situationist" 'approach to urban design carries over into implementation. Since all the
proposals would bring pleasure to people and have, the support of the community, the lot of them could properly
assume a sequence dictated by the availability of funds. The plan recommends specific proposals for improving the
River Corridor, presents a sequence for implementing those projects, and indicatesa funding Source (public, private,
or both) for each project. The RIVER DESIGN Plan, then, incorporates a continuation strategy into the
Implementation strategy for the Plan itself.

*This example is based on the report of the RIVERDESIGN DAYTON project.
(River Corridor Committee, 1977)



what has taken place. Again, the end product is a shared appreciation, but this time it is

a common way of understanding and valuing the outcomes of actions. Because evaluation

result* in learning, it is not the endpoint of activity. Within the context of RELS'

evolution through phases, evaluation is really, preparation for the next phase and for

subsequent issue resolution cycles.

We are advocating an approach to evaluation which emphasizes the importance of

the local context. Since it is likely that the RELS members will be doing their own

evaluation, rather than hiring outside experts, the evaluation should be planned to utilize

skills already acquired, rather than require the learning of new "evaluation skills." We

suggest that it is certainly possible for the RELS members to do the evaluation study,

because the skills needed for evaluation -- ability the observe, question, analyze, and

interpret -- are skills many people already have at their, command. When motivated by

the sincere desire to undergtand more about the RELS, and by a willingness t6 work hard

at evaluation, RELS members should be able to develop and implement an evaluation plan

that truly matches the particular resources, interests, and I6cal setting of their RELS.

The purpose of the evaluation is to give the project team, the issue study

committee, and the RELS leadership group a chance:

to learn from their experiences,

to build the competence of the group for future issue resolution cycles
and project implementations, and

to look at the way the RELS is dealing with e yironmental issues in the
community.

4

In summary, evaluation (Figure 4.7) includes steps 40-46. These steps fall into three

categories, as follows:

Designing an Evaluation Plan Step 40

Collecting Data for Evaluation Step 41

Evaluating the Issues Resolution Cycle and the RELS Steps 42-46

11.
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Designing an Evaluation Plan

Approaching evaluation as an opportunity for learning will help determine how much

effort should go into the evaluation. There are valuable lessons to be learned from any

activity, so do allow adequate time for evaluation. This means designing the evaluation

plan early -- we suggest that this be done not later than at the time when the study

committee and the project team are finalizing the plans for carrying out the activities. In

some cases the group will develop an evaluation plan during proposal preparation. In any

case, the evaluation plan should be sensitive to the local context -- taking into account

the concerns of the people who comprise the project team, the study committee, and the

RELS leadership group.

It is likely that the leadership woup, the study committee, and the project team

each have diff6rent expectations when it comes to evaluation. Probably each.will want to

participate in designing the evaluation plan, or perhaps even develop its own plan. If the

,latter situation occurs, then the different components of the plan should be coordinated

and compatible to avoid duplication of efforts and working at cross purposes.

In designing an evaluation plan, several important :'ecisions are made. These

include:

deciding whether to focus on the process of the program or the output or
impact of the program;

deciding whether to make RELS responsible for the evaluation or to seek
outside help; and

deciding what the responsibilities for the evaluation are -- the steps to be
. taken, the questions to be asked, and the data to be collected.

What follows is a description of an evaluation study for the Little Tennessee Vallay

Educational Cooperative (LTVEC). Greater detail on the study appears in the Volume 5,

Evaluating a Regional Environmental Learning System.

The state Department of Education commissioned a panel to conduct the LTVEC

evaluation. The panel coosisted of four leading citizens, who were to complete their work

within one month. The panel met with the state Commissioner of Education, the

1, 4,
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execut4ve director of the LTVEC, and the LTVEC board of directors to discuss the

development of the evaluation plan. Through these discussions a list of questions was

developed that would serve as the basis of the panel's inquiry.

The evaluation plan was developed to rely on three main methods of inquiry --

observations, interviews, and doct.rnent analysis. Several data sources were used with

each method of inquiry. The observations of various co-op meetings were used to gain

first-hand knowledge of the operations of the LTVEC. Interview questions and the

interview format differed depending on who was being interviewed. Many documents,

such as minutes, newspaper clippings, and instructional materials, were analyzed.

Volume 5, Evaluating a Regional Environmental 'Learning System, contains a

complete description of the evaluation findings of the panel, with a section on the co-op's

environmental education program, and recommendations to the LTVEC. We recommend

reading the more detailed account, especially if you are designing an evaluation plan fot-

your environmental education program.

Also described in Volume 5 is an evaluation plan for an environmental education

project that ,-.onsisted of a series of workshops intended to provide teachers and

administrators with information about present and potential environmental issues in the

region: The project was intended to help the participants integrate this information into

their own perceptions and values, and to encourage them to incorporate the new insights

into their teaching of the regular curriculum. Once again, Volume 5 provides a great deal

of information on ,the evaluation plan for this project, including suggested questionnaires

and interviews.

A third evaluation plan discussed in the volume on evaluatiori is one for an

environmental study committee, working to resolve a single environmental issue in a

region. In this .case, the study committee chooses to conduct a "self-study" of its own

operations, relying on both internal and external resources to do this. Motivating this

ev aluation is a concern expressed both by critics of the study committee's collective
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inquiry and action process and by committee members themselves; they are concered

about pbssible bids in the committee's work. The specifics of this evaluation plan include:

identifing representative value-laden issues before the committee,

reviewing the conikpittee's written materials and actions,

compiling instances of -possible bias recognized by members of the
committee, and

analyzing and presenting evidence of bias.

Collecting Data for Evaluation

The evaluation plan should address the question of how the needed information will

be collected. Two effective means for getting feedback are questionnaires and inter-

views. These should be carefully designed to enhance the learning aspects of the

evaluation process. Too often questionnaires simply confirm a general _feeling that things

have gone right or wrong or somewhere in between. They are more useful when the

results indicate ways to improve the next time. Interviews also need to be carefully

designed to provide the desired information. It is easy to get sidetracked during the

conversation with the interviewee.

Whatever method is used to collect data, the following points can be helpful:

Use the stated goals of the project as the basis for questions used to
gather data.

Consider questioning people with different perspectives on the
performance of the group. (Don't necessarily limit the survey to the
group.)

Avoid general questions; be specific but don't. ask questions so biased that
they only,produce the answers you want to get.

Use simple, direction questions, free of jargon and terms familiar only to
you.

Organize and summarize what is collected.

Con,municate the results.

Give careful consideration of how the collected information will be used. People

resent participating in an evaluation which simply fills a file drawer somewhere and h4,6
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no effect on the future actions of the group. In some situations, it is essential to respect

the confidentiality of the participants, so provisions should be made to handle the data to

preserve confidentiality.

Evaluating the Issue Resolution Cycle

The evaluation data should be summarized in a way that gives an overview of the

responses. The results can then be analyzed to Understand why things happened the way

that they did. This allows the group (project team, study committee, or leadership group)

to learn from the experience, which is really the reason for evaluating in the first place.

Time and effort spent learning from the 'experiences up to now will be repaid when the

group begins another issue resolution cycle at some future date. ,Questions such as the

following can help thee group evaluate the issue resolution cycle. The questions are

grouped into several categories. They are written in general terms and should be adapted

to fit the particular situation.

Goal

Was our goal realistic?
Was our goal accomplished?
How well did we do?
Was our achievement average, better, or worse than previous
experiences?

Process

How well did the group do at collective inquiry and action?
How good was the leadership?
How well did we work as a group?
How could we become more effective and efficient?
How good was communication?

Others

Did we learn any new skills?
Were attitudes changed or reinforced?
Did problems arise as we worked?
Were there any unexpected results?



Evaluating the nLS

The'leadership group should give special consideration to evaluating the RELS itself

-- how it has evolved this far, how it functions to resolve issues and so on. We suggest

that thir evaluation look at the various aspects of the RELS, in an attempt to get an

overall picture. Both the RELS evaluation and the evaluation of the issue resolution cycle

are used by the leadership group as it answers the question, "Should we continue the

RELS?" In answering this question, it is important to balance success (or failure) at

resolving a particular environmental issue with the success or failure of the collective

inquiry and action process. Nat is, a project team might not have been able to

implement the plan in a completely satisfactory manner. However, both the study

committee and the leadership group might decide that the .quality of the collective inquiry

effort was high enough to warrant trying again. The evaluators should take care to lo,ok

at the whole picture before drawing any conclusions about the success or failure of the

The following questions should be helpful to the group evaluating the RELS:

Members

Who are the members of the RELS?
Are they representative of the region's population?
Who are the leaders of the RELS?

Network

Wh.it resources are available to the group?
What resources does the group use to accomplish its goals?

.

What kinds of cooperative relationships exist within the RELS and with
those outside the RELS?

Environmental Issues

What region does the RELS cover?
How was this region determined?
What are the environmental issues in the region?
How did the group choose the issue it decided to address?

Task Accomplishing Process
. _ _

Who does whatever tasks the RELS decides to do?
What is done to convince people to do the tasks that RELS wants done?
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Summary

In this chapter we have presented step-by-step guidelines for the primary processes

of collective inquiry and action -- dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation. To do this,

we have used 'a combination of "road maps" and prose descriptions -- the "travel guide."

These steps, the issue resolution cycle, are undertaken by the members of the RELS to

res ve an environmental issue in their region. Initially, the issue resolution cycle occurs

dur Phase 2, on an experimental basis. Then, during ,Phase 3, as the RELS ls

institutionalized within a region, the issue resolution cycle occurs repeatedly. The

following three chapters will describe the development of the RELS throu6h 'three phases,

with an emphasis on the secondary processes of collective inquiry and action.
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Chapter 5

PHASE 1 MOIMLIZING INTEREST IN THE RELS

Introduction

In previous chapters we have described the needs, that prompt people to form

networks such as RELS. People and organizations will be attracted to the notion of

collective inquiry and action, though perhaps not specifically to a "Regional

Environmental Learning System" by name, because they share two things. First, they will

have a common concern about environmental quality in their region. Secondly, they will

be prompted by an awareness that current resources are inadequate to resolve the issues.

RELS would offer a new approach for expanding the resources and improving the way

issues are understood and resolved. In a sense, RELS participants are motivated by self-

interest -- traced to their jobs, positions, or personal perspectives. The challenge of the

mobilization phase is to pool these diverse interests in an organized way so that people

increase their potential for addressing the issues they have in common. S

Usually efforts like RELS can be traced to one person (or a small group of people)

"who is perceived as important in some way, who is known to many people, and who has

persistence. We do not regard affluence as a necessary characteristic, because we have

known many individuals in poverty areas who organized and galvanized people to direct

their energies to a particular issue or course of action" (Sarason, 1977). this organizer of

the network, Sarason goes on to say, must also have ideas. that will catch people's

attention and bring them together voluntarily. He believes the Essex network developed

so quickly in large part because the organizer as so committed to and clear about her



ideas, specifically resource exchaoge. This made ear:y meetings interesting and

stimulated people's imaginations.

Initially, the organizers of a RELS may be prompted by concern over one specific

issue. For example, a principal may decide that the environmental curriculum in that

school has 'mit id the desired effect on students. Or perhaps, as in Alabama/ a group of

people may decide that roadside litter and trash is becoming a problem. As a result they

may form a cleanup committee.

In both cases, the person or group organizing the effort would probably find it

helpful to involve others in learning about the isue ,and taking the steps to resolve it.

Chances are the one-time effort would be rewarding for the participants and produce

some lasting good ef fects.

It is also possible that this initial effort could lead to a longer term relationship

among the participants. Instead of leading a one issue group, the organizers may bc able

to u that issue ,in a way that leaves the region with a new structure for addressing

environmental education issues. The Regional Environmental Learning System we

describe is that longer term result. Whether or not it occurs depends on a series of

corditions and actions. In this chapter, we discuss what should occur in. Phase 1 in order

for a RELS to develop.

/,ssumptions at the Beginning of Phase 1

How does a R ELS differ from a one issue or pressure group? What can be done to

create a foundation for a longer term effort? The key to RELS'. continuous development

is hroad-hased suPport cultivated from the very beginning of Phase 1. Without this, the

networking effort is likely to be short-lived and halfhearted.

In order to achieve this kind of support, organizers should check for two

preconditions. At least one of the following must exist:
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1. There is at least one regional issue or theme involving the environment or
environmental education that is not being addressed to your (the
organizer's) satisfaction. This issue or theme mt..st be an appropriate
vehicle for collective inquiry and action.

2. There is a desire in the region to address environmental education themes
and issues in general through a process of collective inquiry and action.

The RELS-like network of the Alabama Environmental Quality Association can trace its

beginning to the first condition. The Citizens League., on the other hand, is an example of

a RELS that was organized from the beginning:to identify and address regional issiies in

general.

Note that the two-track development of RELS is already apparent in Phase 1. First,

there is always an orientation to resolving issues that keeps RELS from being a mere

discuision group. But there is also an underlying commitment to a specific process --

builAg a network for collective inquiry and action -- that puts each issue resolution in

proper perspective. Thus, a successful RELS is one. 'that can survive an occasional

"failure" to resolve an issue. What endures is the interest and potential to tackle other

regional issues. These two concerns must be balanced throughout RELS development; the

organizers must be sensitive to both from the outset of mobilization.

The Outcomes of Phase 1

Phase 1 include/ two sets of actiyities: planning activities in which participants. will

choose a way to proceed and the first issue; and mobilizing activities that produce

commitment to the plan. Together, ,these activities should lead to the following

outcomes:

1. A Decision on How to Organize

By the end of Phase 1, the RELS organizers and a group of potential members should

reach aqrernent on a process for choosing, if necessary, and addressing an issue.. In other

i,rds, 0110 outcome is the group's decision on how they are going to work together. Both

the organi..ers and invited participants will,bring their own expectations and assumptions

r).
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to thi first RELS meetings. The first step in the_ collective inquiry and action process is

to establish a common appreciation of what the network approach might offer the group.

The organizers..should guide the early participants in drawing up a rough or preliminary

design of their RELS process, but not necessarily a design for RELS as a formal

institution. For example, during the course of Phase 1, certain people should be assigned

responsibility for providing leadership and for conducting the group meetings to select the
.1

first issue. Contacting the appropriate people and choosing decision-making techniques

(see Volume 4, Conducting Collective Inquiry) are two other ways to set a direction for

the RELS.

2. Choice of the Firit Issue

If ti potential ,77.7., m;.:fnu.:cs oi isinally bt;:ause of a

specific issue, one of the tasks of Phase 1 is to select an issue of common éoncern. How

the group goes about this task will be determined by the rough design of the RELS the

'group agrees to use. For those involved in the community education sector, the issue may
41*

pertain to the quality of the regional environment or ways to educated the pubic. Those

involved in formal' education may be more concerned with environmental themes that

affct their region.

Both the issue itself and how it is selected are crucial to the further development of

RELS. Because this first issue will be used to test the network approach, the RELS

organizers should be careful to guide the group in setting some criteria. (See Table 5.1

for some suggested criteria.) Basically, the issue should be: 1) of regional concern, and 2)

serious, yet practical, enough to invite people's participation.
7

3. Commitment to Try an Initial Experi.ment Using Collective Inquiry and Action

One of the purposes of the mobilization Phase is to determine the potential, needs,

and motivation of people ih the region to develop a RELS. What commitments can be

obtained? Locating possible participants with complementarY needs and interests will



usually be more time-consurning than the organizers expect. There Is, of course, no need

to conduct an exhaustive search for fike,ly RELS participants in the first phase of RELS

development. What is needed is a "critical mass" of people and organizations whose size

will vary with the situation. The number and position of peoPle asked to participate from

the beginning should be appropriate to what the RELS organizers>hope to accomplish.

Above all, the actiyities undertaken during Phase I should result in 'commitment from

different levels -- whether in a school district, neighbOrhood, local government setting,

etc. Without that kind of support from the beginning, neither the issue resolution nor the

RELS-buil,ding are likely to be successful in the long run. In choosing, and then in

clarifying an issue, the potential RELS members establish a pattern for how they will

work together. The pattern should encouriage broad-based support for both the issue and

the RELS process.

At the end of Phase 1, not everyone will be equally commi:ted to the issue that has

been chosen for the trial cycle. Some will continue to participate primarily because they

are committed to the RELS ideals. For them, the issue, though not of strong personal

interest, offers a good opportunity to test the emerging network. Phase 1, then, should

produce a dual- commitment -- to /he first issue and to the RELS rationale.

Finally, by the end Of Phase 1, there should be a growing belief that a RELS does

exist and can be useful. Participants shoqld be getting a clearer picture of what it is they

are trying to do. Ef forts should also be made to acquaint others with what is being

attempted through the RELS. Attracting new members and building a reputation among

outside resources helps set the stage for the first issue resolution cycle.

Steps in Mobilizing the R-ELS

It would be misleading and unfair to suggest that a certain formula can be followed

,md i RELS network will result. The three phases we are describing depict a pattern that

is hkely to follow as it develops. Within each phase the series of personal contacts,
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meetings, and commitments will of course vary. And, because RELS must respond to

local needs rather than a prescribed4set Of instructions, what works for one region can

only be a suggestion for other regions to consider. At best we can describe some of the

critical events and activities that are likely to be a part .of mobilizing and sustaiding a

RELS in any situation. The sequeke may vary from what is listed here, and undoubtedly

some of the activities will have to I;e repeated a number of tirpes. In the chapters on

Phases., 1, 2, and 3, we discuss what- might be considered signals to watch for as the RELS

develops. The following steps are,what is likely to occur in Phase I -- Mobilizing the

RELS.

. Define the Problern or Need

Most of Phase 1 involves contacting and working with others. This firSt step ref er:s

to some preliminary work for the RELS organizer(s). Before the first contact is made, the

organizer should clarify his or her assumptions. Is there a specific issue calling for

attention? Have there been other attempts at collective inquiry and action to resolve

regional issues? What ,s the state of environmental education in the region? If it is an

organization initiating the RELS idea, consider the strengths, abilities, and needs of the

group. What could be the benefits and costs of belonging to a RELS-like network? Take

time to document the needs and your rationale for a network, even if only in informal

notes. It will help clarify your thinking and help you communicate your thoughts to

others.

2. Consider Others Who WOuld Have Potential to Work toward a RELS

Your first contacts will undoubtedly be with people or organizatioris who are likely

to share your interests. If there is a particular issue to be addressed, consider who should

be involved in the effort -- or who might be a source of background information.

1, Discuss Your Idea with the Potential RELS Participants

In the example of the Essex network, Mrs. Dewar, the organizer,, first contacted a

number of people individually to discuss her concept of resource exchange and how it

1.1
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could serve the needs of individuals and organizations. She was particularly interested in

how schools and colleges could interact with community agencies. She felt 'that a network

would allow more resource exchanging, benefiting both students and working members of

the cdmmunity. Her concern was: How does one increase the two-way flow between

school and community?

By.keeping these initial contacts informal and open-ended, the organizer can get a

better idea of where to start and who should be involved. It is not a question of "selling"

an idea, but rather of exploring with others the possibility of mutual interests. At this

point, the purpose is to assess interests and capabilities -- but not to elicit commitments.

Gather the opinions and facts you need io correct your assumptions.

One important factor to be conscious of at this point is motivation. Very often

people come to these early discussions with agendas of their own. It is up to the organizer

to discover points where interests might complement each other and to lead the

discussion's in a. n exploratory manner.

When organizations are involved in a linkage effort, Far West Laboratories suggests

that each organization's motivation for participating is important (1978). Linkage efforts

work best when the organizations are highly motivated to participate, and the motivation

of each organization is about equal. The RELS organizer can help the participants move

toward a balance.

4 Conduct the First Group Meetings

The first group mzetings can be an important milestone in the development of the

RELS. The purpose is to share, in a group setting, what you have been able to conclude

about the need for a RELS and to determine whether people are interested in pursuing

that approach. If there is a commitment to proceed with an initial RELS design, the

organizer should go on with the group of initial participants to determine the fotlowing:

who will be affected,

who can give an overview or support,

1
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who eke might be Interested,

who will represent organizations (These people should be chosen on the
basis of their abilities and roles in their organization.), and

how to keep people informed of the progress of the RELS.

5. Discuss and Establish a Tentative RELS Design

As previously pointed out, one important outcome of Phase 1 is a decision on how to

organize; this should be as detailed as the situation warrants. for example, if a group'

plans to seek outside funding to form a RELS and conduct a trial issue cycle, the

organization of the RELS rclay have to be spelled out in some detail. Even in smaller

efforts', those who have agreed to work out a RELS arrangement in the regi..in must decide

how they are going to work together.

Particular care. should be given' to planning for this meeting.. This includes:

inviting people who will ensure with support, i.e., people from various
levels and perspectives,

providing background information beforehand,

setting an agenda., and

making room arrangements, sending invitations, etc.

ln addition,'consider whether formal choice-making techniques might be helpful in

getting people to participate in setting goals for the RELS. For example, a grodp,

discussing alternative designs for the RELS, might take elements from the normative 'map

of environmental education and work out a local intent structure4 Here interpretive

stru,ctural modeling could be helpful, using a question such 'as:

."To improve the quality of life in the Dayton-Miami ,

Valley, we agree that
ELEMENT X

is more important than
ELEMEir Y.!'

See Volume 4, concht._.il-g_.1 fr izr, (especially the Appendix, C2mputer

Implementation of Interpretive Structural Modeling) for more ihfcrrnation about this type

of computer-aided modeling.



The preliminary design will be amended and refined as the RELS progesses through

the other two phases. What it provides is a common reference point to guide Phase 2.

This "design" reflects decisions about:

why people have agreed to work through a RELS,

how this RELS will employ collective inquiry and action in the region,

how the RELS will select a specific issue to test the network approach,

what roles will be required and how leaders will be identified and prepared,

,how the RELS will enlarge its network of members and contacts, and

what outside resources will be needed and ways to obtain them.

6. Choose and Clarify the First Issue to be Addressed

By this time, the initial organizer will probably give way to those who have assumed

the role of "leaders" for the RELS. Under this newly-created leadership group, the RELS

members will go about the task of applying their RELS design to their first environmental

education issue or theme.

Because this is the first issue, it calls for special attention. RELS members should

take time to agree on what criteria the issue should meet, An example may of fer some

EXAMPLE: CHOOSING AN ISSUE

A small group of community leaders have been meeting for some time to discuss the
possibility of creating a forum that would address regional issues. There is enough
enthusiasm and commitment to form four task forces as a amport structure for the
forum's work. After a series of organizational meetings, the members are ready to
develop a number of issues for consideration and to choose one. The process they use
is to: 1) list 20 issues; 2) discuss each issue and why it is important; 3) list criteria
for weighing the issues; and 4) select the issue(s) to be studied based on these
criteria. Table 5.1 summarizes some criteria this group might use in choosing the
f irst isme.

Finally, how the planning is done will also have far-reaching effects on the success

of the It ELS. The goal is broad support for the issue resolution; the key to obtaining that



support is fostering participation throughout the planning and implementation. This does

not mean every decision about the issue resolution has to be reached democratically -- it

does mean the appropriate people should be involved at every point. People and

organizations who will be involved or whose support will be needed should be encouraged

to contribute to the decisions RELS makes in addressing an issue.

TABLE 5.1: SOME CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THE FIRST
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE OR THEME

Does it touch the whole region?

Does some preliminary research exist?

Is it practical? feasible?

Is there any urgency?

How marketable is the issue or theme?

Is it citizen-oriented?

Will it happen without us?

Is consensus possible?

Summary

During the first phase of RELS development, the organizer has the most important

role. Initially, there may be one specific issue prompting interest in a RELS; or there may

be a core group of people who share an interest in the concepts of networking and

collective inquiry_ and action as ways to improve their region's environment. Ihe

challenge for the organizer is to pool the diverse interests. In this chapter, we describe

three outcomes for Phase I: a prelimMary design of the RELS (i.e., how the group plans

to organize); agreement on what regional issue or theme the group will address first; and

commitment to try using the collective inquiry process to resolve that issue.



We also suggested six steps that summarize what should occur during Phase 1,

though the timing and sequence should be tailored to the needs of the r:egional setting.

The steps include: defining the problem or need; identif ying other likely participants;

assessing interest and capabilities; conducting the first meetings; working out a tentative

RELS design; and choosing an appropriate issue to test the new RELS. How these things

are accomplished is ,as Important as what is achieved during mobilization -- the result

should be a.growing broad-based support for the RELS.



Chapter 6

PHASE 2: CREATING THE INITIAL RELS EXPERIMENT

Introduction

The issue resolution cycle is a recurring cycle of activities. It summarizes what a

R ELS is likely to go through and accomplish as it addresses any one environmental issue or

theme. Phase 2 is used to, describe what happens the first time a RELS undertakes an

issue resolution. Like the rest of our model, Phase 2 is used to describe the assumptions,

outcomes, responsibilities, and steps in a general way. Each RELS, adapted to its own

situation, is likely to vary somewhat from the model. What is essential is that the RELS

u3e the first issue resolution as an opportunity to test the network that is emerging.

Chapter 4, presented a detailed description of the issue resolution process that will

help RELS organizers plan and manage their first attempts. Because this is the RELS'

first experiment with collective inquiry and action, however, there are additional

concerns. Most important .of these is to place the first issue(s) in proper perspective --

that is, the task of addressing environmental themes and issues is only one of several tasks

facing the RELS. A successful RELS experiment also requires developing leaders, building

membership, and strengthening ties with resources outside the network.

The key to the experiment is adaptation. In this sourcebook we can outline aod

describe some examples of what others have done, suggest what you might expect to

happen, and even offer some tools and suggestions. But in applying these to a particular

region, only you can decide how they should be used. In calling for "adaptation," we are

referring to adjustments in the RELS' design or in the institutional setting or in both.

Adaptation will begin during mobililation when the organizers' try to refine original ideas
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and attract support. During the first experiment, those responsible for carrying out the

RELS' stritegies 'and precepts will see how realistic the plans were and whether there is a

need for corresponding change in the setting (e.g., in personai behaviors, policies, etc.).

Even in Phase 3, institutionalization, a RELS will need periodic adjustments to reflect

feedback and judgments about it.

We find some striking similarities between the first RELS experiment and the

"implementation phase" that educational innovations go through. The Rand Corporation

(Berman and McLaughlin, 1978) studied and reported many of its conclusions under the

three phases it found for projects. Implementation, the second phase, followed the.

funding of a proposal and permission to carry out the project. At this point, the

innovation left the realm of central administrators and planners, and became the

responsibility of the "project users." Whether the innovations became part of the school

district's regular operations was the point of the third phase.

Rand found that adaptation was crucial to successful implementation. Sometimes

users had to modify details in the original design; sometimes larger changes took place

over the course of the project, following a "think-plan-do-revise" style of

implementation.

Implementation was thus neither automatic nor assured. An innovation
followed ohe of three processes, defined by the extent to which adaptation
occurred in the project and its institutional setting:

1. Nonirnplementation occurred when the project neither altered its setting
nor was adapted to. it. Some projects simply broke/ down .during
implementation, particularly if they were very comprehensive or "overly
planned" and prescribed; others were ignored or received scant attention
from users, particularly if they had objectives that were trivial or
peripheral to classroom concerns.

2. Cooptation occurred where the staff a,dapted the project, usually
emasculating it, to meet their own needs, ithout any corresponding

nge in traditional institutional behavior or p tices. Such projects
could experience a deceptively smooth implementatio

Mutual adaRtat.ion occurred when both project and setting ere changed.
Mutual adaptf44;In could involve a variety of adjustments t the project
Itself -- for extrnple, reduction or modification 'of idealistic project
roals, tummdrnent or simplification of project treatment, downward



revision of ambitious expectations for behavioral change in the staff or of
overly optimistic' effects of the project on students, and so on.
Concomitant with these modifications in project design or objectives, new
.behaviors were 'required by project staff, as well aS new attitudes
necessary for integrating project .strategies into classroom practices.
Mutual adaptation seldom meant smooth or trouble-free implementation.
Indeed, from the perspective of an outside observer, the first year or so of
project operations might often be seen as chaotic, as staff tried hard to
make the project work for tem. (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978)

Assumptions at the Beginning of Phase 2

The activities and events that make up the issue resolution cycle follow preparation

that is done in Phase 1. A new RELS, just getting underway, chooses it first issue(s) and

at least a preliminary plan for ( organizing. by the end of the mobilization phase.

Subsequent issues are selected during what we describe as Phase 3 -- the
,

Institutionalization of the RELS. Figure 6A shows how the issue resolution cycle is

repeated.

Phase 2

Phase-3

Phase I

Figure 6.1

We assume the following conditions exist at the beginning of the initial RELS

experiment:

1. There are a sufficient number of people who:

are concern6d about environmeMal issues and education in their
region
believe that present ,approaches ait inadequate for addressing these
issues
are committed to pursuing a network approacri based on collective
inquiry and action.



2. There is involvement and commitment by a leadership &roup to begin a
RELS.

3. There is a membership group who are interested in and committed to
participating in the RELS.

4. There is a group of people who have not yet joined the RELS, but
represent additional support. These are potential members; either they
have not yet been identified or they have not yet made a commitment to
join the RELS.

5. There is at least one specific issue that the RELS 14:4e<ided to'address
through- its collective inquiry and action process. If it is tke first issue
addressed by the group it may have been the organizing forc-behind the
RELS, or it may be the result of early RELS deliberations in Phase 1.

6. There is least a general design of how the RELS intends to organize itself
while addressing the issue or theme.

The Outcomes of Phase 2

The initial RELS experiment involves translating the purpose and rationale behind

the network into practice. Testing out the issue resolution cycle gives the organizers of

the RELS a chance to see whether their ideas about a new regional effort are workable.

In addition, the results of the cycle should leave the organizers, leaders, and members of

RELS with some valuable lessons about how future efforts might be' improved. Th

outcomes of Phase 2 are interrelated. In addressing an issue or theme, the RELS leaders

and members need to develop their access to resources (both internally and outside the

R ELS membership). Likewise, continued growth and development of the RELS hinges on

thc successful use of the collective inquiry and action process. The concept of RELS as a

usef ul entity is not likely to le-t in the minds of either participants or others in the region

without some early success in improving environmental education. We summarize the

outcomes of Phase 2 under three headings; issue resolution, the strengthening of RELS,
.40 .

and evaluation.



1. Outcomes Related to the Issue or Theme

There are two outcomes of the initial experiment that pertain to the issue or theme

the RELS has chosen.

A. At Least One Issue Will Be Tarsetted and Systematically Addressed

By the end of Phase 2, REL$ will have used the process of collective inquiry and

action to address an environmental theme or issue important to the region. Sometimes,

the experimental period might be long enough to encompass more than one issue. The

point of Phase 2 is to test out the ideas and organization the RELS members have

developed. Throughout this manual, we suggest guidelines for how to carry out a

collective inquiry and action process. Each regional group will find ways to adapt the

process to fit its needs. In general, a systematic approach would begin with an orientation

for participants, followed by clarifying the issue and collecting information. This is what

we call the "dialogue" of collective inquiry. fhe "decisions" the group must make include

setting a goal, generating alternative strategies and choosing one, and obtaining the

resources to support it. "Action" refers to finalizing the plan, implementation, progress

checks, and devising a continuation plan if necessary. "Evaluation" -- planning for it,

collecting dataind making judgments -- completes the process.

B. -Participants Will Be Convinced of the Potential of Collective Inquiry and
Action as a Way to, Resolve Regional Environmental Issues

The whole purpose of the RELS is to provide the region with a network of resources

(peopte, skills, decision techniques, facilities, funds, etc.) that can be used to address

people's environmental concerns. Phase 2 summarizes how those resources are made

available as the RELS addresses its first issue.

It Is entirely possible that the issue used for the first REIS experiment will not be

resolved to your complete satisfaction. The first outcome called for at least a serious

attempt at the collective inquiry and action process. Other factors, however, may also



affect the experiment. For example, It might become clear by the end of Phase 2 that

the timing was wrong on this issue; the RELS moved too slowly or too quickly; not all the

right people were involved; resource needs were underestimated; or the network was still

too small to be effective on this itsue.' The new RELS might also discover that it follows

some previous attempts in the region which made people skeptical, hostile, or simply

indifferent. Each of these are serious obstacles to overcome, but the point of this second

outcome is that, regardless of the immediate results, enough people are convinced that a

RELS could work in the region.

This means that, despite some setbacks, people have found collective inquiry and

action a satisfying experience and worth the effort. Furthermore, this feeling of

satisfaction must be held by a significant number of people. The RELS Will not develop as

an important part of t l e region unless it is supported by a wide range of people. Their

commitment must be v luntary, not due to a top-down orcler, and their
,

efforts must be

based on need, rather than a response to temporary outside funding. A RELS with

broad-based support can withstand what might appear to be "failures," even the first time.

around.

2. Outcomes Related to Strengthening the RELS

In addition to the efforts the issue study cominittee directs toward one specific

target, there are also some things required to build up the RELS during Phase 2.

Depending on how well established the RELS is as a formal organization, this role may fall

to the original organizer, the leadership group, or perhaps to a paid or volunteer staff.

There are three outcomes of Phase 2 relate.d to RELS-building, and two others pertaining

to evaluation.

A. A Decision on How to "Manage" the Initial Experiment

This includes:

establishing the functional relationship between.RELS as a whole and
the leaders of the issue study committee, i.e., what each is doing and
how they are going to interface,
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providing support services, and

developing procedures for collecting and disseminating information.

In a way, these are "continuation strategies" for the RELS itself, similar to the

longer-term concerns the issue studY committee and project team may have for their

particular, issue. What will happen after the experiment is completed? For RELS, how

can the, efforts that are being channeled into addressing one issue also be used to

strengthen the entire RELS? Most importantly, how can RELS development be kept

distinct and larger than the issue resolution? Both leaders and the general membership

must reach agreement on these aspects of "managing the RELS."

B. A Decision on How to Enlargelhe RELS

Closely related to the last outcome, thls refers specifically to building the RELS in

terms of size and quality. First, the RELS leadership group (or perhaps a specially

appointed membership committee) should search for ways to involve additional members

even as the experiment .gets underway. Continuously strengthening ties with the

community, and .perhaps even individuals or organizations outside the region, is equally

important. How effective the network is in bringing RELS members in touch with

resources previously inaccessible to them will depend on these network-building efforts.

C. A More Ca able Leadership and Membership Group

Two indicators of RELS' success will be strong leadershi0 and a sense of confidence

on the part of the .participants. As the RELS becomes better at applying 'collective

inquiry and action to specific issues, the number of people skilled in the process should

increase. Similarly, the experience of ,an issue resolution cycle should foster people's

motivation and,ability to have a real impact on their 'region.

Outcomes Related to Evaluation

The issue resolution cycle concludes with steps that address-two questions:

A. Flow Successful Were Our Efforts to Resolve This Issue?

I. How Successful Were Our Efforts to Develop the RELS?

1 4
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The lessons derived from each issue cycle are perhaps more valuable to the RELS than the

immediate results of RELS' attempts to resolve a particular issue. Chapter 4 summarizes

some of the important evaluation questions to ask at the end of issue resolution. Volume

5, Evaluating a Regional Environmental Learning System, gives various approaches,-

instruments, and suggestions.

Steps in Creating the Initial RELS Experinient

Chapter 4 gives a step-by-step description of the collective inquirY and action

process. The sequence and details of the steps are suggested, but open to local

adaptation. We believe that the steps are 'general enough that a RELS could follow them

in addressing any issue, whether the first one or a subsequent one. If it is,the RELS' first

attempt, however, there are some additional points to keep in mind. In this section, we

describe th.c special concerns that accompany the first issue resolution. There are the

usual steps of dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation, plus some steps that underscore

the experimenting that is going on during this part of RELS' development.

I. Clarify the Roles in the RELS Experiment

As a result of Phase 1, the participants in RELS reached several points of agreement

about their initial experiment. First, they agreed on at least a preliminary des,ign for the

RELS; that is, how they planned to organize and operate. They also chose an issue or

theme as the focus of the first experiment, and obtained sufficient commitment to the

issue and to the RELS itself.

Before the issue resolution experiment gets underway, the leaders of RELS should

take time to orient those who will be involved. In a Way, it is "seting the stage" for the

collective inquiry and action process. Much has evolved since the RELS' first meetings

and undoubtedly new people will have been attracted by the issue selected. The REIS

may have even conducted a recruitment campaign by this point..



The first step in beginning the RELS experiment is to clarify what roles will be

involved and who will assume those responsibilities. The exact roles, of course, will

depend on how the RELS wants to organize. It is likely, though, that by now the original

organizer of the RELS would give way to a leadership group. The leadership group would

usually be responsible for deciding how to use available talents and interests. App inting

a study committee to carry out the collective inquiry is one likely approach. Later a

separate project team may be helpful in carrying out the RELS actio/n. It should also be

clear to participants who will coordinate the meeting arrangements and offer support

services to the committees. The RELS participants .should also decide what publicity,-
,

network building, training, and recruitment efforts it wants to make during. the first issue

cycle. -- and make arrangements for them, Finally, where organizations are part of the

new network, it is important to clarify how each organization intends to participate and

who will be its representative.

2. Specify the Limits or Constraints or Factors that Might Affect the Experiment

Before beginning the experiment, consider the present situation. What parts of the

present regional setting are likely to be affected by the RELY experiment? What is

RELS' position? Some constraints likely to affect the experiment would be:

lack of resources

lack of "clout," or reputation in the region

an unfavorable attitude in the region (due perhaps, to a history of other
RELS-like attempts which have failed)

individual personality conflicts

'granting credit(where educational organizations are involved)

legal constrainls

"hidden agendas" ot prticipants

Decide what Tecial cf forts must be made due to these factors.
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V.

3. Put the Issue Resolution Experiment into Pr per Perspective

Next, those working on the issue need to clarify for themselves what they are

setting out to accomplish. The Rand study of innovations concludes that clarity about the

project and goals (in this case, clarity about RELS and the exact' issue under study) can

ma ambi'tious undertaking manageable (Berman .and McLaughlin, 1978). Often this

clarity impre es during the course of implementation, but at this point, participants need

to update their nderstanding of what the group is setting out to do. Phase 2 demands

balancing con n with the chosen issue and concern with developing a RELS. The last

step in orienting the participants is to reach agreement about what standards of quality

will guide the experiment. What priorities does 'the RELS. hold? What will be most

important during evaluation?

4. Test the Collective inquiry and Action Process

Next, the issue study committee should gather the information they will need to

draw conclusions about the issue and decide on a course of action. Here the leadc,rs

and/or staff of R.ELS may be called upon to link the study committee to appropriate

sources of informtion. The study committee then lists alternative goals and strategies

and chooses its, plan. The most important criterion for the implementation strategy the

RELS chooses is the degree of adaptation. It is not safe to assume that what worked

elsewhere will work in your region. The first experiment is not an opportunity to try

transplanting a program that was successful in another region. The'whole purpose of the

collective inquiry process is improve a group's understanding of an issue important to

them and to reach a consensus on what to do about it. Working through a network

provides access to the resources the group needs to do this. Regardless what the early

visions of R ELS were, the initial experiment should e appropriate to the region and RELS

participants should be alert to what changes are need in the region to support a RELS.

The first issue study committee should not downplay the experimental nature of

RELS this first time around. In choosing their action, the group should look for creative
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ways to involve and expand their network. After all, it was the search for a "new

approach" to addressing environmental issues that brought them together in the first

place. Avoid feeling limited by a lack of expeiience. Keep expectations realistic, of

course, but dare to test the RELS' ideas and organization you ,have so far. The focus of

Phase 2 should be on the learning that is occurring.

As in any experiment, careful monitoring of what happens during Phase 2 is

important. Assignments should be cleo_and the people responsible for a,ctually carrying

out the action should have easy access to RELS' network of. resources. .The RELS

leadership group can also offer support by coordinating the activities, setting up

communication channels, monitoring progress, keeping records of events, and coordinating ,
publicity. During this initial experiment, it may be especially important to focus Publicity

on the total effort -- the development of the RELS -- rather than on the one specific

, issue. Finally, broad-based support for the action is esserrial to its long-range success;

RELS' ties to key people and organizations in V,region can help raise.this support.

Final resolution of the issue may also require the RELS to work out a continuation

strategy. Few projects would remain the permanent responsibility of RELS. What RELS

can do, however, is again tap its resource linkages to devise a way for an effective project

to continue in the region.

The last major step in the collective inquiry and action process is a systematic

evaluation of what the RELS accomplished. The RELS' goals are to:

examine an issue,
exchange ideas and assumptions,
critique the ideas and adjust individual assumptions and pbsitions, and
select and carry out a course of action

so that members emerge with new insights and viewpoints. Two levels, then, must be

evaluated: RELS performance as a network and what was achieved in addressing the

chosen issue or theme. (See Volume 5, 7valuating a Regional Environmental Learning

System, for types of evaluation instruments that can be used.)

1 4 ,,
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5. Decide Whether or Not to Continue the RELS

At the end of the first experiment, the RELS leadership group, members, and issue

study committe must decide whether the RELS has potential. The basis for this decision

should be the success you have had in developing the RELS, much more than'thc success

you might have had in addressing one particular issue or theme. Is'a network emerging?

Did the collective inquiry and action process prove satisfying? Is the work put into RELS

worth the effort? Is there enough support in the region for something like RELS? If not,

how can the support be developed?

Questions about the nature of the RELS -- its organization, policies, and size -- are

addressed during Phase 3. At this oint, the people in RELS have tried out a ceriain

approach and are.ready to make some decisions about futl re directions..

SUM mary

The purpose of the first RELS experiment is to test the network approach that is

emerging. During Phase 2, a leadership group gradually assumes more of the respon-

sibility for managing the RELS. Their challenge is to balance interest for the first issue

or theme with concern for strengthening the RELS. The best way to assure an early

success with the collective inquiry and action process is to make sure the necessary

adaptation is occurring. A RELS is not something to be copied or installed;" instead,

each region must decide how the RELS design and institutional setting should be adjusted

in order to make them c om pat ible.

The experiment should be designed to give people an opportunity to see how

collective inquiry and action can be used to address one important, timely environmental

issue or theme. Despite some setbacks that may occur, they should find the process

satisfying and worth the effort. Other desired outcomes of Phase 2 are: better

organization for lite new RELS; expanded membership; improved hadership skills; and

systematic evaluation of how the RELS is doing.

14
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In describing what occurs during the first RELS experiment, we pointed out that in

adoition to the usual steps of collective inquiry, there are some special concerns in this

phase. Some suggestions for improving the chances of a successful experiment are:

maintaining clarity about roles; recognizing limits and constraints; and agreeing on

priorities. The last step in Phas:: 2 is to reach a decision about whether or not to continue

the RELS.

4114
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Chapter 7

PHASE 3: INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE RELS

Introduction

Change efforts like RELS, even successful ones, tend to disappear. Therefore, what

is done to institutionalize a RELS in a region is pivotal. In this third phase, a RELS either

becomes a standard part of the region's environmental education or it is simply allowed to

fade away.

Regardless of how formal a structure a RELS eventually attains, institutionalization

involves establishing legitimacy for the network and stabilizing the new condition. Most

likely this will not occur after one or two rounds of the issue cycle. Instead, a RELS is

likely to follow the experience illustrated by our four examples. Most RELS-like

tnetworks test a number of approaches before settling into one that se ms most practical

and effective. The Citizens League today, for instance, is the product of some thirty

years of careful thought and testing. The LittleTennessee Valley Educational Coop is not

part of the model city originally envisioned, but it is still effective in addressing the

. region's education concerns. When does a RELS make the transition to an effective and

recognized institution in the region? The simplest answer is: "When it is easy to use

collective inquiry and action to address an environmental concern." This does not mean

easy in the .sense of quick and final solutions, but rather the point where people know a

R ELS exists, feel free to participate, and have confidence in its ability to genhings done.

This picture of institutionalization has three important parts. A RELS is . always

evolving at three levels. There is the process that RELS uses, collective inquiry and

action, which is the most visible level. In a way, it is like the tip of an iceberg -- easily



observable to those both in and outside the RELS. It is something concrete and the REIS

can work at improving the skills that are involved and achieve noticeable results At the

second level are the social structures that support the collective inquiry and action

process. As the RELS grows in size and ambition, it requires clearer roles, an

organizational structure, and resources -- including appropriate ties to dec,sion-makers,

as well as a talent and financial base. Accomplishments at this level may be less

noticeable to an observer, but are essential to keeping the RELS going. At the third level

are the ideas behind the RELS activity. These too must grow and keep pace with what the

region needs and what RELS can offer. These are the ideas discussed earlier in the

manual -- the concepts of environmental issues, themes, regions, collective inquiry and

action, networking, etc. Who holds what beliefs by Phase 3 will be different from what

initiated Phase 1. An important part of institutionalizing the RELS is clarifying what this

region needs and what this network is going to do.

Institutionalization is not an endpoint, but a state of keeping these three levels in

proper balance. RELS becomes an institution in the region when:

participants in the RELS agree on a rationale;

collective inquiry and action are a visible part of the region's
enyironmemental education; and

social structures are in place to support collective inquiry.

Assumptions at the Beginning of Phase 3

The initial experiment in Phase 2 offers a group the opportunity to test its ideas

before committing itself to any one approach.. All the things that institutionalization

implies should come about slowly for a RELS -- the result of experience, not deft

proposal. writing. Our description of Phase 3 is based on the following assumptions:

I. RELS participants have completed one or more issue cycles and have
evaluated both the issue resolution process and the RELS building efforts
during Phase 2.



2. RELS participants have made a decision about continuing the process of
collective inquiry and action. ,

Chapter 4 described in detail how evaluation is included in the issue resolution

procc-ss. Ai the end of the trial, cycle, our guidelines .say, the participants should gather

data on what occurred, analyze it, and draw conclusions about how to improve future

efforts. Both the issue resolution process and the RELS itself should undergo this

evaluation. The re5ults will help determine whether the participants want to pursue the

development of a RELS. A decision by the RELS members and leaders to continue the

la LS is the signal to enter Phase 3. Earlier phases, of course, lay the foundation for

institutionalizing RELS; Phase .3 refers to the more specific concerns that people should

hive alter RELS has reached a certain maturity.

The Outcomes of Phase 3

We suggest that there lre six outcomes of Phase 3. 'They often overlap and

certainly reinforce each other; together they indicate the successful institutionalization

of a REL.

I. Legitimacy as an Institution in the Region

Institutionalization for RELS means making the final transition from trial issue

resollttion cycles to an accepted and useful part of the way the region operates. Many

groups :tnd organizations, of course, call themselves "institutions" -- and indeed part of

the pt oblern in dealing with the environment is the large number of "institutions" that

hae outlasted the:r usefulness. Our aim here is not simply to create still another

"institution.' Our very first criteria for success s that the RELS be recognized as filling

.1 nerd in the region and that people are willing to work through it. Note that this

per cep'tiorr of usefulness must be shared both by members and by people outside the RELS.

the R,Ind sthdy foimd for educational innovations, there must come a time when an

itional Innovation (like I'M) no longer enjoys a special project status (Berman and



McLaughlin, 1978). Either steps are, taken to make it a part of regular operation;,--

resulting in regular use -- or it will hardly outlive the initial enthusiasm and any outside

funding that was obtainc.d.

2. Clarity about the Design of the RELS as a Formal Institition

After the leaders and members of RELS have evaluated Their early efforts and

decided whether RELS can be of further use, the question becomes: :Where do we,g1)

from here?" Remember that in Phase 1 we called for "a preliminary design of theiEL
,

process." This was to be done in just enought detail to allow the group to choose an issue

and work together on it. If outside funding was to be sought, a higher degree of

organization would obviously have been required. But we urged that design for RELS be

kept flexible and allowed to evolve as needs change and RELS benefits from its

experiences.

At some point, the active RELS participants will want to reach agreement among

themselves -- and define for others -- what their RELS is about. RI- example, a RELS

needs to clarify its goals and objectives, its areas of interest, membership goals, how to

evaluate progress, etc. Options profiles and other aspects of design covered in Volume 2,

You Create a Design, will be helpful in this. A charter or bylaws might then be used, for

example, to document what has been decided.

3. Procedures and Oranizational Structure that Enhance RrILS' Abilitr to Conduct
Collective Inquiry and Action

Closely related to the design of the RELS are the procedures and organizational

structure the participants adopt for their RELS. Assume that a group establishes its areas

of interest and an issue cycle that performs well. What are the keys to stabilizing the

collective inquiry and action process? Let's return to the Citizens League as an example

of a R ELS -- one which often addre.ses environmental concerns, among other regional

1,,sues.
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EXAMPLE: THE CITIZENS LEAGUE PROCEDURE

The Citizens League now has a regular procedure for conducting the collective
Inquiry and .action process. Their purpose is to identify problems facing the
cornmunity, preferably early, before they reach crisis proportions. tach year the
Citizens League selects a few of these for study. Their procedure is:

A ' Ascertain community needs and problems.

2. Once a year, compile a list from which 'issues can be chosen for the
research program.

3. Trim the list down to the six or so projects the Citizens League will
research.

4. Use Citizens League committees to study and analyze the problem
before considering any solutions. s

5. CoordInate the work of the various study committees.

7 6. Summarize facts about the issues in a list of findings.

7. Summarize the committee's values judgments (based on the facts) in a
list of conclusions.

8. Summarize the committee's recommendations.

9. Submit a cvmmitte report on the findings, conclusions, and
recommendation!: to the Citizens League board of directors.

10. Obtain approval of the board -- that is, as an official Citizens League
position.

The board of directors is then responsible for communicating the report to
others and pursuing follow-up by the appropriate authorities.

One of the keys to Citizen League success is selecting the right issues. The issues

chosen by a RELS should be appropriate to its size and capability. Other RELS may find

the criteria used by the Citizens League for issue selection helpful. They are summarized

in Table 7.1 (Citizens League, 1976).

Keeping the orpnizational structure appropriate to the size and purpose of the

RF.LS is also a challenge. Choices related to organization include:



Roles: What are major responsibilities?

Staff: Iiiho will 'carry out the roles?

rinances: How will resources be obtained? Through dues, in-kind
services, grants, etc.

Operational Policies: What are the policies about members, meetings,
election of officers, communications, budget, relationship with other
organizations, etc.?

TABLE 7.1: CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THE ISSUES
X'

' Importance: Is the project of importance to the community?
Urgency: Is action needed now or can the project be delayed?
Necessity: Will, or can, other organizations carry the responsibility?
Cost-benefit: Is the estimated impact of the project worth the amount of
staff and volunteer time required? Is the project of manageable size?
Lffectiveness: What .are the prospects for uhimate implementati,311 of
recommendations that might be made?
Expectation: Is this a project that the community expects the Citizens
League to take on?
Awareness: Is the public generally aware of and interested in the subject?
Interest: Is it likely that Citizens League volunteers can be recruited for
this project?
Membership: Will the project atttract members with a broad interest, a
general interest in the subject, or is it more likely to attract only
committee members with expertise and involvement in the subject area'?
Definition: Is the problem adequately defined so that a Citizens ,League
committee would have a clear understanding of its assignment?
Emotion: Is the problem capable of being resolved by reason based on fact,
or are the emotional overtones too large to permit reasoned analysis?

Even an organization the size of the Citizens League strives to operate with a small

staff, drawing most of its resources (including time and talents) from volunteers. The

purpose ,of the staff is to provide and coordinate support services; they should be

perceived as helping the smaller groups in RELS do their tasks better. Cohen and Lorentz

(1977) of fer these observations about organizational hierarchy:

What so of ten leads groups tci develop an "insider-outsider" dichotomy, and
therefore to become parochial, is an overriding concern with hierarchy. No
group is ever completely devoid of hierarchy. The question for networks is
whether the hierarchy is rigid or flexibie. For people networks to work, the
structure must encourage flexible hierarchy. On any given issue to which the
network addresses itself, it should be possible to change the hierarchical



structure to take advantage of individual resources and talents. Flexible
hierarchy also facilitates shifts in topics and issues.

4. Established Procedures for Attracting and Orientin N..2w Members

The importance of membership-building has already been discussed (see Chapter 3).

In listing it as an outcon e of Phase 3, we have two things in mind:

The RELS needs membership recruitment policies that insure that the
network will remain open. In other words, RELS must deliberately plan
for the infusion of new people.

The RELS needs a way to identify and catalog members (existing and
potential) in terms of what resources they can offer. This applies to both
individual and agencies.

The emphasis here is on recruiting people who will strengthen the RELS, rather than

on the size of the membership. The Citizens League, for example, periodically

reappraises the size of its membership. Substantially enlarging it would entail costs that

run greater than what the League would achieve in revenue, credibility, or impact.'

Therefore, they have decided instead to focus on maintaining a well-balanced membership

-- as representative of the community as possible.

On the other hand, you cannot assume that all thl people who should be involved will

be interested in joining the RELS, especially if their interests seem threatened. Use

publicity and recruitment efforts to show the benefits of coordinating and exchanging

ideas and resources.

5. Ways to Insure Ongoing_Leadershi2

This outcome of Phase 3 includes both attracting new leaders and improving the

leadership group the RELS already has. The leadership group for RELS consists of those

who manage the basic processes of collective inquiry and action: 1) dialogue, decision,

action, and evaluation; and 2) agenda-setting, network-building, and organization.

Whether it is the coordinator, appointed "officers," or study committee chairpersons, it is

essential that these "leaders" be basically RELS-oriented, rather than tied to any one

particular issue. In Sarason's experience, it was the leaders who "felt responsible for the



networks not in the sense that is was their network, but in the sense that by helping to

form the network they had taken on the obligation to make it work...." Sarason goes on

to say that:

Relationships among network members cannot be left to chance, especially in
the early phases of the network. They have to be forged, and that was Mrs.
Dewar's task. More important than enlarging the network or even plunging
into actions and programs was strengthening members' knowledge of, respect
for, and comfort ,with each other. (Sarason, 1977)

Regardless of title, the "leaders" of RELS carry out an integrating role. While

others may be assigned specific tasks -- for example, researching an issue, obtaining

resources, making contacts, scheduling meetings, implementing a project -- the

leadership group must coordinate what has to be done. Their primary responsibility is to

help members maintain an overall RELS perspective in making decisions. Galbraith

examines this role in Organization Design, a book for people who are in a position to make

the choices by which organizations will be designed. He points out that this integrating

role may not even have formal authority. How, then, does this type of leader exercise

influence? There are three bases of influence (adapted from Galbraith, 1977):

First, the RELS leaders need a wide range of contacts -- with people in
positions of power and with a variety of people across the network.' They
need to build up access to information, so they should search for the
crossroads of information streams. In fact, it is this person who is likely to
pick up on a miscellaneous point and keep it for later reference or link it to
another's needs or ideas. The leader is a broker of ideas, helping people in
R ELS meet both indMdual and organizational .,oals.

Secondly, RELS leaders should increase trust among the participants.
To do thi che leader has to be RELS-oriented, and neutral where two
members of the network may have opposing ideas. The leader also has to
be knowledgeable enough about the network members and setting to be
able to tell it, information is accurate. If the RELS is successful in linking
people from a variety of backgrounds and positions, members might need a
standard by which to judge the conflicting information they receive. A
neutral, knowledgeable person who has their respect can help put people at
ease. The leader's influence then comes from an ability to equalize power
dif ferences in the RELS.

Thirdly, the RELS leaders show the members how to make the best use of
;heir group's qualities. The ifitegrating role in' collective inquiry is
different, from that of the other participants. Each participant has
something to contribute; the leader must integrate those contributions.
Bringing people together who have the information to resolve an issue



doesn't guarantee they'll use it. The process has to be managed. The group
will bring qualities that can help or hinder the process (e.g., difference of

, opinion). The leader's role is.not to make the hest decision but to see that
the best decision gets made.

RELS leaders need to develop skills in strengthening the RELS as well as in

managing effective issge cycles. Based.on their study of how innovations are adopted in

formal education settings, Culver and Hoban (1973) suggest the following are some of the

more important skills for group leaders to have:

ability to structure the sequence of discussion (to avoid endless discussion)

ability to distinguish between points of view based on .misunderstanding
vs. those based on value differences

ability to help members generate alternative approaches

ability to provide systematic procedures for reaching agreement

skill in reaching closure a decision and moving the group along to the
next problem.

6. Continued Expansion of Network Ties

One important asPect of the institutionalizing process is for the RELS to look

beyond itself. All the other outcomes described here contribute to a stronger RELS --

their combined effect should also strengthen RELS' position in the community. A RELS

should continually seek ties in its setting that can provide:

assistance and advice pertaining to regional issues,

'access to financial resources,

access to the people who can carry out RELS' strategies,

access to the important power centers that might stand in the way of
RELS' agenda items,

access to the people and organizations who can assume responsibility tor
any "continuation strategies," and

support for the continuation of RELS in the region.

All this requires careful shaping of network ties to the comnunity. one approach,

for example, might be for a RELS to form a linkage with other ...ZELS, enlarging the



resource base and opening the door to larger effort -- for instance, a state plan for

environmental education.

What HaDDens during Phase 3

"Institutionalization" refers to a go-al or end state more than to a phase through

which a RELS is expected to pass on the way to something else. Consequently, it does not

make sense to enumerate steps that will "get you L orn here to there" for this third phase.

At best, we can discuss what institutionalization will usually imply.

What can be said here about a mature operating RELS that has not already been

covered elsewhere in these project volumes? Through the different volumes we are trying

to convince the reader that a wide range of RELS-like networks .for environmental

education are possible -- and needed. Exactly how formal and structured any one RELS

should be will depend on the region and how people in the region perceiye their needs.

In this section -- in place of the usual steps for the phase -- we offer instead some

points from a different perspective. How does a RELS become an accepted and useful

part of the region? Certainly design, the collective Anquiry process, decision techniques,

and evaluation are all facets of a RELS' development. But we can also approach the

question of institutionalization by stepping out of the day-to-day work of RELS

development and examining it as something that happens to the region. Each RELS is a

change in how the region handles environmental education. And because it is a change,

we can make some predictions about what to expect. to happen - - with the help of social

scientists, educators, public administrators, and others -- who have studied how such

changes occur.

For example, those who reported on the Kettering Foundation's efforts to establish a

network of eighteen elementary schools to foster educational innovations found a

recurring pattern in how people reacted tu change. (Culver and Hoban, 1973)



With the support of the League of Cooperating Schools - a network of. schools and

resource people -- each school was introduced to the dialogue, decision, action, and

evaluation process. League organizers thought the process could improve school& ability

. to undertake innovations successfully. Getting the process accepted and used was usually

a slow, but eventually rewarding process. For instance, participating teachers were often

reluctant at first to get involved in anything that seemed to demand more time. (Their

first attempts at team-teaching or some other innovation might be compared to the trial

cycle We describe for RELS as it tackles its first issue.) What the League found was that

this could lead to intense dialogue and difficulties -- but the experience of working with

other teachers also had many benefits: stimulation, feedback, new ways of planning

courses. In other schools the principal took the lead role in bringing in new ideas and

encouraging a dialogue among teachers and the community. Teachers often found that

type of experience could also be difficult, but rewarding. After five years of

experimentation, the staffs in many of the League schools began asking their own

important questions about the schools an..1 were able to deal with them constructively.

The League had brought about a major change.

The League of Cooperating Schools example will help us illustrate three important

characteristics of social change.

Characteristics of Social Change

1. Often a group must achieve some degree of organization before the
reason becomes apparent.

Social scientists uphold the pattern found in League schools. Lindblom maintains

that in public administration the rational approach is most often written about but fails to

describe the actual complexity of most situations (Culver and Hoban, 1973). Rather than

creating a rigid design for a change (like the League or a RELS) from the beginning,

groups usually find their experiences help shape their final goals. Often the change



activity has to be underway before people can appreciate the complexity involved and can

agree on what to do in the long run.

2. Early resistance often proceeds concern with the fundamental questions.

In the League schools, not .all the teachers and principals were enthusiastic about

experimenting with the dialogue, decision, action, and evaluation process. It required --

among other things -- a shift in roles, taking risks, and a new level of communication.

Those who reported on five 'years of League experience discovered a recurring pattern

arhong the schools. The pattern was:

DIALOGUE leads leads leads RE-EXAMINING leads
MD

DECISION
ACTIVITY MORE QUESTIONS FUNDAMENTAL

ASSUMPTIONS
CHANGE

CO

--->,
to to to

The schools were encouraged from the beginning to use this process as a way to choose

and implement teaching innovations. Participants soon learned that as the collective

inquiry process became more visible, a change in one part of the school could affect other

parts. This lead to a new desire to work for consensus. Then, after the first big

breakthroughs in changing customary behavior, some staffs began to question and

reexamine the changes they had made. Often the temptation is to ask an outside expert

to pass judgment, but it is something the group must answer for itself. In the successful

League schools, the principals and staff were able to turn the collective inquiry process on

themsolves, to examine critically the changes they had been making. And as a result,

some scaled down their new arrangements (e.g., large team-teaching schemes that were

more trouble than they were worth).

3. A successful change requires broad support.

The experience of League schools -- like the change efforts reported on by the Rand

Corporation or our four examples of RELS -- show that there are certain necessary



conditions that must accompany an institutional change. The following list, though not

exhaustive, summarizes the more important conditions:

There must be a group of "early adopters" ,n the larger setting, a group
fairly typical of those expected to be eventually part of the change.

;There must be broad-based support for the change, from the beginning,
through the trial efforts and Into the institutionalization phase. This
support must be evident at all levels of potential users and the
community.

Broad-based support requires keeping people well informed during the
change.

Participation must be voluntary, not imposed.

There must be strong leadership.

The change must be viewed as a process, not a series of consultants and
inputs.

People must feel a sense of success and reward as they participate in the
change.

SummarLz

The third phase of RELS' developMent summarizes what can be done, to make the

Regional Environmental Learning System a useful, accepted institution in the region.

Institutionalization is not so much an endpoint as a state of keeping three things in proper

balance. When RELS becomes an institution in the region, there are ideas guiding it, they

are accepted and used, and there is an organizational structure to support them.

In this chapter we used six outcomes to define what we mean by

"imtitutionalization." These goals of Phase 3 are: legitimacy as an institution in the

region; a more complete design for the RELS; formal procedures; a method of building

membership; ways to insure leadership; and continued expansion of network ties. How

successful a RELS is in accomplishing these goals is linked to the change process. A

Regional Environmental Learning System is a change in the region's approach to

envlronmental education, Three characteristics of social change were discussed to help



RELS' participants anticipate what can happen while they work to institutionalize a RELS

in their region.

I 1,,
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Appendix A

SOURCES OF THEORETICAL MODELS
FOR THE RELS



Model: Organizational Charlie Process

I3eckhard, Richard and Reuben T..Harris. Or anizational Transitions: Managing Comp/ex
Change. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1977.

. -

Introduction

Increasing changes in the nature of the organizational world demand an increasing

concern with how to manage change. Organizational Transitions is addressed to those who

are responsible for managing change in large, complex organizations.

We define a large-system change strategy as a plan defining what
.interventions to make where, by whom, and at what time, in order to move the
organization to a state, where it can optimally transform needs into results in a
social environment 'hat nurtures people's worth and dignity. (p. 15)

Devising a change strategy includes choosing the activities and expertise needed to

facilitate the change; identif ying key actors; establishing a timetable and a way tO

measure progress; and providing the education the change requires.

Prerequisites for a Successful Change

Two conditions are essential if a change effort is to be successful. First, the leader

of the organization must be aware of the need for change, and of the consequences of

changing activities. Second, the leadership group should have a relatively clear picture of

what the end state of the transition should be like. The first step in planning a change,

therefore, is to achieve an accurate understanding of the conditions necessitating a

change, a relatively clear idea of what is d.nired, and an understanding of the present

dynamics.

six steps in the Change Process

Beckhard and Harris ,utline six steps in the change process for a large, complex

organi.'ation. (p. 16) Each of these steps is described below in terms of the planning

questions that should guide the management of change.



1. Diagnose the present condition, including the need for change.

What needs changing? Differentiate between the symptoms and
causes.
Why does the problem condition exist?
How much does it matter?

2. et goals and define the new state of condition after the change.

; hat would the organization look like in its new state? Consider, for
example, the organizational structure, reward system, authority and
delegation, roles, performance review, performance outcomes, etc.

3. Define the transition state between the present and the future.

Does the organization's leadership have a choice about whether to
change or only how to change?
What is the readiness and capability of the subsystPrns in the
organization to change?
Where is the best place to start?
What is the best way to intervene? What would be the consequences
of the pos ;ible activities?

4. Develop strategies and action plans for managing the transition.

Will the intermediate condition be significantly different from the
"before" or "after" state? If so, it will require its own type of
management.
Are the activities time-sequenced, adaptable, and linked to the
evt.ntual goals?

o Whose support is essential during the transition period? How can their
commitments be fostered?

e What intervention technologies might be useful for dealing with the
prohlern of change? Consider what kinds of change are involved --
changes in relation to the organization's environment, changes in
structure, or changes in the way work is done. Specific technologies
and methods can help ameliorate these problems.

5. Monitor ,And evaluate the change.

flow will you know the change effort has been successful?
Ha', the change effort worked?
How will you know how much of the outcome can be attributed to the
change ef fort?
flow should the change be monitored?

'-,tahili/e the new condition on establish a balance between stability and

Wh,It steps will he taken to see that the new condition continues?
\larwernent should ensure that there is a process for setting priorities
for improvement, that there is a continuous system of feedback, and
that the reward systrm recognizes efforts to maintain the new
condi t
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Model: Innovation in Education

Berm _In, Pa and Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin.. Federal Suor_ppq Educational
Chan Vol. VII: Im lement SustainingInnovations. Santa Monica, CA:
Rand ay 1978: .

Introthiction

In 1978, the Rand Corporation published its final report of the four year, eight

volume study of educational innovation prepared for the U.S. Office of Education. Rand

studied four Federal programs that provided temporary funds (usually for 3-5 years) to

foster the spread of new, not existing, innovative.practices. The four Federal programs

were: Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title III (now a part of Title IV-C,

Innovative Projects; Elementary and Secondary )Education Act Vitle VIII, Bilingual

Projects; Vocational Educational Act, 1968 Amendments, Part D, Exemplary Programs;

and Right-to-Read. The study followed the, progress of a sample of 293 local projects

that had received this type of funding. For the first two years, research focused on the

initiation and implementation of the innovative projects; during the second phase, Rand

looked at what happened to 'innovative projects one or two years after the end of Federal

funding.

The aim of the study was to assist the Otfise of Education in reexamining its change

agent policies, for Federal involvement as it had evolved during the "decade of :refvrm"

(beginning wi'th ESEA) had produced disappointing results.

nespite considerable innovative activity on the part of local school districts,
the evidence suggests that:

No class of existing educational treatments has been found that
consistently leads to improved student outcomes (when variations in the
institutional 'setting and nonschool factors are taken into account ).
"successful" projects have dif ficulty sustaining their success over a
number of years.
"ticcessful" projects are not disseminated automatically or easily, and
their "replication in new sites usually falls short of their performance in
the original siteh." (p. v)
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Rand was commissioned to study what might be a more appropriate and effective

role for Federal programs in improving the schools. The research focused on how the

process of innovation works and the factors that affect the process and its outcomes.

A Model of How Innovation Occu-s

One of the major products of the Rani- study was a model of the processes of

innovation that helps explain how an educational innovation becomes an operating reality,

i.e., an acctpted part of the regular budget. Though innovations follow different courses,

the three characterktic phases are not strictly chronological in the beginning-middle-end

sense, because the activities defining each phase often ove(lap.

Within each phase, an innovation could follow different paths (i.e., processes)
depending on local choices, and characteristics. These paths are of more than
academic interest. Some paths typify projects with desirable outcomes --
namely, effective implementation and long-term continuation -- and other
paths characterize ineffective or short-lived projects. R is, therefore,
important to policy to describe these paths and to examine the conditions
leading to them. (p. 13)

Furthermore, major responsibility during ear h phase shif ts among various key actors.

The phases can be described as follows:

Mobilization -- This phase includes two broad categories of activities: a)
planning-related tasks (problem definition, goal setting, proposal writing,
selection of participants, etc.); and b) 0:tivities that serve to mobilize
enthusiasm and support for the project. In the Federally funded projects 4.0
studied, the central office administrators in the school districts had key roles 6
during the mobilization phase. Depending on which parts of the school district
were mobilized, Rand found four "paths" or patterns of support an innovation
might receive: opportunism; top-down support; localiZed support; and broad-
based support. The type of support (and the cocresponding motivation behind
it) proved crucial to the other two phases.

Implementation -- During the second phase, project plans are translated into
practice. Here the major actors are the project users, and the entire phase is
characterized by adaptation. Because no two settings or group of users are
alike, every educational innovation is adapted during its implementation. How
adaptation occurred in the project and its institutional setting suggests the
"paths" that are possible during this phase. Three patterns emerged from the
study:

norlirnplernentation, where the project neither altered its setting
nor was adapted to it. In this case, projects often break down
during implementation or are simply ignored byusers who find
I I win extraneous to classroom concerns.

4
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cooptation, where the project is adar :ed, but the traditional
institutional behaviors go unchanged. Implementation can
appear to be deceptively smooth, but because behavior is
unaf fected, results are short-lived.

mutual adaptation, where both the project and the setting are
changed to achieve a match. This requires broader support and
can make implementation chaotic as the project staff try to
make the project work. But it is the only "path" that can .result
in teacher change, setting the stage for a more lasting'effect.

Institutionalization -- In this phase, the project either makes the final
transition from innovation to an accepted part .ot the school district's
operation, or it ultimately disappears. Where funding is involyed, the key
question is whether the district continues the new practice when outside funds
run out. School officials and school board members have the prominent Toles
here, but as in the first phase, many other components.of the school distrt6t
may be involved in the successful institutionalization process.,,The decision to
continue the project or practice must receive careful follow-up, or it may
continue to be vulnerable to financial, pexsonnel, or political problems. Rand
found four patterns within the institutionalization phase:if

discontinuation, when neither the district nor the school decide
to continue the project after outside funding ends;

isolated continuation, which occurs
to use the project although district s4pport does not materialize;

en some teachers continue

pro forma continuation, when the p ct is "continued" in name
only. For political or other reasons, the school district may
officially decide to continue the project but teachers do nut use
it extensively in the classroom;

i nst ituti on al i zed change, whiCh occurs when 'the "innovation"
becomes part of the regular curriculum at both the district and
classroom levels. Rand found that this rare event usually meant
that the project had been successfully implemented, had
produced a change in the teachers, and that the new methods had
continued to be used extensively. Although these:outcom4'i
might also be true of "successful" projects that were continued
on an isolated basis, the institutionalized projects' followed a
different process. From the beginning, plans were made for the
eventual continuation; thus district officials were careful to
foster broad-based support, throughout the first two phases.
Finally, when outside funding ended, school district manager',
guided the transition of the innovation from its trial status to iti
place in the regular operations.

The path an mooy'ation follows after the end of Federal funding is to a great extent

deterrnimecc by its prior mobilization and implementation. Figure I helps summarize the

path ot innovatIM that Rand was able to ciescribe following its research. At each phase,
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certain patterns tend to lead to specific patterns in the following phase. In addition, Rand

concludes:

Our research suggests that unless district-level staff were committed to the
project from the outset, it was usually not possible to mobilize support for the
project once it was underway or at the time that continuation decisions had to
be made. (p. 21)

MOBILIZATION

Patterns of support: Opportunism

e//
HoO adaptation occurred: Nonisplesentation

IMPLENENTATION

INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Nature of continuation:

/

Top-dam Grass-roots Bgoad-based
support support support

if
Mutual

Adaptation

le

Cooptation

Discontinuation No forma
Continuation

Figure 1: "---4 ":
Paths of Innovation (p. 17)

1

'Isolated Institutionalized
Continuation ChInge



Model: Networks

Cohen, Saul B. and Elizabeth Lorentz. "Networking: Educational Program Policy for the
Late Seventies." EDC News, No. 10 (Fall, 1977), 1-4.

Introduction

Networks of people exist for many purposes -- to get a job, to find a house, to

organize a political campaign. Usually these networks just happen; rarely, they . are

planned. But a great deal of what gets done in life is accomplished within and because of

these networks. Therefore, Cohen and Lorentz suggest "that the deliberate creation of

people networks represents a mator opportunity for advancing a wide variety of national

objectives." (p.

Networking Theoey 7.

People join networks "out of a sense of enlightened .self -interest." (p. 2) Individual

can use the .netw-ork to establish and \maint'din links with other network members.

Members can use each other as resourceS to exploit while tackling a common problem. An

individual's home base may not offer the resources needed to learn new information, to

give and receive assistance, and to fulfill personal desires. A network provides the

'1ndividual with the opportunity to deal,, with real world problems more effectively than is

possible in dither settings.

Members of a network have diverse interests and backgrounds. They bring into the

network different approaches to the issues being addressed, different points of view, and

different resources to share. because the network deals with problems of interest to its

memhers, it re?nains open and flexible, adapting to changing conditions and changing

interests.

a
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Structure of a Network

Cohen and Lorentz state that "people networks operate in settings structured to

facilitate, interaction." (p. 2) One aspect of this network structure is that members are

identified in terms of the resources they have to offer. Exchange of resources among

members is an important fUnction of the network.

The network must continually be open to new people who bring into the network new

outlooks and resources. Work contacts of present network members are excellent

prospective members. Careful planning of the network membership can ,broaden the

resource base and strengthen the network.

Structural flexibility can be built into the network by organizing operational sub-

groups or task forces. A subgroup operaates in whatever setting is most appropriatA for

the problem at

Summary

Cohen and Lorentz conclude their discussions of networks by recommending that

"wherever possible, projects and programs supported by the Federal government be

required to develop the networking process as part of ttieir operation." (p. 3) This

recommendation is based on the authors' experiences with networks in which far more was

accomplished when people shared resources than was accomplished when individuals

worked alone.
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Model: Linkams

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development. A Guide to
Interorganizational Linkage in Education. San Francisco, CA: Far West Laboratory,
1978.

Introduction

Far West Laboratory's guide "presents instructions for facilitating the planning,

implementatior\ and evaluation of a linkage program." (p. 1) Although written primarily

for formal educators, the guidelines can also be used by representatives of the nonformal

education sector. The guide defines key linkage concepts and discusses the steps of the

linkage process. The purpose of the -linkage process is to establish a cooperative

agreement among two or more organizations. The linkage enhances each organization's

ability to achieve its goals and objectives by facilitating coordination of activities and

exchange of, eesources. The linkage process also results in a set of goals and objectives

for the linkage activity itself.

Roles in the Linkae ,Process

The organizations or institutions that participate in the linkage are represented by

people who can commit their organizations to the linkage process. These people are

called boundary personnel. Someone from each organization coordinates the linkage

process within the organization. This linkage coordinator is one of the boundary

personnel. A linkage facilitator, someone from outside the participating organizations,

supports the linkage process by suggesting linkage activities, providing training for

boiino,iry personnel, and assisting in other ways.

' te_ps in the Li'ikage Process

A major section of the Far West Laboratory guide presents a step by step procedural

model for carrying out the actual linkage process. The three phases of the model are

A - 9
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prelinkage activity, trial cycle of linkage activity, and formalized cooperative arrange-

ments.

Pre linkage activity is carried out by the linkage facilitator meeting separately with

potential participating organization.). The facilitator defines the problem or issue needing

resolution, then meets with organizations to determine interest in the problem. Commit-

ment to participate in the linkage process is obtained from each organization.

The tasks of the second phase, the trial cycle of linkage activity, are carried out in

group meetings with boundary personnel. At the initial meetings, participants learn about

linkage approaches. They also examine the goals and objectives of their organizaVon to

see where linkage can be useful. Then the organizations can look for mutual goa\ls and

objectives for the linkage effort. After agreeing on the specific structures, roles, and

respo6sibilities for the linkage activity, and setting up feedback channels and evaluation

procedures, the organizations try out the linkage activity.

After the initial trial cycle of linkage activity, a formalized cooperative

arrangement is established among the participating organizations. This ensures the

continuation of the linkage effort.



Model: Movements

Gerlach, Luther P. and Virginia H. Hine. People, Power, Change: Movements of Social
Transition. New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1970.

Introduction

In People, Power, Change, social scientists Gerlach and Hine analyze the

relationship of movements (social, political, religious, and others) to social change. Their

position is that movements are both the cause and effect of social change., A "movement"

is defined as:

a group of people who are organized for, ideologically motivated by, and
committed to a purpose which implements some form of personal or social
change; who are actively engaged in the, recruitment of others; and whose
influence is spreading in opposition to the established order within which it
originated. (p. xvi)

The study was the result of three years of research into two modern movements --

Pentecostalism and the Black Power Movement. Usually this type of study focuses on the

generating conditions which give rise to such movements. Here, however, the approach

was to analyze the internal dynamics of movements, rather than the reasons for their

origins. Five key factors emerged from the study of the worldwide spread of

Pentecostalism. , Later,,the same factors were recognized in the Black Power Movement.

Finally, through library research the authors discovered that the factors were useful in

understanding other movements as described by anthropologists, sociologists, political

scientists, and historians.

The Five Characteristics of a Movement

At what point, does a group or collective become a movement? Are there factors

beyond the generating conditions which are also responsible for the start of a movement?

Gerlach and Hine identified five key factors which are crucial to a movement's growth.

Only when all five of these factors are present and interacting, does a collectivity become

1
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a movement -- it becomes an autonomous social institution and can grow independently of

the o-iginal generating conditions. These five factors are described below:

1. A segmented, polycephalous orjanization in which the parts are related
through various personall structural, and ideological ties. In this type of
organization, there is no hierarchy of decision-making. A number of
"leaders" may arise and each may attract a substantial following; yet none
of the leaders can make decisions binding on all members of the
movement and none can speak for the movement as a whole. To
outsiders, men like Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, Eldridge Cleaver and
Stokely Carmichael might have appeared to be the key individuals without
whom the Black Power Movement of the late 1960's might have come to a
halt. Instead not one could be called the leader of the movement. In
fact, the list of influential leaders might need to be updated several times
a year. In this type of organization, there is no roster of all the groups
who consider themselves participants in the movement. However,
members recognize each other, looking for subjective, shared qualities
they understand and respect. This, rather than formal membership
requirements, ties the nodes of the network together.

2: Face-to-face recruitment. "No matter what conditions of social
disorganization or social or psychological deprivation facilitate the ride of
a movement, the key to its spread is to be found in the process of fiace-
to-face re:ruitment by committed participants." (p. 97) LeaderS, of
course, can have a significant effect on the commitment process, but
most often recruitment follows the lines of preexisting relationships, e.g.,
kinship, neighborhood, .professional, friendship, etc. Furthermore,
individuals are recruited to specific cells in the network, rather than to
the movement itself.

3. Personal commitment on the _part of most_L if not all, the participants.
This commitment is "generated by an act or experience which separates a
convert in some significant way from the estaLished order (or his
previous place in it), identifies him with a new set of values, and commits
him to new patterns of behavior." (p. xvii) There is a close relationship
between the factors of commitment and ideology in a movement. But it
is interesting to note that a uniform, high level of commitment is not
essential to the growth of a movement. In fact, the authors suggest that
less committed members have an important function in movement
dynamics. By acting as a buf fer between the highly committed "radical"
participants and the rest of society, they keep opposition at a manageable
level. Risk is required, but thee movement avoids suppression. 'These
members also provide the movement with organizational stability and can
attract recruits who may be of fended by more intense members.

4 An ideololy which provides the basis for overall unity. Some "of the
characteristics of a movement ideology are: dogmatism and certainty

olipled with an adaptive ambiguity; a combination of basic beliefs and
constant application to specific situations; a tendency to permit only
positive reinforcement; and a dichotomous world view which is used to
d .f ine the opposition. (p. 182) The ideology of a movement helps define
the opposition and provides'rnembers with a rationale for the changes they
desire.
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5. Real or perceived opposition. Without opposition from the established
order, there would be no risk, and hence no commitment required ior
participation. Gerlach and Hine found that, once a movement is
underway, op )osition, short of total annihilation, provides optimal
conditions for movement growth.

Clearly social change involves changes on the part of individual members. People,

Power, Change draws the conclusion that a successful movement is the point of

intersection between personal and social change. The five characteristics of movements

describe a basic type of organization and the methods by which it grows. Understanding

the internal dynamics of movements can offer insights into both personal and social

transformations.



Model: Networ!:s

Hine, Virginia H. "Th:: Basic Paradigm of a Future Socio-cultural System." World Issues,
Center for the ;',,dy of Democratic Institutions, Vol. II, ApriVMay 1977, 19-22.

Introduction

During the past ten years Hine and her colleague, Luther P. Gerlach, have been

doing research in , wide range of "movements" -- politicali ocial, religious, and others.

They have observed the same basic structural form and mode of functioning no matter

what the type of movement. They have called1this type of structure a "segmented

polycephalous network," written as SP(I)N. (p. 19)

Characteristics

A SP(I)N is a network composed of many nodes or segments. This type of segmented

structure contrasts with the hierarchical structure of a conventional bureaucratic

organization. Each segment has its own internal organization and is capable of

functioning independently.

The leadership of a SP(ON is decentralized. Movements do not have a single leader

who speaks for the entire movement. The leader or leaders of one segment may not be

recognized as leaders by members of other segments of the movement. Within a segment

a leader perhaps does no more than speak for the group, rather than make decisions.

Linkages

What holds the SP(I)N together are horizontal organizational linkages and ideological

bends. There are several types of organizational linkages. One is overlapping member-

ship. Members of one segment of the movement are often also members of another

segment. There are also linkages among the leaders of various segments. Another type of



linkage is the "ritual activity," such as a rally, demonstration, conference, or revival

meeting, which brings together members and leaders of many segments of the SP(ON.

Hine states that "perhaps the most significai..t aspect of the segmentary mode of

organization is the role ot the ideological bond." (p. 20) Indeed, the SP(ON is held

together by the power of this ideological bond that forms when various segments of the

network share a strong commitment to a few common ideas.

Benefits

The SP(1)N, according to Hine, represents "an adaptive pattern of social

organization." (p. 20) Because it emerges out of functional necessity rather than rational

planning, this type of structure provides benefits not :possible in other organization

structures. The SP(ON:

encourages full utilization of individual and small group innovation while
minimizing the results of failure;

promotes maximum penetration of ideas across socioeconomic and cultural
barriers while preserving cultural and subcultural diversity;

is flexible enough to adapt quickly to changing conditions; and

puts a structural premium on egalitarian, personalistic relationship skills in
contrast to the impersonalistic mode of interaction suited to the
bureaucratic paradigm. (p. 20)



Model: A& linistration and Patterns of Behavior

Kotter, John P. and Paul R. Lawrence. Maors in Action. New York, NY: ohn "ey
Sons, 1974.

This model of mayoral behavior was drawn from a study of twenty mayors and their

administrations during the 1960's in large and moderate-sized American cities. Only

former mayors were studied; observation and the interview were the chief tools used.

During the first phase of the study data were collected on a small number (six) of mayors.

Then, in the second phase, the conclusions drawn in the first phase were tested on a larger

number (fourteen) of mayors. The model presented by Kotter and Lawrence was derived

from their analysis of the data they collected during the two year study.

The model consists of the following three key processes:

AGEND A SETTING deciding what to do

NETWORK BUILDING getting and managing the necessary resources
to pursue the agenda

TASK ACCOMPLISHMENT carrying out specific tasks that are on the
agenda

In dddition to the three processes, there are four contextual variables in the model:

THE MAYOR

THE AGENDA

includes the mayor's cognitive skills, inter-
personal skills, needs and drives, and values
and aspirations

the short-, medium-, and long-run tasks the
mayor is currently planning 'o undertake,
specified in as much detail as possible.

THE CITY the city's interdependent subsystems (health
care, transportation, education, etc.), size,
rate of change, homogeneity, and the mayor's
domain (area in which the mayor is trying to
have an impact)

HIE NETWORK members' relLtionship to the mayor, resources
members command, and members' expecta-
tions of the mayor

4
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There are a number of values associated with the Kotter and Lawrence model. It

focuses on both structure and process. Applying the model to analyze the behaVior of a

mayor can help determine what processes and structures would significantly improve the

mayor's effeFtiveness. Also, the model identifies key contextual variables and permits

identification of coalignment among these variables. According to the model, as least one

key relationship , exists between each of the contextual variables (agenda-network

relationship, agenth-city relationship, cit, -mayor relationship, network-city relationship,

network-mayor relationship, and mayor agenda relationship). These relationships are

such that if any two contextual vairables are not aligned, the consequences of that

nonalignment eventually create problems r the mayor. If all 'iour contextual variables

of a mayor's syst.em are aligned simultaneously, a state of coalignment exists. A mayor

exhibits coaligliment behavior when -ie or she a.tempts to move his or her system toward

a state of coalignment. This behavior is considered desirable; it consists of patterns of

behaVior that deal with short-run constraints and produce impacts on the four contextual

variables. Coalignrnent behavior either moves the system toward, or maintains it near, a

state in which all six relationships among the contextual.variables are aligned.

The authors offer several implications of the coalignment model. One implication is

that the network concept is useful in understanding administration and mayoral behavior.

Kotter and Lawrence suggest several questions for future network research. The/ raise

several que5tions bout networks, and make some disturbing p. dj-..tie.ls about urban crises

that will result from nonaligned systems.
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Model: Study Action Planning Process

Nix, Harold, L, The Community and its Involvement in the Study Planning Action Process.
Atlanta, CA: Cenier for Disease Control, 1977,

Introduction

This book is addressed primarily to health planners, public health officials, and

commun:ty organizers interested in improving community health. The first part of the

book provides a conceptual basis for understanding the nature of community, community

leadership, and community change. It explores topics such as types of community leaders,

principles of change, angl basic approaches to planned change. An approach is offered for

determining the leaders, organizations, factions, and linkages in a community. Part Two

of the book describes in detail the study planning action process for community

improvement.

Steps in a Planned Community Change Process

The recommended steps in the study planning action process are stated broadly so_...

they are applicable to any corrimunity goal ot project. The steps are:

1. Recognizing and describing/the need or problem in the community.

2. Determining of relevant or,;anization lea4%-rs and factions who should be
consulted on the problern or need.

3. Initiating and legitimizing the need.

4. Diffusing the need to the public.

5. Orp,anizing a study and plan to carry out the project.

6. Studying and planning (that is, look at the facts and plan'what specifically
is needed).

7. Implementation.

3. Evaluation of the total process and its effectiveness. (p. 87;88)



Model: Resource Exchange Network

Samson, Seymour B., Charles Carroll, Kenneth Maton, Saul Cohen, and Elizabeth Lorentz.
Human Services and Resource Networks: Rationale, Possibilities, and Public Policy.
Tari cisco, CA: ,Joesey-Bass Publishers, 1977.

In this book Sarason and his colleagues describe the Essex network -- how, o,er a

three-year period, it emerged and developed into a loosely organiz( d, informal association

of several hundred people. The purpose of the network is to figure out ways that members

can exchange ideas and resources for their mutual benefit. Throygh their participation in

the network, people from a wide variety of backgrounds and job settings "use" each otheF

as resources to further their work goals and to enhance a sense of community among

themselves.

It is important to unders'tand the'underlying rationale for the Essex network. As thv

authors thought about the concept of a network they rcalized that examining the

relationship between two of ten.overlooked factors, might provide new insights'. The two

factors ar.e: the fact that resources (human and matrial) are always limited, and that

people long for a more substanti.al sense of community. The authors' conclusion was that

people would have to accept the fact of limited resources before they ¢ould experience a

more satisfying feeling of 'commurAity. In other words, people needed io realize that

aChieving their goals would require them to cxchange resources in barter style with others

. who had some of the resources they needed.

This rationale requires people to perceive themselves and their agencies or

organizations in new arid dif ferent ways. Much of the book describes the activities and

procedures. (like meetings) that best highlight and test the resource exchange' rationale.

The authors thought it important /hat readers understand the significance of network

meetings, because these meetings are so essential to the growth of the network. The

meetings also function tb provide some seiro of community among network member5.
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The book also ditcusses othero,important aspects of the network, including funding,

leadership, and staffing. Whenever possible, ,these topics are discUssed in terms of the

rationale; that is', Ahespecial problems, opportunitieo, nd dileMmis that occurred in the

.Essex network because of the rationale.

, In summary, the most important contribution of this book is that .the Essex network

demonstrates that there are constructive and creative ways of dealing with ,limited

resources and with people's need,for a sense-1)f community.

\,
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Model: Resourcelxchadge Network

Sarason, Seymour a. and Elizabeth Lorentz. The Challenge of the Resource Exchange
Network. San, Francisco, CA: Jossey Bass Publishers, 1979.

In this book, their second about the resource excl\ange network, Sarason and Lorentz

further expand the ideas presented in Human Services and Resources Networks (1977).

'That book describes in detail the development of the Essex network as a resource

exchange network, and reviews the literature on networks. This book goes beyond the

first by offering step-by:step guidelines for overcoming the obstacles to network

development and. operation. It deals at length with the fact of limited resources and gives

examples of what happens when people redefine themselves as resources.

This is the resource exchange rationale -- individuals not only redefine themselves

as resources but also .seek to use each other's resources in a mutually satisfying way, in a

way that enhances the limited resources of each. This kind of networking activity also

results in a sense of community among people who share resources.

The authors discuss the role of the network coordinator, particularly the cognitive

characteristics of such an individual that seem crucial to network development and

maintenance. These individuals have accepted the resource exchange rationale -- that

resources are limited -- and have the ability to get others to see how resource exchange

and networks can he beneficial to everyone involved.

Numerous examples and case descriptions convey to the reader the wide variety of

work settings, disciplines and professions, and geographic areas where people are involved

in resource exchange networks. By describing and understanding the similarities and

differences among widely varying examples, the authors provide insight in0 the potentials

and the obstacles to the implementation of a resource exchange network.



Model: Organizational Effectiveness

Schein, Edgar H. Organizational Psychology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1970.

doyou Measure an Organization's Effectiveness?

Because organizations have multiple functions, it is suggested that effectiveness be

defined in terms of systems-level .,:riteria. Output and satisfaction at any one point aren't

enough -- instead, Schein says to look at "the processes through which the organization

approaches problems". Definition: system effectiveness means the capacity to survive,

adapt, maintain qself, and grow regardless of the function it fulfills.

Criteria for "Organizational Health"

Organization effectiveness is all of these. Key question: Viewed on a system, how

does the organization demonstrate the following:

I. adaptability -- ability to solve problems and to react to changing demands
with flexibility

2. sense of identity - - self perception on the part of the organization of
what it is, what its goals are, what it is to do. (Questions: Is the
perception shared widely in the organization? In line with others'
perceptions of the organization?)

3. capacity to test reality -- ability to search out, accurately perceive and
correctly interpret the real properties of the environment, especially
those with relevance for the functioning of the organization

The Organization's "Adaptive-Coping Cycle"

Look at the six stages in the cycle to see where organization s typically fail to cope

adequately (i.e., are not effective).

1. Sense a change in some part of the internal or external environment.

2. Impart information about the change to those in the organization who can
tAct upon it.

3. Change whatever needs to be changed within the organization.

1
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4. Stabilize the internal changes while minimizing any undesirable by-
products of the'change

5. Export the new products or services which are more in line with .the
perceived changes in the environment

6. Obtain feedback on the success 'of the change

How was the change received by the outside environment?
How well was the change integrated internally?

Problems and Pitfalls in the Cycle.

1. Failure to sense changes in the environment or incorrectly sensing what is
happening.

timing is imp.lrtant
if multiple functions are involved, be sensitive to changes in any of
them
research and polling have arisen as aids

2. Failure to get the relevant information to those parts of the organization
that can use it.

might involve a lengthy program of influencing attitudes, self-images,
and working procedures
might be difficult to get people to take the information seriously (may
be threatening)
consultant with prestige may help the communication

3. Failure to influence the conversion or production system to make the
necessary changes.

a forced change risks resistance in the production or conversion part
of the organization (systems with their own coping principles have to
go through the cycle themselves)
aid: involve the subsystem in decisions on how to change

4. Failure to consider the impact of changes on other systemS and failure to
achieve stable change.

assess the effects of a proposed change on the other .parts
if possible, use linkages that are there to spread the change.

5. Failure to export the new product, service, or information.

key information about the change reliable
can put Ti neutral "outsider" to work to help do this

6. Failure to obtain feedback on the success of the change.

much like II 1, but many organizations have ways to check the impact
of a change

1 ;4)'.)
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